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Introduction:

Literature Review:

Economic success and sound financial system is intertwined in
both literature and practice. Economic reform process of 1991
had a great impact on redefining the financial system of India
leading to overall economic development of the country. Today,
India's financial system is considered to be sound and stable as
compared to many other Asian countries where the financial
market is facing many crises. India is now being ranked as one of
the fastest growing economy of the world. The pre-liberalized
India had a very poor rate of savings and most of the money
earned was spent on consumption rather than accumulation. But
in the post-liberalization period, India saw an upsurge in volume
of savings. So, investment companies should continually
introduce new types of avenues in an effort to attract investor's
capital

However investment is increasingly considered as a subject
falling under behavioral science rather than finance or
economics. It is governed more by trends and group behavior
rather than rationality and cold calculations. Investors like
consumers are also immensely influenced by fashions and what
is “in-thing”. Moreover, investors are unique and are a highly
heterogeneous group at the retail level.

When the target market is very large, companies usually resort to
market segmentation based on variables like demographics,
psychographics etc. However, due to intense competition, the
basis for market segmentation is becoming increasingly
complex. Segmentation of Investor groups involves identifying
homogenous groups of customers who behave differently to
different financial instruments. Investors are generally selective

in investing. The investment behavior of individuals is a
methodical and logical function of personal circumstances and
attitudes. Investment attitudes result in selecting particular
instruments in a portfolio. Information about the similarities and
the major factors that influence investors are sought out by
various financial companies so as to design the preferred
instruments and adjust their marketing activities to achieve
successful performance.

This article is an effort to segment investors using psychographic
variables using VALS (values and lifestyles).

Several Indian researchers have studied the investment pattern
and the investment instruments used by Indian investors.
Classification of investors based on demographic characteristics
has been attempted by many, and few attempts are made to study
investment pattern on the basis of psychographic characteristics.

The term Segmentation is widely used in marketing to find
clusters on the basis of wants. The fast changing demographic
profile of investors forces financial market to ponder on different
Segmentation of investors.

Thomas F Funk, Maryse J. Hundon (1988) found four clusters by
using 23 dimensions as Leading edge entrepreneurs 10%,
progressive farmers 36%, traditionalist 14%, and the marginal
majority 40%.

Jackie L.M. Tam, Susan H.C. Tai. London (1998) worked on
Psychographic segmentation of the female market in Greater
China and identified four clusters, they were "conventional
females" 40.7 %, "contemporary females” 21.9%, "searching
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ABSTRACT:

Segmentation is a complex process includes number of basis to segment the market.Advancement of technology developments and
changing demographic profiles add in more complexity in segmentation process. Buyers market is included to customization
products and services. The investors of same demographic profile do not have same investment pattern or consumption pattern. It
is due to different attitude and personality. Present research is an effort to find out investment inclinations of investors belongs to
A1 Socio Economic Class (SEC) from sub urban area on the basis of personality traits.

Study finds little deviation into investment pattern by samples in A1 SEC. Experience trait personality shows different behavior
while comparing Achievers, Innovators and Thinkers. This article has identified investor segments using the psychographic
characteristics of investors.

Keywords: Investors Psychographics, Investment Pattern, Psychographic Segmentation, VALS.
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singles” 19.4 %and "followers'' 18.1%.

In Indian Scenario the studies were conducted on the basis of
psychology.

Rajarajan V. (1999) conducted study on stage in Life cycle and
investment pattern.Study brings out that investment size below
Rs. 50000 constitute the majority in all stages of life cycle. The
association of investment size and investors stage in life cycle
does have a specific pattern. The size of investment in financial
assets and the percentage of risky assets in financial investment
declines as the investor move up through the various stages in the
life cycle.

Rajarajan V. (2000). identified three life study clusters i.e.Active
Inventors, Individualists, and Passive Investors. Study brought
out the association between life style clusters and investment
related characteristics.

(2000) concluded that households
preference for instruments match their risk perception; Bank
Deposit has an appeal across all income class; 43% of the non-
investor households equivalent to around 60 million households
(estimated) apparently lack awareness about stock markets; and,
compared with low income groups, the higher income groups
have higher share of investments in Mutual Funds (MFs)
signifying that MFs have still not become truly the investment
vehicle for small investors.

Gnana Desigan C, S. Kalaiselvi and L. Anusuya (2006) studied
women investors' perception towards investment. Research
concluded with finding that age of the women investors and level
of awareness about investment is not associated and no
significant association between educational level and level of
awareness about investment. Significant association was found
between occupation and level of awareness, monthly income and
level of awareness and absence of association between marital
status and level of awareness.

The Corporate dealing in Indian market with Indian investors
need to think rural people or market distinctly. Near about 65%
population of India stay in villages and the economy is based on
mansoon. The rural market characterstics with different
behaviour. Few researches are found on the pattern of rural
investors.

Srinivasan Sakthi K, Lakshmi Devi S (2006), focused on rural
investment with reference to post office savings schemes
majority of rural investors i.e. 61.9% invest in post office savings
schemes followed by insurance 48.5% and bank savings account
46.4%. Security is a major reason behind investment in post
office saving schemes.

Merely demographic characteristics does not suffice purpose to
segment the market but it needs to give attention to psychology of
investors which may also help to find niche. Many researchers
have taken base of VALS to categorize samples and draw
inferences.

Chin-Feng Lin, Santa Barbara (2002) focuses on multi-
segmenting methodology. Demographic and psychographic

variables based on the differentiation of consumer brand
preference. The purpose of this research was utilizing multiple
segmentation variables to identify smaller, better-defined target
sub-markets for enhancing business competitive advantages.
VALS2 and LOV are used as the theoretical bases in this study.
The researcher focused on nine product categories and collected
67 well-known brands in the market. The questions in the
questionnaire fell into three categories. The first category
concerned respondents' degree of agreement (scale: 1-5 on the
Likert scale). A total of 35 and 32 items were selected from
VALS2 and LOV measurements, respectively. The second
category concerned gender, age, education and monthly family
income of the respondents. The third category concerned
consumer brand preference. Respondents could choose one, two
or three brands they used most from each product category.
Sample size was 1000 respondents. From LOV on the basis of
values self-respect, warm relationships with others; sense of
accomplishment; self-fulfillment; being well respected; sense of
belonging and enjoyment of life were identified. On the basis of
Self-orientation and resources (VALS2) classify consumers are
classified into eight clusters. They are fulfilled; believers;
achievers; strivers; experiencers; makers; actualizers; and
strugglers.

Rohit Vishal Kumar, Amitava Sarkar, London (May 2008)
designed study on the basis of VALS to segment the metropolitan
consumers on behavioral aspects and to understand their
consumption pattern. By using cluster analysis of the Indian
metropolitan consumers, six behavioral categories, namely Well
Settled, Strugglers, Enjoyers, Conservatives, Self Concerned and
Realist were defined. The segments have been profiled in terms
of their product ownership, Activities and Interests, Financial
Investment avenues and Media habits. Researcher has conducted
a survey amongst 560 respondents in the five metropolises in
India.

The research is done on the basis of demographic and
psychographic segmentation. The ready to use tool developed i.e.
VALS is used by many researchers to categorized samples. In
Indian scenario the study based on psychographic classifications
with its relation to investment pattern are found but no attempt
has seen to categories sample investors and study the investment
pattern. Present research is an attempt towards these endeavors.

Present research is inferential descriptive in nature. Research put
forth few objectives as, to study the investment pattern of semi
urban samples and to determine the relevant psychographic
dimensions of samples by using Vals.

Structured Schedule was used to collect primary data. It was
divided into three parts. The structures were data about
demographic profile, investment pattern, and psychographic
dimensions of sample investors.

Stratified convenient sampling technique was used to sample the
population. A1 socio economic class was selected for study and
from SEC A1, 30 samples from Koregaon were selected by
researcher. Koregaon is a taluka place in the Satara district of

SEBI NCAER Survey

Research Methodology:
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Maharashtra State.

Collected data are classified using electronic spread sheet and
analyzed using various statistical tools such as weighted average,
rank, rank Correlation.

VALS model is bring in use to determine Psychographic
dimensions of investors. VALS is values and lifestyles. It is a way
of viewing people on the basis of their attitudes, needs, wants,
beliefs, and demographics. The U.S. Framework, a graphic
representation of VALS, illustrates the eight types and two
critical concepts for understanding consumers: primary
motivation and resources. The VALS main types are Innovators,
Thinkers, Believers, Achievers, Strivers, Experiencers, Makers
and Survivors.

Innovators are successful, sophisticated, take-charge people with
high self-esteem. Because they have such abundant resources,
they exhibit all three primary motivations in varying degrees.
They are change leaders and are the most receptive to new ideas
and technologies. Innovators are very active consumers, and
their purchases reflect cultivated tastes for upscale, niche
products and services.

Thinkers are motivated by ideals. They are mature, satisfied,
comfortable, and reflective people who value order, knowledge,
and responsibility. They tend to be well educated and actively
seek out information in the decision-making process. They are
well-informed about world and national events and are alert to
opportunities to broaden their knowledge.

Motivated by the desire for achievement, Achievers have goal-
oriented lifestyles and a deep commitment to career and family.
Their social lives reflect this focus and are structured around
family, their place of worship, and work. Achievers live
conventional lives, are politically conservative, and respect
authority and the status quo. They value consensus,
predictability, and stability over risk, intimacy, and self-
discovery.

With many wants and needs, Achievers are active in the
consumer marketplace. Image is important to Achievers; they
favor established, prestige products and services that
demonstrate success to their peers. Because of their busy lives,
they are often interested in a variety of time-saving devices

Experiencers are motivated by self-expression. Young,
enthusiastic, and impulsive consumers, Experiencers quickly
become enthusiastic about new possibilities but are equally quick
to cool. They seek variety and excitement, savoring the new, the
offbeat, and the risky. Their energy finds an outlet in exercise,
sports, outdoor recreation, and social activities. Experiencers are
avid consumers and spend a comparatively high proportion of
their income on fashion, entertainment, and socializing. Their
purchases reflect the emphasis that they place on looking good

and having "cool" stuff.

Like Thinkers, Believers are motivated by ideals. They are
conservative, conventional people with concrete beliefs based on
traditional, established codes: family, religion, community, and
the nation. Many Believers express moral codes that have deep
roots and literal interpretation. They follow established routines,
organized in large part around home, family, community, and
social or religious organizations to which they belong. As
consumers, Believers are predictable; they choose familiar
products and established brands. They favor U.S. products and
are generally loyal customers.

Strivers are trendy and fun loving. Because they are motivated by
achievement, Strivers are concerned about the opinions and
approval of others. Money defines success for Strivers, who don't
have enough of it to meet their desires. They favor stylish
products that emulate the purchases of people with greater
material wealth. Many Strivers see themselves as having a job
rather than a career, and a lack of skills and focus often prevents
them from moving ahead. Strivers are active consumers because
shopping is both a social activity and an opportunity to
demonstrate to peers their ability to buy. As consumers, they are
as impulsive as their financial circumstance will allow.

Like Experiencers, Makers are motivated by self-expression.
They express themselves and experience the world by working
on itbuilding a house, raising children, fixing a car, or canning
vegetablesand have enough skill and energy to carry out their
projects successfully. Makers are practical people who have
constructive skills and value self-sufficiency. They live within a
traditional context of family, practical work, and physical
recreation and have little interest in what lies outside that context.

These consumers have the lowest incomes. They have too few
resources to be included in any consumer self-orientation and are
thus located below the rectangle. They are the oldest of all the
segments, with a median age of 61. Within their limited means,
they tend to be brand-loyal consumers.

This section of paper discusses data analysis.

Source: (compiled by researcher)

1. Innovators:

2. Thinkers:

3. Achievers:

.

4. Experiencers :

5. Believers:

6. Strivers:

7. Makers:

Data Analysis and Discussions:

Table 1: Personality wise category of sample respondents as
perVALS

8. Survivors:

Sr No Personality No of Respondents
1 Achiever 10
2 Experiencer 4
3 Innovator 9
4 Thinker 7

Total 30
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Majority of respondents i.e. 10 respondents have Achiever personality and only 4 respondents have Experiencer type of personality. 7
respondents belong to Thinkers and 9 fall in innovator category.

The Investment pattern, Investment objectives, guiding factors and sources of information as per above personality groups is analyzed
below.

Source: (Field data)

Above table shows investment pattern of sample investors according to their personality.

All types of personality preferably invest in Bank Deposits and PPF. They have ranked earlier. Experiencers, Innovators and Thinkers
give last rank towords PO Schemes but achievers give 2 rank towords it. Shares are widely preferred by Innovators and thinkers but
very few of achievers and Experiencers invest their money in Shares. Gold has ranked 2 by experiencers and last rank given by
Achievers. It shows there are variations in investing money in different investment avenues by different personalities.

Irrespective of personality samples in SECA1 preferred to invest in insurance.

Source: (Field data)

Table 2: Personality and InvestmentAvenues.

Table 3: Personality and investment objectives.

n d

n d

Achiever Experiencer Innovator Thinker
Sr
No

Investment
Weighted

Avg
Rank

Weighted
Avg

Rank
Weighted

Avg
Rank

Weighted
Avg

Rank

1 NSC 0.33 8 0 10 0 12 0.133333 9

2 Bank Deposits 1.53 4 0.47 4 2 2 1.13 3

3 PPF 1.67 3 0.53 3 0.87 4 1.40 2

4 Insurance 2.80 1 1.20 1 2.53 1 2.33 1

5 PO Scheme 2.20 2 0.33 5 0.80 5 0.27 6

6 Gold 0.00 10 0.67 2 0.60 6 0.27 6

7 Mutual Fund 0.47 5 0.20 7 0.40 7 0.33 5

8 Credit society 0 10 0.00 10 0.07 10 0.00 10

9 Shares 0.4 6 0.27 6 1.13 3 0.87 4

10 Real Estate 0.4 6 0.07 8 0.40 7 0.20 8

11 Systematic Invt. Plan 0 10 0 10 0.13 9 0 10

12 ULIP 0.27 9 0.07 8 0.07 10 0 10

Sr.
No

Invesment Objective

Achiever Experiencer Innovator Thinker

Wt
Avg

Rank
Wt

Avg
Rank

Wt
Avg

Rank
Wt

Avg
Rank

1 Retirement Planning 0.73 6 0.2 7 0.73 6 0.2 9

2 Tax Saving 0.80 5 0.07 9 1.27 3 0.67 4

3 Helth Insurance 1.20 3 0.40 6 0.93 4 0.80 3

4 Future Personal Obligation 2.27 2 0.73 2 1.67 2 1.60 2

5
future dependent
Obligation 2.53 1 0.87 1 2.33 1 2.00 1

6 Acquisition of Assets 0.67 8 0.20 7 0.47 8 0.33 8

7
Acquisition of House
Property 0.13 9 0.53 3 0.27 9 0.47 6

8 Source of Income 0.87 4 0.53 3 0.80 5 0.53 5

9 Working Capital Formation 0.73 6 0.47 5 0.53 7 0.4 7

10 Any Other 0.00 10 0 10 0 10 0 10
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Above table shows the objectives behind investment of respondents. There are various objectives behind investment. It differs from
personality to personality.

Future dependent obligation and future Personal obligation have ranked 1 and 2 with maximum weightage. Tax saving is more
considered investment objective by innovators and thinkers butAchievers and Experiencers give last rank towards it.

Health Insurance is considered important objective by all types of personality except Experiencers.Acquisition of House Property has
ranked 3 by Experiencers but other personalities give last rank towards it.

Fulfillment of obligations has remained prime objectives; otherwise priorities differ from personality to personality.

Source: (Field data)

st n d

rd

Table 4: Personality and Guiding factors

Sr. Guiding Factors
Achiever Experiencer Innovator Thinker

Wt Avg Rank Wt Avg Rank Wt Avg Rank Wt Avg Rank

1 Return 2.73 1 0.87 3 2.33 1 1.53 3

2 Risk 1.73 3 0.93 2 1.33 4 1.60 2

3 Time Bonds 1.00 4 0.07 10 1.40 3 0.93 4

4 Safety 2.73 1 1.13 1 2.07 2 2.27 1

5 Tax Concession 0.27 7 0.13 6 0.60 6 0.20 6

6 Insuranse Cover 0 10 0.13 6 0.00 10 0.13 7

7 Liquidity 0.27 7 0.13 6 0.33 7 0.47 5

8 Brand Name 0.73 5 0.27 4 0.67 5 0.00 9

9 Past Performance 0.40 6 0.13 6 0.13 8 0.00 9

10 Portfolio 0.00 10 0 11 0.13 8 0.00 9

11 Past Experience 0.13 9 0.2 5 0 10 0.07 8

Sr. Parameters
Achiever Experiencer Innovator Thinker

Wt Avg Rank Wt Avg Rank Wt Avg Rank Wt Avg Rank

1 Trustworthy 3.00 1 1.07 2 1.67 2 1.07 3

2
Financial strength of
promoters 1.07 4 0.27 5 1.40 3 1.27 2

3 Usage of Technology 0.00 11 0.00 9 0.20 9 0.00 10

4 Reputation 2.80 2 1.27 1 2.00 1 2.07 1

5 Innovation 0.13 9 0.00 9 0.00 12 0.00 10

6
Products Flexibility
&transparency 1.27 3 0.40 4 0.73 4 0.53 5

7 Business Pracices 0.53 6 0.47 3 0.67 5 0.47 6

8 The Management Team 0.20 8 0.20 7 0.27 8 0.87 4

9 Range of services 0.60 5 0.07 8 0.6 6 0.20 8

10 Convenience 0.33 7 0.27 5 0.2 9 0.33 7

11 Service orientation 0.00 11 0 9 0 12 0.2 8

12 Customer interaction 0.07 10 0 9 0.4 7 0 10

13 Channel Availability 0.00 11 0 9 0.2 9 0 10

15 Any oher 0.00 11 0 9 0 12 0 10

Tax concession, liquidity and past experience are hardly considered as guiding factors by achievers.Are on last rank.
Very few respondents of innovator personality prefer Past performance and portfolio as their guiding factors on 8 rank with. 0.13
weightage.
Experiencers do not consider Lucrative Schemes, Freebies, Portfolio and Recommendation as their guiding factors towards their
investment.
Insurance Cover and Past Experience are not more considered as guiding factors towards investment by samples of thinker
personality. They have very low weightage i.e. 0.13 and 0.07 respectively.
Guiding factors for the investment differs personality to personality.

th

Table 5: Personality and parameters considered in selecting any financial company.
This table shows parameters
considered in selecting any
financial company for investment
according to personality of
investors.

It shows that first and important
parameter of decision marking is
the 'Reputation' of the company is
considered by Experiencer,
I n n o v a t o r a n d T h i n k e r
personalities. It has got 1 rank.

Time Bond is one of the important
guiding factors considered by
Achievers , Innovators and
Thinkers but it is last ranked i.e.
10 by Experiencers.

st

th

Source: (Field data)

This table shows guiding factors on
investment to investors according to
their personalities. It consists of various
guiding factors which guide the
investor to invest in particular
InvestmentAvenue.

Safety, return and risk are considered
very important guiding factors towards
investment by Achiever, Experiencer
and Thinker personality ranked 1 , 2
and 3 respectively. Return, safety and
time bound are the main guiding factors
to respondents of innovator personality
comes 2.33, 2.07 and 1.40 weightage
with 1 , 2 and 3 rank respectively.

st n d

rd

st n d rd



Innovation and customer interaction have very lower ranks 9 and 10 respectively.

The Management Team and Range of services are not much more considered as parameters in selecting any financial company by
experiencers ranked 7 and 8 respectively.

The Management Team and Convenience have very low weightage given by innovators i.e 0.27 and 0.20 respectively. Ranges of
services and Service orientation have 0.20 weightage given by thinkers and ranked 8 .

Following table shows convenient sources of information used for investment by different personality of investors.

Source: (Field data)

th th

th th

th

Table 6: Personality and sources of information.
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Sr. Sources of Information

Achiever Experiencer Innovator Thinker

Wt Avg Rank Wt Avg Rank Wt Avg Rank
Wt

Avg
Rank

1 Government officials 0.73 6 0 11 0.13 9 0 10

2 Bank Officials 0.40 7 0.33 5 1.00 6 0.6 6

3 Financial Advisors 1.40 4 0.87 1 1.20 3 1.2 2

4
Consultants (tax Consultant
/ CA)

0.80 5 0.67 2 1.07 4 1.33 1

5
Television Ads, TV
programmes

2.27 1 0.67 2 1.47 1 1.00 4

6 Brokers 0.27 8 0.27 6 0.20 7 0.47 7

7 Friends / Relatives 1.47 3 0.20 7 1.07 4 0.93 5

8
Newspapers Ads, Hand
Outs

1.93 2 0.40 4 1.40 2 1.13 3

9 Websites 0.27 8 0.07 10 0.20 7 0.20 8

10 Newsletters, Bulk Mailing 0.00 12 0.13 9 0.00 12 0.00 10

11 Seminar/lectures 0.13 11 0.2 7 0.13 9 0.00 10

12 Cold Calls 0.20 10 0 11 0.13 9 0.13 9

13 Journals 0.00 12 0 11 0 12 0 10

14 Any Other 0.00 12 0 11 0 12 0 10

This table shows convenient sources
of information used for investment by
different personality of investors.
Convenient Source for getting
information is important parameter
considersd in investment. It differs
from person to person

It shows that Television Ads, TV
programmes and Newspapers Ads,
Hand Outs are considered more
convenient sources of information by
Achievers and Innovators. They
ranked 1 and 2 . Very few
respondents of Achievers and
Innovators personality use seminars/
lectures and cold calls as souces of
information.

s t n d

Financial Advisors and Consultants (tax Consultant / CA) are largely preferred sources of information by Experiencers and Thinkers
ranked 1 and 2 respectively. Websites, Newsletters, Bulk Mailing and Cold Calls are not considered as convenient sources of
information by experiencers and thinkers.

Sources of information vary per personality.

To check the relationship between two personality traits towords variables spearman rank co-relation is used.

T

Source: (Complied by researcher)

It is seen a high degree positive correlation between personality of investors and Investment avenues. There is highest correlation
coefficient between Experiencer and Innovator personalities i.e. 0.92. It means these two personalities are similar in investment
avenues. There is lowest correlation coefficient between Innovator and Achiever i.e. 0.80. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
with all personalities.

st n d

able 7: Rank Correlation Coefficient between Personality of Respondents and Investment Pattern.

Sr
No

Particulars
Correlation

coeff
Remark

1 Thinker and Achiever 0.88 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

2 Achiever and Experiencer 0.80 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

3
Experiencer and
Innovator

0.92 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

4 Thinker and Innovator 0.87 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
5 Innovator and Achiever 0.80 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

6 Thinker and Experiencer 0.91 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).



Table 10: Personality of investors and parameters considered in selecting any financial company.

Source: (Complied by researcher)

level.

Experiencer seems playing different role. The correlation of Experiencer with achiever, innovator and thinker is compared to low.

Table 9: Personality of investors and guiding factors

Source: (Complied by researcher)

Table 8: Rank Correlation Coefficient between Personality of Respondents and Investment Objectives

Source: (Complied by researcher)
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Sr
No

Particulars
Correlation

coeff
Remark

1 Thinker and Achiever 0.92 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

2 Achiever and Experiencer 0.73 Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

3 Experiencer and Innovator 0.63 Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2tailed).

4 Thinker and Innovator 0.91 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
5 Innovator and Achiever 0.97 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

6 Thinker and Experiencer 0.78 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

This Table shows that there is high
degree positive correlation between
personality of investors and investment
objectives. Achiever personality and
innovator personality are highly
correlated. There is highest correlation
coefficient i.e. 0.97. There is lowest
correlation coefficient between
innovator personality and Experiencer
personality i.e. 0.63. With Achiever,
Experiencer and Experiencer, Innovator.
Correlation is significant at the 0.05

Sr
No

Particulars
Correlation

coeff
Remark

1 Thinker and Achiever 0.75 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

2 Achiever and Experiencer 0.84 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

3 Experiencer and Innovator 0.69 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
4 Thinker and Innovator 0.73 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
5 Innovator and Achiever 0.92 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

6 Thinker and Experiencer 0.72 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

This Table shows high degree positive
correlation between personality of
investors and guiding factors towards
investment. Achiever and innovator
personalities are highly correlated.
There is highest correlation coefficient
i.e. 0.92. There is lowest correlation
coefficient between innovator and
experiencer personalities i.e. 0.69.
Correlation is significant at the 0.01
level with all variables.

Thinker shows different behavior in
guiding factors

Sr No Particulars
Correlation

coeff
Remark

1 Thinker and Achiever
0.85 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

2 Achiever and Experiencer
0.92 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

3 Experiencer and Innovator
0.85 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2tailed).

4 Thinker and Innovator
0.80 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

5 Innovator and Achiever
0.88 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

6 Thinker and Experiencer
0.91 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

This Table shows high degree
posit ive correlat ion between
personality of investors and
parameters considered in selecting
any financial company. Achiever
personal i ty and Exper iencer
personality are highly correlated.
There is highest correlat ion
coefficient i.e. 0.92. There is lowest
correlation coefficient between
innovators and exper iencers
personality i.e. 0.80. Correlation is
significant at the 0.01 level with all
variables.
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Table 11: Personality of investors and sources of information.

Source: (Complied by researcher)

Sr
No

Particulars
Correlation

coeff
Remark

1
Thinker and Achiever 0.83 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

2
Achiever and Experiencer 0.70 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

3
Experiencer and Innovator 0.81 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2tailed).

4
Thinker and Innovator 0.92 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

5
Innovator and Achiever 0.95 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

6
Thinker and Experiencer 0.83 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

This Table shows high degree positive
correlation between personality of
investors and sources of information.
Achiever personality and innovator
personality are highly correlated. There
is highest correlation coefficient i.e.
0.95. There is lowest correlation
coefficient between achievers and
experiencers personality i.e. 0.70.
Correlation is significant at the 0.01
level with all variables. It seems
experiencer shows the different
behavior.

Findings:

Following are the general findings based on personal interview
of various respondents with the help of structured schedule and
on the basis of observations of researcher during the course of
study.

1. Achievers preferably invest in Insurance, post office
schemes, and PPF, as they got 1 , 2 and 3 rank
respectively. Insurance, Gold, and PPF are highly preferred
by experiencer personalities. They got 1 , 2 and 3 rank
respectively. Innovators preferably invest in Insurance,
bank deposits, and shares, as they got 1 , 2 and 3 rank
respectively. Thinkers preferably invest in Insurance, PPF,
and bank deposits, as they got 1 , 2 and 3 rank
respectively. (Table No 1)

2. ELSS, Debt instruments, Company deposits, NBFC
schemes, Precious stones, Pigmi and Deposits with savakar
are not preferred by any sample investors. (Table No 1)

3. Future dependent obligation and future Personal obligation
have got 1 and 2 rank by all personalities. These are the
main objectives considered by all sample investors. (Table
No 2)

4. Acquisition of assets and retirement planning have given
least importance as objectives behind investment by sample
investors. (Table No 2)

5. Safety, return and risk are considered very important guiding
factors towards investment by Achiever, experiencer and
thinker personality. They have got 1 , 2 and 3 ranks.
(Table No 3)

6. Return, safety and time bound are the main guiding factors
to respondents of innovator personality. (Table No 3)

7. Sample investors do not give more importance to Lucrative
Schemes, Freebies, Portfolio and Recommendation as their
guiding factors towards the investment. (Table No 3)

8. 'Reputation' of the company is important parameter
considered by experiencer, innovator and thinker

personalities. It has got 1 rank. (Table No 4)

9. Trust on the financial company is considered important
parameter for selecting any financial company by achievers.
It has got 1 rank. (Table No 4)

10. The Management Team and Range of services are not much
more considered as parameters in selecting any financial
company by sample investors. (Table No 4)

11. Television Ads, TV programmes and Newspapers Ads,
Hand Outs are considered more convenient sources of
information by achievers and innovators. They got 1 and 2
rank. (Table No 5)

12. Financial Advisors and Consultants (tax Consultant / CA)
are largely preferred sources of information by experiencers
and thinkers. They got 1 and 2 rank in analysis. (Table No
5)

13. Websites, Newsletters, Bulk Mailing and Cold Calls are not
widely considered as convenient sources of information by
sample investors. (Table No 5)

14. There is high degree positive correlation between
personality of investors and Investment avenues. There is
highest correlation coefficient between experiencer and
innovator personalities. (Table No 6)

15. There is high degree positive correlation between
personality of investors and investment objectives.
Achiever personality and innovator personality are highly
correlated. There is highest correlation coefficient. It is 0.97.
(Table No 7)

16. There is high degree positive correlation between
personality of investors and guiding factors towards
investment. Achiever and innovator personalities are
highly correlated. There is highest correlation coefficient. It
is 0.92. (Table No 8)

17. There is high degree positive correlation between
personality of investors and parameters considered in
selecting any financial company. Achiever personality and
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experiencer personality are highly correlated. There is
highest correlation coefficient. It is 0.92. (Table No 9)

18. There is high degree positive correlation between
personality of investors and sources of information.
Achiever personality and innovator personality are highly
correlated. There is highest correlation coefficient. It is 0.95.
(Table No 10)

19. Large number of respondents prefer long term duration for
investment. They do investment for 5 or more than 5 years.

20. Sample investors expect 10% to 15% return on their
investment.

21. Majority of sample investors in socio economic class A1 are
self decision maker about investment.

Segmentation of an investor requires complete understanding of
the peculiarities of the financial service industry and also the
psyche of the investor. This study has made an attempt find out
investment inclinations of investors belong to A1

VALS shows four types of personality in SECA1.It means
the samples are classified into four personalities. They are
Achievers, Experiencers, Innovators and Thinkers.

The financial product designers equipped with this sort of
information on the various personalities of Investors and their
investment pattern can specifically target particular segments
through their Instruments for effective marketing.

Hence, study similar to the present one need to be conducted at
intervals to develop useful models. Nevertheless, it is hoped that
the study findings will have some useful managerial implication
for the Financial Service Industry in their segmentation and
product designing.
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As the Indian economy flipped another page in the passage of
time, the year 1991 looked like a new leaf, a page that was unlike
the ones that had been read. The page was bright - generating
interest in the India story, the page was sharp - creating a
directional focus, the page had a new font style and size - making
it standout amongst others and it had a distinctly inviting scent -
to the distant and unknown.

Here was a change that changed the way India looked around and
was looked upon. The so called reforms led by the Narasimha
Rao government paved the way for a liberalized, globalized and
privatized economy that would grow at fast forward rates. The
most prominent impact of the globalization changes on the
Indian industries has been the increase in competition facing
them. Competition not only increased in magnitude, it assumed
new dimensions - it became largely unpredictable due to the
multitude of strategies that could possibly be adopted in the face
of the expanding markets as well as the number of players. Indian
companies, which till the time, were enjoying their
inconspicuous journeys under the sheltered feathers, were
pushed into the open. Participants from other countries joined
both the demand and the supply side of the Indian markets. When
India opened up, initially foreign companies came to India
looking for unexplored markets and our low cost advantage was
quite luring. These global businesses were ahead in many
respects:

They had deeper pockets

They had strong R&D setups

They had powerful brand image

They had effective organizational systems

They had smart marketing and HR strategies

They had efficient supply chain management

In light of these, the challenge was obvious- how could an Indian
business strive for survival, let alone grow. If the economic
reforms were opening up an array of intimidating challenges for
the Indian business sector, how could they be termed as healthy?
The answer was calculated by the Indian businesses who found
the underlying logic in proving themselves to be at par with their
global competitors, by sheer attitudinal shift and adoption of
shrewd international strategies. Almost 19 years after the winds
changed their direction and speed, Indian economy today stands
prominently in the global arena with the initiation and operating
logic of reforms enjoying a position of vindication over the
skeptical question marks that were once raised. Concerted efforts
and a favourable environment have shown growth rates for the
Indian economy nearing the double digit levels; also, the foreign
exchange reserves and the FDI flows have increased to
remarkable figures. Over these years, globalization has aided the
convergence of information and communication technologies to
provide dramatic growth to the businesses. If India wishes to
continue its prominent standing and ensure global
competitiveness, a unidirectional solution will not be sufficient.
There is lot that demands attention so that India catapults itself to
the enviable top position. Without being judgmental about the
priorities and exhaustiveness of the important factors, we can
enumerate them as to include:

Each of these factors has a significant role in India's journey to
the peak and no single factors can outweigh the others. However,

productivity enhancement, skill

improvement, employability of individuals, health concerns,

environmental concerns, technological advancements, sharp

market orientation, infrastructure development, social inclusion,

and the spirit to innovate.

Innovation: Masterkey to Global Competitiveness
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consumers consumed. A prominent macro level change came about with challenges in its shadow. Foreign players who sought
India's markets and cheap resources were tough to be faced but Indian businesses pulled themselves up against them in the race
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innovative means. The undisputable success of innovations is discussed in the article by means of several examples. These
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if innovation takes the position behind the wheel, the journey of
performance would soon be destined to excellence. Innovation
would help in easier and speedier accomplishment of the other
influencing factors.

Innovation is the combination of invention and commercial
exploitation; it involves a creative act that can achieve
quantifiable gains. Innovation is the source of profits which an
entrepreneur would wish to maximize. Joseph A. Schumpeter
extended the concept of innovation to creative destruction.
("Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy", 1942) According to
him profits flow in as inventions get commercialized and these
margins improve the future prospects for the successful
innovators while pushing out the old players. Creative
destruction is a powerful economic concept - it can explain many
of the dynamics involved in industrial change.

Use of innovative tools and policies can help achieve multifactor
productivity enhancement. An interesting learning can be made
from the example of the case studies of Japanese firms as studied
by W. Mark Fruin and Masao Nakamura. (Fruin and Nakamura,
1997) Though the circumstances are unique to Japan but the
useful parallel that can be drawn pertains to the need determined
by global demand and the subsequent initiative to alter the
arrangement of processes to impact upon the required.
Constrained by the traditional long-term employment practice
and various corporate group relationships, the Japanese firms
were not able to restructure by adopting flexible and timely
decisions on employment and suppliers. Though the stable and
unchanging workforce and suppliers were particularly helpful
when firms faced a robust product demand, they often become a
burden in case of a slowdown and such an environment brought
about undesirable complacency among workers, managers and
suppliers alike. Adoptions of TPM (Total Production
Management) by Toshiba, not only yielded significant cost
reductions but also helped in making the employees more aware
of the way in which their efforts contribute to the overall
company growth. Therefore the new approach improved the
productivity at micro level and it rained gains for the company
and consequently the economy.

Fruin and Nakamura, feel that the practice can prove to be
extremely useful for other countries also. Increasing the
productivity of the labour force is an important contributor to
how fast workers' incomes improve. Productivity growth allows
real wages to increase by lowering prices, leading to real
improvements in the standard of living.

The Indian software industry has leveraged the time difference
between India and the US and has been able to enable '24 x 7
software development'. (Ramachandran, 2004) This has resulted
in significant productivity gains. Also the problem of high
attrition posed a serious threat to the maintenance of knowledge
continuity. But leading players took the initiative in the form of
'employee stock options' (ESOP) given selectively to high
performers to retain critical talent (prevent its flight to client

organizations in US for better pay), and ensure improved
performance.

Without altering the principles of responsibility, telemedicine
allows a practitioner a larger geographical outreach. Apollo
Hospitals, Narayana Hrudayalaya, AIIMS, SGPGIMS
(Lucknow), PGIMER (Chandigarh), AIMS (Kochi), Fortis
Hospitals are some examples which practice telemedicine in
addition to the conventional healthcare delivery model.
Telemedicine has brought about productivity increments for the
doctors as they are able to consult a greater number of patients.
Therefore innovation can customize programmes, recharge
processes, revamp work scheduling, enthuse the work
participants and consequently ensure productivity enhancement
in any and every sector of the economy.

Employers in a global economy seek a workforce that possesses a
combination of specialized technical aptitudes, adaptability, and
business skills. The solution is to arm them with these requisites.
Skill improvement is an important issue that can help overcome
other issues like unemployment. Both academic as well as the
non academic skills can be improved by means of training,
professional development, etc.

Thinking beyond the traditional degree programs, a “brain gain”
education model was developed to create and educate the most
competent and adaptable workforce in Central Pennsylvania,
US. Based on this model, Harrisburg University of Science and
Technology, a private urban educational institution, was set up
co-locating a high school, comprehensive university, and
business incubator. Members of regional industry play a role by
developing the university course curriculum and participating as
corporate faculty and program advisory team members. In
addition, every student is linked with a business mentor upon
enrollment and there is a mandatory multi-year internship
program. (www.harrisburgu.net)

Various innovative ventures in this direction have also been
started by a number of national and state level agencies in India.
One such example is the University-Industry Council, an
initiative of the CII. It is a platform at which Universities can
collectively interact with Industries to understand each other's
requirements and evolve together in order to make higher
education practically relevant to the industrial and business
applications. Launched in 2007, more than 130 Vice Chancellors
and 60 Industry Heads are currently its members. This would
give industries very authentic results and solutions across all
problem areas and subjects, be it science, commerce, humanities,
social, legal, tribal, historical, developmental, economical, or
continuing education. At the same time, some of the focal points
of Industry would become the topics for case studies and research
in the Universities and would be useful in developing more
focused fields in education essential to make it relevant and
correctly utilized.

As information and communication technologies (ICT) are
developing rapidly, e-skills are increasingly becoming important

Productivity enhancement
Skill improvement
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and need to be constantly updated. In addition, the development
of e-business is increasing the demand for individuals with
creativity and higher-level conceptual skills. E-skills issue is a
complex issue requiring the long-term commitment. Successful
innovation in ICT services requires cross-disciplinary, cognitive
and problem-solving skills as well as an understanding of the
fundamentals of business and communication skills, including
competence in foreign languages. E-skills gaps and mismatches
if allowed to persist would negatively influence productivity
growth, competitiveness, employment and also social cohesion.

Offbeat initiatives (as in the above examples) can equip and
empower the potential employees in their formative years of
learning. In case the models are motivation backed (e.g. credit
system in IITs) they will enhance skills and give a fillip to the
participants to be part of the learning venture. The Union Budget
2010-11 proposes an increase of Rs 4,236 crore from the 2009-10
fiscal years. Two years ago the government initiated a world-
class skill development programme in mission mode through a
non-profit corporation. The same was launched as the National
Skill Development Corporation (NSDC), in October 2009 which
has been mandated to skill 150 million people by the year 2022.
Operating as a Public-Private Partnership Enterprise, NSDC is
intended to promote private sector industries to foster skill
training and development in 21 sectors of the Indian economy.

Employability skills are defined as skills required not only to
gain employment, but also to progress within an enterprise so as
to achieve one's potential and contribute successfully to the
organization's success. There is broad agreement that the
ongoing employability of individuals is dependent on their
having a set of relevant skills, as well as a capacity to learn new
things.(ACCI, 2002) The personal attributes that contribute to
overall employability include: loyalty, commitment, honesty and
integrity, enthusiasm, reliability, personal presentation,
commonsense, positive self-esteem, adaptability. The key skills
that contribute to overall employability include: communication
skills, team work skills, problem-solving skills, initiative and
enterprise, planning and organizing skills.

Innovation is a key factor for enhancing employability. Various
tools can aid to meet this requirement such as the continuous
updating of the core of curricula for educational institutions,
adoption of new teaching techniques, (like teaching through
design and the role of team work) training for entrepreneurship,
launching new courses to meet contemporary and potential
market demand. An interesting example can be found in the
coming up of various training centers that impart the skills of
handling work in call centers, after the growth of India as a major
business process outsourcing hub.

Despite enormous opportunities in the IT industry in the post
1991 years, a huge demand and supply gap exists as, the
recruiting companies are looking for the right mix of skills in
their prospective employees and on the other side, the candidates
are not aware of how these skills can be developed. PurpleLeap is

a private organization that demystifies this skill-gap anomaly and
transforms young graduates from talented individuals to
industry-ready professionals. Purple Leap aids in developing
employability skills which can last a lifetime. Using a learner
centered approach; the vital skills-for-success are developed in
every student and the learning in a simulated environment gives
an extra edge to take on the challenges of the corporate world.

Another innovative link is provided by TMIfirst, which measures
employability quotient of its participants and helps to groom
them by connecting education with the job requirement. It is also
helping the cause of rural youth employability by tying up with
Tata Sons. CII Southern region launched the CII-MARG Grass
Level Skills Development Initiative last year, a project with
thrust on entry level skills that targets to make 5000 youth
employable with pre employment skills and train 1000 youth to
undergo industry specific training.

Undoubtedly, raising employment is an excellent way to generate
growth and promote social inclusion. Innovative alliances or
interfaces between academic or technical institutions and
industry can act as a vehicle to drive employability.

Health issues directly impinge on the productivity of the
individuals and therefore indirectly the growth of the economy.
Universal access, equity and quality improvements in healthcare
delivery in India cannot be considered to be solely a
responsibility of the public sector. In fact the revenue generation
capacities (despite relatively low purchasing power in India) of
healthcare sector make it attractive to the private players. Dr.
Devi Shetty's Narayana Hrudayalaya has successfully innovated
by exploring and encashing the economies of scale in healthcare
delivery in rural India. Lifespring Hospitals provide inexpensive
maternal and child care facilities to the low income urban
dwellers in densely populated locales of South India. They do not
work on charitable basis. The have identified their focus areas
where the healthcare facilities are underprovided and on the basis
of sound economics they are able to offer timely and quality rich
services without worrying about financial gaps or sustainability
issues.

As discussed earlier, telemedicine improves specialist's
productivity and is indeed a blessed innovation which involves
the use of information and communication technologies for the
exchange (between the patient and healthcare professionals) of
valid information for diagnosis, treatment and prevention of
disease and injuries (Dias, 2007). In IndiaApollo Hospitals set up
the first modern secondary care rural hospital in a village called
Aragonda, Chitoor, Andhra Pradesh in 2001. It had connectivity
with experts in Chennai, Tamil Nadu. The expert physicians and
surgeons over there are able to examine the scan images such as
radiographs, computer Tomography (CT) scans, Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) pictures, Ultrasound studies,
pathology reports and images of endoscopy of patients living
miles away through telemedicine.

The usefulness of this concept can also be gathered by the

Employability of individuals

Health concerns
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example of the telemonitoring of the public health services, and
teleconsultations during the MahaKumbh Mela (2001),
Allahabad (UP). With the collaboration of SGPI, Lucknow, Dept.
of IT and Health, Govt. of UP, the Online Tele medicine Research
Institute, an outbreak of cholera epidemic could be prevented in
time.

Innovations in medicine making and medicine delivery system,
disease preventive mechanisms, health awareness programmes
would go a long way in ensuring health for the citizens and have
positive impact on the economy.

As national economies integrate into the international economy
due to globalization, pressures build up on the global
environment and on natural resources, straining the capacity of
the environment to sustain itself. Technologies aimed at
environmental care can move across boundaries quicker, but so
can technologies of environmental extraction. (Esty-Ivanova,
2003) The environment is intrinsically linked to economic
development, providing natural resources that fuel growth and
ecosystem services that underpin both life and livelihoods. It is
important that India appreciates this linkage and tries to care for
environment not only to promote the positive effects of
globalization but also to serve the cause of general good of the
ecosystem. (Najam, Runnalls and Hall, 2007)

Talking of a policy measure to encourage innovations,
Maharashtra Electricity Regulatory Commission (MERC)
introduced the first of its kind tariff structure for renewable
energy project (viz. bagasse power project) to lay sincere
emphasis on such ventures by making them attractive via the cost
dimension. Also this would encourage significant development
of technology based innovations in this sector.

Waste Concern (WC), a non-government organization in Dhaka
in 1995 had initiated community based composting by partnering
with Public Works Department (PWD), Dhaka City Corporation
(DCC) and fertilizer manufacturing industry. (Zurbrügg, et.al.
2002) With improved community participation, they
successfully demonstrated the marketing of compost generated
from solid waste and increasing demand for the same in the
market. This innovative urban practice is promising on
employment generation for cities with poor waste management
efficiency, considerable activity of rag picking by informal sector
and existence of urban poor deriving livelihood on scavenging
activity.

The Emerging Economy Report (2008) released by the Center for
Knowledge Societies, India (CKS), describes several
opportunity areas whereby energy innovation can be pursued.
The concept of 'Osmotic Utilities,' offers a new paradigm for
domestic appliances and technologies, which would not only
consume energy, but also generate it, even feeding it back to the
urban grid. According to the Report, Osmotic Utilities could be
key to creating new energy communities of the future. A section
of the report, called 'Intelligent Infrastructure,' deals with new
kinds of public amenities in both urban and rural environments,

which can generate their own energy, monitor their usage, and
enable their users to plan and coordinate with one another in
better ways. Bijilee, by Mahindra and Mahindra is the first-of-its-
kind electric three wheeler. It is a zero emission electrically
powered vehicle that runs on a 72 volts DC motor. The Bijlee's 12
batteries allow the customer to do 80 km at a speed of 35 km/hour.
The electric vehicle has spacious interiors, with ample space for
an entire family. It has no engine, gearbox radiator and no
silencer, which makes it a virtually noise free vehicle and gives
quality output.

Such innovative measures can be useful in strengthening the link
between environment and mankind while allowing the fruitful
exploitation of globalization.

Technological advancements are influenced by the drive to
improve; this improvement may be with respect to quantity,
quality, cost, or value addition. Innovation is the driver which
translates these driving forces into technological upgradations.
Scientific and technological breakthroughs when converted into
practical and marketable innovations help to solve problems of
economic growth and improve the standard of living.

The arrival and spread of mobile telephony all over the world is
the most apparent example of technological advancement.
Mobile phones and telephony providers keep adding new
features and conveniences (e.g. phone cameras) driven by the
above mentioned influencers. An indigenous innovation is J S
Milker, a manual milking device. Manufactured and marketed by
J Support Industries headed by Joy John of Pothanicad (Kerala), J
S Milker is a simple vacuum driven portable machine, which can
be used to milk cows effortlessly. It has been successful in South
India.

K-yan, is a "compact media center" for schools which puts a
range of home entertainment systems and a PC in a single black
box about 1 cubic foot in volume. It has a 120-GB hard disk, a
Pentium 4 processor, a modem, a hard disk, a DVD drive, four
USB ports to connect external devices and a television tuner. It is
a television and a personal computer rolled into one, without a
monitor but has a projector with SVGA resolution that can beam
a 300-inch-high image sharply on a wall. K-yan can tutor a large
classroom of nearly 100 students in schools that cannot afford
multiple personal computers. Brainwork of Prof. Kirti Trivedi
(IIT, Mumbai), K-yan acts as an educational tool that can
introduce large groups of poor children to basic computing
because of the sheer size of the image that can be beamed on a
wall or a screen and allows scope for interaction through wireless
keyboards and mouse. (Joseph, 2004)

Innovations are born out of marketability of new ideas which
take the form of tangible goods or the intangible services. Unless
the orientation towards the end users is focused, the businesses
would find sustenance difficult in light of the competition,
environmental volatility, and rapidly changing customer needs

Environmental concerns

Technological advancements

Sharp market orientation
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and desires which globalization entails.

An Indian FMCG company, CavinKare, began selling shampoos
in the 1990s in cheap, single-serve sachets to make them
accessible to the nation's rural poor. Though this model was
replicated by Unilever and P&G later, the concept shows an
innovative market perspective. C K Prahalad has identified that
there lies immense opportunity in the form of markets at the
'bottom of the pyramid'. The untapped consumers at this level
offer attractive returns as the marketers are able to innovatively
strategize the demand into sales. The SKS microfinance in India
is a successful example in this context. Through sharp market
orientation they have made a conspicuous bent in the issues of
poverty, financial inclusion and development at the lower level of
the society without diluting the commercial viability of the
model.

Choupal Sagar by ITC limited again reflects focused market
referencing for the farming community of rural India.

A strong infrastructure is indispensable for the sustainable
growth of a national economy. Understanding its weakness in
infrastructure, India needs to innovate despite the population size
and resource shortages. It has been empirically proven that
infrastructure plays a positive and significant role in affecting the
productivity in the industrial sector in India and thus contributes
towards economic growth. (Goel, 2002)

The Konkan railway corporation (KRC) has successfully built
long rail line projects on difficult terrain using funds raised from
the open market. It has developed the world's first full scale
commercial prototype Sky bus, launched in 2003, in Goa. This
urban transport system has revolutionized urban life. It is eco
friendly; little land acquisition is required, free from the risk of
vandalism, capsizing, fast evacuation in case of fire is possible,
low mainteneance cost.

Anther innovative system developed by KRC is a GPS-based
anti-collision device (ACD), it is a microprocessor-based
equipment that prevents collision of train in mid-sections, station
area and at level crossings. The ACD is installed in locomotives
of trains, guard vans, stations, and at level crossing gates. Since
the device needs no manual input, it enhances safety in train
operations. The KRC unique safety feature has been granted
patent by China, Russia and Singapore in addition to India and S
Africa.

In power sector, the application of wind power, ocean energy and
solar thermal power are prominent novelties. The new road
construction technology, low-cost drainage system, advanced
traffic management system, geo-synthetic pavement reinforcing
fabrics, use of integrated management information system by
Railways and air traffic control system, airborne collision
avoidance system, global positioning system, by the aviation
sector are prominent examples.

The economic growth can be considered as beneficial only if it is

able to touch the lives of all the sections of the society. It is critical
in this regard that the economically weak and the poorly
represented section of the nation are made a part of the growth
story. Some innovative e-governance measures in India taken up
by the central as well as some state governments exemplify this.

The Bhoomi project originated in the mid-nineties in Karnataka
at the behest of the central government. It was intended to ease
the access of land record certificates by the farmers using a
computerized system with the help of National Informatics
Centre (De, 2006). It helped overcome delays, lack of
transparency and corruption in the certificate delivery. The
Bhoomi model of land records digitization is being adopted at the
national level and will be replicated across all states. eSeva is a
project in the state of Andhra Pradesh in the cities of Hyderabad-
Secunderabad (De, 2006). The project originated as TWINS in
2001, which was an attempt to have a centralized location for the
payment of utility bills for citizens and was later expanded to
include various other services like payment of taxes, delivery of
certificates, document clearance, granting of licenses and
permits, asset licensing, forms submission etc (a total of 66
services).

Social inclusion brought about by newer or never before methods
would be able to disperse the advantages of globalization.

Today a lot of organizations are giving attention to research and
development activities. Creativity and spirit to innovate is being
recognized as the best weapon to face global competition and
volatile environment. It is important that the spirit to innovate at
the individual level needs to be nurtured. Hurdles to
commercialization due to financial constraints have at times been
significant and have successfully discouraged further
innovations at the grassroots level and in rural areas. Such threats
must be taken care of by the sincere will of the State and its
agencies that announce promotion of innovations. The
technology for making banana juice and powder without adding
any external enzymes was transferred by BARC to a party in
Thailand due to lack of indigenous commercialization
opportunities.

Some academic and business organizations are actively
promoting innovations though provision of funds and facilities.
Noteworthy among them are CSIR, IISC, IIT (Delhi), AIIMS,
GNU (Amritsar), National Chemical Laboratory, Centre for
Cellular and Molecular Biology, Shantha Biotechniques, ONGC,
NABARD. Some prominent initiatives to encourage innovations
in various disciplines include Rural Innovation Network, The
National Innovation Foundation, NirmaLabs, etc. The latest
policy changes in primary and secondary education as well as
evaluation will further freedom of choice and thus creativity
among the young minds.

Infrastructure development

Social inclusion

The spirit to innovate

A shining and smiling India is not a wishful thinking. Given the

track record of the growth in various sectors taking place both

horizontally as well as vertically, innovations definitely hold the

key to our bright future.
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Introduction:

DESTINATION BANGALORE

Medical Tourism can be defined as provision of cost effective
private medical care in collaboration with the tourism industry
for patients needing surgical and other forms of specialized
treatment. This process is being facilitated by the corporate
sector involved in medical care as well as the tourism industry,
both private and public.(Sankaranarayan, 2005). India has one of
the best-qualified professionals in each and every field, and this
fact has now been realized the world over. Regarding Medical
Facilities India has the most competent doctors and world class
Medical Facilities. With most competitive charges for treatment,
India is a very lucrative destination for people wanting to
undergo treatment of certain medical problems who do not need
immediate emergency treatment.

Medical tourism' can contribute Rs. 5,000-10,000 crore
additional revenue for up market tertiary hospitals by 2012,
according to a Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)-McKinsey
joint study (CII McKinsey , 2003) . In fact, medical tourism will
account for 3-5 per cent of the total healthcare delivery market in
this period, the study says. India has immense potential for
medical tourism as medical costs are skyrocketing in the
developed world.

“In comparison to most developed countries such as the UK or
the US, treatments like those for dental problems or major
procedures like bypass surgery or angioplasty come at a fraction
of the costs in India. Cardiac surgery, for instance, costs one-
tenth here compared to the US,” according to CII national
healthcare committee chairman Dr Naresh Trehan (Economic
Times, 2003) .

McKinsey and Messe Berlin have painted very bright pictures of
medical tourism in India in a short eight years into the future.

According to McKinsey: 'If medical tourism were to reach 25 per
cent of revenues of the private up market (business), Rs. 5-10,000
crore will be added to the revenues of these players . (CII
McKinsey , 2002) .

Foreign medical tourists seeking medical treatment in Bangalore
has been increasing in a fast pace year by year. Marketing teams
of many of Bangalore's top hospitals are visiting international
markets, participating in healthcare seminars, and encashing on
every opportunity to highlight brand India and brand Karnataka
(Rao, 2006) .

Bangalore is emerging as a hot destination for the global health
tourist. Bangalore is the home to a growing number of super
speciality hospitals, is fast emerging as a hot destination for
health tourists from UK, USA, South- East Asia, Sri Lanka,
Pakistan and Bangladesh (Namboodiri, 2006) .

Noor Jahan, the Pakistani child who got operated in Narayana
Hridayalaya in 2002, made Bangalore get the attention of the
world, as the world class healthcare destination. Bangalore,
acclaimed as the Garden City of India, is slowly turning out to be
the Health City of India (Puri, 2006) .

After the success of the IT industry, Bangalore is all geared up to
experience another new trend - medical tourism, also known as
healthcare travel; health tourism (Narayan, 2006) . Medical
tourists from all over the globe have been flocking to Bangalore
like never before. The sudden boom of medical tourism in the city
is regarded by medical gurus as a “goldmine” just waiting to be
explored.

For successful healthcare services marketing, more focus on
destination branding, using, 4S's, rather than 4 P's are essential.
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ABSTRACT:

“Medical Tourism”, refers to the increasing tendency among people from the UK, the USA and many other third world countries,
where medical services are either very expensive or not available, to leave their countries in search for more affordable health
options, often packaged with tourist attractions. Bangalore is experiencing the MT (medical tourism) revolution after IT and BT 1.
This paper aims at analyzing the present scenario of medical tourism in Bangalore. It seeks to explore the factors attracting foreign
medical tourists to Bangalore. The major players in the medical tourism industry in Bangalore and the strategies used by them for
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They are, servicing, standards, smile, simplify( Cheng, 2005) .
This can be effective to undertake the task of destination
Bangalore for medical tourism.

Bangalore can also offer various types of treatments in time
tested Ayurveda, Naturopathy, Homeopathy, and other
traditional Indian therapies. If we follow the Kerala model of
tourism, it can stand as a unique tourism product to brand
Bangalore as destination for both Modern therapies and
Ayurveda and other traditional therapies. Ayurveda is not
something that any country can provide. So, amidst competition
from countries like, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Bangalore
can get the winning edge.

The following objectives are intended to be achieved with this
research.

To find out various factors responsible for attracting foreign
medical tourists to Bangalore.

To know about various sources of information for foreign
medical tourists to choose Bangalore as health destination.

To know various international marketing channels of
hospitals to attract foreign medical tourists.

To know exclusive facilities in selected hospital for attracting
more foreign medical tourists.

To suggest suitable suggestions depending upon study
conducted.

Medical tourism is one of the fastest growing service industry.
There are various factors attracting foreign medical tourists to
Bangalore, the intention of researcher is to find out the factors
attracting foreign medical tourists to Bangalore. This is a pilot
study which is conducted to analyse the advantages enjoyed by
Bangalore in the medical tourism front so that they can be
effectively used to position this city as a global healthcare
destination. Bangalore is chosen for this pilot study as it has as
many as 30 super speciality hospitals and spas providing
traditional Indian therapies for foreign medical tourists across the
globe.

To fulfill the set of objectives regarding the study the data was
collected from both primary and secondary sources.

Primary data is collected from foreign medical tourists visiting
selected hospitals in Bangalore through a structured
questionnaire. The questionnaires were distributed to foreign
medical tourists and responses are collected.

Secondary data is collected through journals, magazines and
internet.

Sample size for this study is restricted to 100 foreign medical
tourists who have sought treatment in selected hospitals and spas
across Bangalore.

The collected data is analysed with percentage analysis and
valuable findings are derived.

Department of Tourism, Karnataka has been playing a major role
in promoting medical tourism to international patients. The city
of Bangalore is stated as “the garden of life” by the department of
tourism as it offers a unique basket of treatment.(Department Of
Tourism, 2007) .There are, a number of super speciality
hospitals accredited with international quality standards for
various mainstream treatments like, heart surgeries, sport
surgeries, bone marrow surgeries, hip replacement, cosmetic
surgeries, dental treatments, etc. On the other hand, there are
various spas providing Ayurvedic, siddha, meditation, and other
rejuvenation and preventive therapies.

The following table shows the major hospitals and spas attracting
the majority of foreign medical tourists in Bangalore.

1. Narayana Hrudayalaya Soukya Spa

2. Wockhardt Hospital Radiant retreat

3. Columbia asia Hospital Jindal naturopathy centre

4. Apollo Hospital Leela Spa

5. Sagar Hospital Golden Palms Resort

6. Manipal Hospital Ayurvedagram, Bangalore

7. Bhagvan Mahaveer
Jain Hospital Angsana Spa, Bangalore

8. Hosmat Hospital Aquazone ( the park)

9. Malya Hopsitall Chirayu Ayurvedic Health
and Re juvination Centre

Compiled by author from hospital visits guided by
Department of Tourism, Karnataka.

The collected data is analysed by using percentage method and
inferences are derived as follows.

7

9

AYURVEDA AND OTHER TRADITIONAL INDIAN
THERAPIES

RESEARCH DESIGN

- OBJECTIVES FO THE STUDY

- SCOPE OFTHE STUDY

- RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

-- Primary Data:

-- Secondary Data:

- SAMPLE SIZE

-ANALYSIS OFDATA:

MAJOR HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS INTO
MEDICALTOURISM IN BANGALORE:

Major healthcare organizations into medical tourism in
Bangalore:

Sl. No. Mainstream treatments Alternative Treatments

Source:

ANALYSIS OFDATAAND INTERPRETATION:

�

�

�

�

�
Table No. 01
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Table No. 02

Table No. 03

Table No. 04|

Table No. 05

Table No. 06

Table No 07

Consumer Rating Of Various Facilities Provided By a Super
Speciality Hospital in Bangalore.

Source:

Factors that influence to select Bangalore for treatment

Source:

Satisfaction level of patients about the quality of the service
received

Source:

Source of information to visit hospitals in Bangalore

Source:

Various channel through which patients visit Bangalore

Source:

Level of influence of brand Bangalore to foreign medical
tourists

Source:

Compiled by author from primary data

Compiled by author from primary data.

Compiled by author from primary data.

Compiled by author from primary data.

Compiled by author from primary data.

Compiled by author from primary data.

Variables No. Of Respondents Percentage (%)

Quality service 21 21

High success rate of
surgeries

42 42

Physicians 38 38

Hospitality 04 04

Infrastructural facilities 00 00

TOTAL 100
1

00

Factors No. Of Respondents Percentage (%)

Cost effectiveness 38 38

Brand image
of hospitals

32 32

Climatic condition 20 20

Brand image
of Bangalore

10 10

TOTAL 100 100

Satisfaction Level No. Of Respondents Percentage (%)

Very high 24 24

High 39 39

Average 32 32

Low 04 04

Very low 01 01

TOTAL 100 100

Source No. of respondents Percentage (%)

Advertisement in internet
by travel agents appointed
by hospitals

31 31

Referred by home country
Dr.

39 39

Advertisement. in T.V 08 08

Patients visited Bangalore 22 22

TOTAL 100 100

Channels No. Of Respondents Percentage (%)

Through travel agents 46 46

Contact with hospital 35 35

Advertisement in
newspaper

09 09

Others 10 10

TOTAL 100 100

Level Of Influence No. Of Respondents Percentage (%)

Very high 28 28

High 52 52

Average 16 16

Low 04 04

Very low 00 00

TOTAL 100 100
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Compiled by author from primary data.

Compiled by author from primary data.

Compiled by author from primary data.

Compiled by author from primary data.

Compiled by author from primary data.

Compiled by author from primary data.

Table No. 08:

Table No. 09

Table No. 10

Table No. 11

Table No. 12

Table No. 13

The possibility of visiting hospitals in Bangalore for further
treatment in future

Source:

Reason for choosing Bangalore as destination for medical
tourism

Source:

The incidence of any problem to get visa to visit Bangalore

Source:

Whether patients encountered any problem during stay in
Bangalore.

Source:

Awareness of Ayurvedic and yoga treatment available in
Bangalore among foreign medical tourists

Source:

The possibility of recommending Bangalore as favorable
destination for medical tourism to others

Source:

Satisfaction Level No. Of Respondents Percentage (%)

Very high 49 49

High 23 23

Average 20 20

Low 08 08

Very low 00 00

TOTAL 100 100

Reasons No. Of Respondents Percentage (%)

English speaking nation 13 13

Skilled technicians &
nurses

22 22

Availability of alternative
medicines

61 61

Others 04 04

TOTAL 100 100

Options No. Of Respondents Percentage (%)

Yes 03 03

No 97 97

TOTAL 100 100

Options No. Of Respondents Percentage (%)

Yes 07 07

No 93 93

TOTAL 100 100

Satisfaction Level No Of Respondents Percentage (%)

Very high 18 18

High 12 12

Average 36 36

Low 20 20

Very low 14 14

TOTAL 100 100

Opinion No. Of Respondents Percentage (%)

Very high 42 42

High 18 18

Average 30 30

Low 10 10

Very low 00 00

TOTAL 100 100
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The following findings were derived with the research
conducted. They are

Majority of respondents are highly satisfied by the facilities
provided by a super speciality hospital in Bangalore.

Cost effectiveness is one of the most influencing factors for
attracting foreign medical tourists to Bangalore.

Super speciality hospitals in Bangalore are providing world
class treatment with lesser cost. Majority of the customers
are satisfied with the service received for the price paid.

Travel agents are most prominent in marketing medical
tourism product abroad.

It was found that brand image of Bangalore is an important
factor that has highly influenced foreign medical tourists to
seek medical treatment.

Majority of the respondents revealed that they are highly
satisfied by the services provided by hospitals in Bangalore,
which makes them to visit hospitals in Bangalore for their
future treatment of diseases.

Availability of traditional Indian therapies plays a major role
in attracting foreign medical tourists to Bangalore.

It was found that majority of respondents did not encounter
any problem to get visa to visit Bangalore.

The study also reveals that most of the respondents had no
problem had no problems during their stay in Bangalore.

It was found that most of the respondents were very highly
satisfied with customized and personalized services a

vailable in the hospital that they visited.

Many foreign medical tourists are aware of the availability of
alternate medicines like Ayurveda available in Bangalore. This
can be used to attract more foreign medical tourists as it provides
a competitive edge.

The following suggestions can be helpful for the hospitals and
spas which are into medical tourism in Bangalore.

Hospitals have to increase there marketing strategies to
compete with other Asian countries that are in race with
India to develop Medical Tourism.

Hospitals can have tie up with International travel
companies and also travel agents to provide transport
facilities to visit hospitals in Bangalore.

Multispeciality hospitals in Bangalore can also co-brand
Ayurveda and also Yoga along with treatment provided to
them.

Hospitals can also use customer relationship strategies to
retain foreign patients who will be their potential consumers
in future.

From the study conducted it is known that Bangalore is truly an
favourable destination for many people from abroad, Bangalore
being capital of Karnataka it is known for its climatic condition
which is suitable for all category of people round the world.
Bangalore being a cosmopolitan city it is suited for array of
people where they feel not feel they are not away from home.

Hospitals in Bangalore are very much cost effective when
compared to developed countries like Europe, U.S.A, and
Australia etc where patients are charged heavily for their
treatment of various diseases. With this study we can conclude
that Bangalore is a fovourable destination for medical tourism..
Karnataka government has revamped policies to attract more
foreign medical tourists. Kerala has done it successfully with
God's own country (Rao, 2007) Karnataka Department of
Tourism can definitely do it with “one state, many worlds”
tourism tagline.
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Introduction

Job Satisfaction
Scope and Objectives

The Objectives of the Study are as follows

Job satisfaction has been investigated in several disciplines such
as psychology (Argyle 1989), sociology (Hodson, 1985;
Kalleberg and Loscocco, 1983), economics (Hamermesh 1977,
2001; Freeman, 1978), and management sciences (Hunt and
Saul, 1975). Employers prefer that their employees be satisfied,
since employees satisfaction is closely related to their labor
market behavior such as productivity, quits and absenteeism.
Several findings indicate that job satisfaction is as good predictor
of quits as wages (Freeman, 1978; Akerlof et al., 1988; Clark et
al. (1998). For this reason it is important to study the
determinants of job satisfaction. Different aspects of job
satisfaction are studied in the literature. These include job
satisfaction with gender (Clark, 1997), wage growth (Clark,
1999), age (Hunt and Saul (1975), Clark et al., 1996), comparison
income and unemployment (Clark and Oswald, 1994, 1996)
work environment (Idson, 1990), work environment and
relations with managers (Gazioglu and Tansel, 2002). Locke
(1976) defines the job satisfaction as the individual's subjective
valuation of different aspects of their job. This paper analyses
four different measures of job satisfaction in Education Sector.

Job satisfaction is in regard to one's feelings or state-of-mind
regarding the nature of their work. Job satisfaction can be
influenced by a variety of factors, example: the quality of one's
relationship with their supervisor, the quality of the physical
environment in which they work, degree of fulfillment in their
work, etc.

The happier people are within their job, the more satisfied they
are said to be. Job satisfaction is not the same as motivation,
although it is clearly linked. Job design aims to enhance job

satisfaction and performance; methods include job rotation, job
enlargement and job enrichment. Other influences on
satisfaction include the management style and culture, employee
involvement, empowerment and autonomous work groups. Job
satisfaction is a very important attribute which is frequently
measured by organizations. The most common way of
measurement is the use of rating scales where employees report
their reactions to their jobs. Questions relate to rate of pay, work
responsibilities, variety of tasks, promotional opportunities the
work itself and co-workers. Some questioners ask yes or no
questions while others ask to rate satisfaction on 1-5 scaleThere
are many methods for measuring job satisfaction. By far, the
most common method for collecting data regarding job
satisfaction is the (named after ). Other
less common methods of for gauging job satisfaction include:
Yes/No questions, True/False questions, point systems,
checklists, and forced choice answers. This data is typically
collected using an (EFM)
system

Job satisfaction for Faculty Members has been extensively
researched. It is recognised as a significant factor in motivation
and professional development are needed for satisfaction.

The scope of the study is to find out the Job satisfaction among
faculty members in colleges in Chennai city. The Study covered
major 10 colleges in Chennai city.

1. To identify the level of Satisfaction and dissatisfaction
among Faculty members in Education sector

2. To find out Faculty member's Turnover

Likert scale Rensis Likert

Enterprise Feedback Management

An Empirical Study on Work Satisfaction of
Teaching Professionals in Education Industry with
special reference to Self Financed Colleges, Chennai
Dr. S. Sivakumar *

*Assistant Professor, Department of Management Studies, Vels University, Pallavaram, Chennai.

ABSTRACT:

Job satisfaction is in regard to one's feelings or state-of-mind regarding the nature of their work. Job satisfaction can be
influenced by a variety of factors, e.g., the quality of one's relationship with their supervisor, the quality of the physical
environment in which they work, degree of fulfillment in their work, etc.

Education sector is the most dynamic and developing sector. The turnover in the education sector is very high in recent times
compared to past decades. The main reason is job satisfaction. This study attempts to find the satisfiers and dissatisfies in the
education sector that influences an employee's turnover.

Key Words: Job Satisfaction, Satisfiers, Dissatisfies, education sector.
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3. To find out the reason for Turnover

4. To suggest strategies to the organization for Employee
Retention

A descriptive design is used for the Study. Primary and
Secondary data were collected. Primary data was collected
through the Questionnaire. Rating scale (Likert Scale) was used
in the questionnaire. A Non-Probability convenient sampling
was used for the Study. Responses were collected from samples
of Faculty members from Major 10 colleges from Chennai. The
Sample size is 125.

The survey represents opinion of 125 samples. In this study 8
eight factors were analysed for Satisfaction namely Wages &
Salary, Job Security, Career Development

Job Recognition, Sense ofAchievement, Job Characteristics and
Respect from Others

.

The study reveals that Faculty members are highly satisfied with
the parameters of job satisfaction. It is high for Respect from
Others followed by Job Security and sense of achievement
.Dissatisfaction is high for Job Charateristics followed by career
development and Job Recognition. The study also analyses
attitude of faculty members towards Shifting their Job.

The Figure reveals that 78% of the Faculty members are willing
to Shift.

People shift from organization for higher compensation. They
also shift for other reasons like accessibility of the college,
Facilities, 'just for a change', organization Politics etc. The
Monotony of the job also makes people to shift from one
institution to another.

This paper provides empirical analysis of the determinants of job
satisfaction in Britain

Considering a variety of job related characteristics. The study
proves that faculty members are satisfied with their job.It was
note-worthy that those in the education is less satisfied with their
pay but more satisfied with their sense of achievement. All in all,
our results confirm the robustness of the findings in the literature
on job satisfaction both over time and with different measures of
job satisfaction. . Insipte of satisfaction there is tendency for
them to leave the organization. To retain the Faculty members,
the Organization must identify the specific needs of the
Employees and fulfill it.

Akerlof, G.A. A.K. Rose, and J.L. Yellen, (1988): 'Job
Switching and Job Satisfaction in the US Labor Market'
Brooking Papers on EconomicActivity, 2: 495-582.

Argyle, M. (1989): The social Psychology of work, 2nd edn.
Harmondsworth: Penguin.

Blanch flower, D.G. and A.J. Oswald (1999) 'Well-Being,
Insecurity and the Decline of American Job Satisfaction',
mimeograph, Dartmouth College, USA and University of
Warwick, UK. Borjas, G, (1979) 'Job Satisfaction, Wages and
Unions' Journal of Human Resources, 14: 21-40.

Methodology

Discussions

Table 1: Various Factors of Job Satisfaction

Figure 1: Willingness to Shift the Job

Table 2

Reasons forTurn over

Conclusion

References:
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S.No Parameter Satisfaction Neutral Dissatisfaction Total

1 Wages & Salary 34 56 10 100

2 Job Security 70 4 26 100

3 Career
Development

45 5 50 100

4 Job Recognition 56 4 40 100

5 Sense of
Achievement

61 29 10 100

6 Job
Characteristics

43 3 54 100

7 Respect from
Others

88 0 12 100

8 Work Relations 54 10 36 100

S.No Parameter Satisfaction

1 Wages & Salary 46

2 Job Security 10

3 Career Development 1

4 Job Recognition 0

5 Sense of Achievement 1

6 Job Characteristics 12

7 Respect from Others 0

8 Monotony 13

9 Others 17

Total 100
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Over the past decade, the banking industry has
experienced an unprecedented level of consolidation as mergers
and acquisitions among large financial institutions have taken
place at record levels.

Over the last two decades, mergers and acquisitions (M&A) in
the banking sector have seen a sharp increase. The growing M&A
activity has largely been a response to the deregulation of the
industry as exemplified by the abolition of geographic
restrictions on banks and the demolition of demarcation lines
between different types of financial services.

in their paper
outline the bank deregulation and acquisition activity, focusing
on the USA, Italy and Germany wherein they have identified as
to how changes in the regulatory regime of the USA, Italy and
Germany have spurred bank merger activities. The same holds
true in the case of India as well.

But before a merger is actually undertaken, specifically in the
banking sector, it is important to determine firm characteristics
that explain mergers in the banking industry and to predict the

likelihood of a merger. has developed a
logit model to estimate coefficients and test the effect of the
Financial Services Modernization Act on market structure. He
has identified profitability (PROF), size (SIZE), asset
management (ASSETMGT) and solvency (SOLV) as the factors
which justify mergers in a full sample model.

Having taken into consideration the characteristics that justify a
merger in the banking industry it also becomes imperative to
understand as to when the so called mergers and merger waves
could occur.

have presented a model of defensive mergers and merger
waves.

A discussion on the motives behind the mergers and acquisitions
in the banking sector with reference to India is also important.

probed into the same. In the process they have adopted a
holistic approach to compare the rationale behind the
international mergers & acquisitions scenario with the Indian
scene thereby gazing at them both as an opportunity and as
imperative perspectives.

An analysis of the returns to shareholders as a result of merger
announcements seems important at this stage after all that has
been already discussed about the reasons and drivers of mergers
in the banking sector.

have analyzed five mergers in the Indian banking sector to
understand the shareholder wealth effects of bank mergers.
These are mergers of the Times Bank with the HDFC Bank, the
Bank of Madura with the ICICI Bank, the ICICI Ltd. with the
ICICI Bank, the Global Trust Bank with the Oriental Bank of
Commerce, and the Bank of Punjab with the Centurion Bank.

This recent increase in the pace of large corporate mergers does

The Liberalization, Privatization and Globalisation process
which was started in early 1990s has brought so many changes in
the economic scene of the country. This process of economic
reforms has brought competition not only from India but also
from Overseas. In order to compete with these competitors,
Indian corporate sector has tried to reorganize and restructure the
companies by adopting various strategies. These strategies
include Mergers, Acquisitions, Joint ventures, Spin off,
Divestitures, etc.

In the Banking sector ICICI Bank, HDFC
Bank, State Bank of India and Punjab National Bank (PNB) are
actively involved in the merger activity.

Banking on Mergers: The Story upto ICICI Bank
Merger with Bank of Rajasthan
Dr. Suresh Chandra Bihari*

*Associate Professor, IBS, Hyderabad.

ABSTRACT:

The fact sheet of both the banks has been investigated in detail to see the aftermath of the merger. The past acquisition of ICICI
Bank is also investigated to see its capability in handling the mergers. ASWOT analysis is also done to conclude whether it is worth
merging or not. The paper concluded that the merger is going to benefit both the bank in the long term. The only major threat is the
amount of controversies which it generated during the course of action. The paper also includes the view of Moody's Investors
Service. The merger is definitely going to prove advantageous to ICICI Bank in the long run which will acquire 463 branches of
BoR, strengthening its branch base as well as customer base.

Key Words: Merger,Acquisition, Restructuring of Business, Capability to handle merger.

This paper looks at the detailed analysis of the merger of ICICI Bank with Bank of Rajasthan (BoR). The paper discusses different
forms of restructuring business firm, types of merger, motives of merger and its overall benefit. It also highlights the bank mergers
in India in the past.
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not only have financial implications as has been discussed so far.
Civic leaders have been expressing concerns about the negative
effects of mergers on communities losing corporate
headquarters, including a loss of civic leadership, philanthropy,
jobs, and investment. in a challenge
to current antitrust discourse maintains in his research that the
loss of local control should be restored as a factor in merger
policy. Furthermore, empirical studies indicate that communities
often (but not invariably) face significant social costs from
mergers when a major corporate headquarters is lost and control
of a firm is transferred from locally based managers to distant or
“absentee” managers, a process referred to as “delocalization.”
Moreover, the loss of corporate headquarters may impair overall
social welfare and efficiency, thus suggesting that restoring local
control as a consideration in merger analysis is consistent with
modern welfare economics. The research develops a doctrinal
argument for considering the loss of local control as a
“noncompetitive” factor that would militate against mergers with
uncertain competitive effects, outlines various alternatives for
incorporating this factor into antitrust merger review, and also
offers a proposal for considering the loss of local control as an
adverse factor in the analysis of bank mergers under federal
banking law.

Richard M. Brunell (2006)

TYPES OFMERGERS

MOTIVES FOR MERGER

BENEFITS OFMERGER

FORMS OF RESTRUCTURING OF BUSINESS FIRMS

In case of mergers there could be three situations. They are:

i) The acquirer company merges the acquired company into itself
and the acquired company loses its entity,

ii) The acquirer company may merge with the acquired company
and may give up its own identity. Normally this kind of merger
takes place for getting some Tax benefits.

iii) There could be a situation in which both the acquirer company
and acquired company lose their identity and form an altogether
new company with a new name.

Mergers can be broadly classified into three types.

a) If a company acquires another company,
which buys the products of Acquirer Company and uses them as

raw material in its production process or acquires a company
from which the company buys its raw material, then it is called
vertical merger. If a bank acquires a marketing company which
provides the bank, marketing services for its products as an
outsourcing solution, then it can be stated as vertical merger.

b) If a bank acquires another bank and
merges it into itself, it is known as Horizontal merger. Similarly if
a company acquires another company which is operating in the
same area of its operation and merges it into itself, it is said to be
horizontal merger. This could be to increase the market share, or
to get technological advantages, or to enter into the new
geographical areas, or to acquire any other strategic advantages.

c) If a company acquires a company
which is not at all connected with the area of operations of
acquiring company, it is said to be a conglomerate merger. For
example, if a bank acquires a cement company and merges it into
itself, then it can be treated as conglomerate merger.

Any acquisition takes place with a number of motivations
culminating in a positive synergy (2+2=5 relationship). A study
conducted in the U.S.A., identified 12 motives that promote
merger and acquisition activity. They are given below in the order
of their priority:

Taking advantage of awareness that a company is
undervalued.

Achieving growth more rapidly than by internal effort.

Satisfying market demand for additional products/services.

Avoiding risks of internal start-ups of expansion.

Increasing earnings per share.

Reducing dependence on a single product/service.

Acquiring market share or position.

Offsetting seasonal or cyclical fluctuations in the present
business.

Enhancing the power and prestige of the Owner, CEO, or
Management.

Increasing utilization of present resources, physical plant
and individual skills.

Acquiring outstanding Management or Technical Personnel.

Opening new markets for present products/services.

Gaining additional capacity to supply to a market already
being serviced by the acquirer.

Gaining extended product lines.

Achieving diversification of product base.

Gaining facilities to produce goods purchased earlier.

Gaining facilities to process or distribute goods sold earlier.

Gaining access to additional markets.

Vertical Mergers:

Horizontal Mergers:

Conglomerate Mergers:
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� Other advantages such as empty plants control of patents,
etc.

In India, the merger and takeover phenomenon in the past was
understood largely as one of the sick units being taken over by
healthy ones. This is because of the reason that Sec. 72A of the
Income Tax Act, 1961, provides for the carry forward of losses.
The advantage that the merging corporations get is that the book
losses of the sick corporation get written off against the future
profits, thus saving the profitable corporations some tax outflow.

As far as the Banking sector is concerned following reasons are
more relevant:

1. With the economic
liberalization the competition in the banking sector has increased
and hence there is a need for mega banks, which will be intensely
competing for market share. In order to increase their market
share and the market presence some of the powerful banks have
started looking for banks which could be merged into the
acquiring bank. They realized that they need to grow fast to
capture the opportunities in the market. Since the internal growth
is a time taking process, they started looking for target banks.

2. With the liberalization of entry barriers, many
private banks came into existence. As a result of this there has
been intense competition and banks have started looking for
target banks which have market presence and branch network.

3. The new banks which entered as a result of lifting
of entry barriers have started many value added services with the
help of their technological superiority. The older banks which
cannot compete in this area may decide to go for mergers with
these high-tech banks.

4. New generation private sector banks
which have developed innovative products/services with the help
of their technology may attract some old generation banks for
merger due to their incapacity to face these challenges.

5. The new generation private sector banks have
began their operation with huge capacities. With the presence of
many players in the market, these banks may not be able to
capture the expected market share on its own. Therefore, in order
to fully utilize their capacities these banks may look for target
banks which may not have modern day facilities.

6. In order to utilize the capacity of the new
generation private sector banks, they need huge customer base.
Creating huge customer base takes time. Therefore, these banks
have started looking for target banks with good customer bases.
Once there is a good customer base, the banks can sell other
banking products like car loans, Housing loans, consumer loans,
etc., to these customers as well.

7. There has been a practice of merging
weak banks with a healthy bank in order to save the interest of
customers of the weak Bank. Narasimham CommitteeII
discouraged this practice. Khan Group suggested that weak
Developmental Financial Institutions (DFIs) may be allowed to
merge with the healthy banks.

Some of the new generation banks like HDFC Bank and ICICI
Bank have started looking for external growth by way of merger
route. These banks have started looking for healthy banks rather
than sick and weak banks for acquisition. The main criteria while
selecting target bank was synergy benefits like market growth,
market presence, effect on profit and so on. It can be said merger
of Times Bank with HDFC Bank in 1999 is a beginning of this
new trend. HDFC Bank emerged as the largest private sector
bank in India after the merger. By this merger HDFC Bank got the
customer base of Times Bank, its infrastructure, and branch
network. This merger also had product harmonization effect, as
HDFC Bank had Visa network and Times Bank had Master card
network. Following HDFC, ICICI also merged Bank of Madura
into it. ICICI Bank was looking for a bank which could be merged
into it and which could provide some synergic benefits after the
merger. ICICI Bank had considered two possible banks, Federal
Bank and the Bank of Madura and finally went for Bank of
Madura, considering its better technological edge, attractive
business per employee, and its vast branch network in Southern
India. At the time of merger the Bank of Madura had 263
branches.

Growth with External Efforts:

Deregulation:

Technology:

New Products/Services:

Over Capacity:

Customer Base:

Merger of Weak Banks:

BANK MERGERS IN THE PAST:

Table 1: Bank Mergers in India

HDFC BankAcquires Centurion Bank of Punjab (May '08)

Key M&ADeals of 21 Century:

For HDFC Bank, this merger provided an opportunity to add
scale, geography (northern and southern states) and management
bandwidth. In addition, there was a potential of business synergy
and cultural fit between the two organizations.

For CBoP, HDFC bank would exploit its underutilized branch

st

Name of Bank Year of merger No. of branches Merged with
Lakshmi
Commercial Bank

1984 230 Canara Bank

Bank of Cochin 1984 108 State Bank of India
Miraj State Bank 1984 26 Union Bank of India
Hindustan
Commercial

1985 140
Punjab National
Bank

Traders Bank 1987 34 Bank of Baroda
United Industrial
Bank

1988-89 145 Allahabad Bank

Bank of Tamilnadu
1988-89 99

Indian Overseas
Bank

Bank of Thanjavur 1988-89 156 Indian Bank
Parur Central Bank 1988-89 51 Bank of India
Prubanchal Bank

1990 40
Central Bank of
India

New Bank of India
1993 591

Punjab National
Bank

BCCI (Mumbai) 1993 1 State Bank of India
Bank of Karad 1994 48 Bank of India
Kasinath Seth Bank 1995 11 State Bank of India
Bari Doab Bank &
Punjab Co-operative
Bank

1997 17
Oriental Bank of
Commerce

Times Bank 1999 57 HDFC Bank
Bank of Madura
Merger

2000 263 ICICI Bank

United Western
Bank

2006 230 IDBI Bank

Lord Krishna Bank
2007 112

Centurion Bank of
Punjab

Sangli bank 2007 190 ICICI Bank
Centurion Bank of
Punjab

2008 394 HDFC Bank
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network that had the requisite expertise in retail liabilities,
transaction banking and third party distribution. The combined
entity would improve productivity levels of CBoP branches by
leveraging HDFC Bank's brand name.

The deal created an entity with an asset size of Rs 1, 09, 718 crore
(7th largest in India), providing massive scale economies and
improved distribution with 1,148 branches and 2,358 ATMs (the
largest in terms of branches in the private sector). CBoP's strong
SME relationships complemented HDFC Bank's bias towards
high-rated corporate entities.

There were significant cross-selling opportunities in the short-
term. CBoP management had relevant experience with larger
banks (as evident in the Centurion Bank and BoP integration
earlier) managing business of the size commensurate with HDFC
Bank.

The merged entity does not lend home loans given the conflict of
interest with parent HDFC and may even sell down CBoP's
home-loan book to it.

Standard Chartered wanted to capitalise on the high growth
forecast for the Indian economy. It aimed at becoming the world's
leading emerging markets bank and it thought that acquiring
Grindlays would give it a well-established foothold in India and
add strength to its management resources. For ANZ, the deal
provided immediate returns to its shareholders and allowed it to
focus on the Australian market. Grindlays had been a poor
performer and the Securities Scam involvement had made ANZ
willing to wind up.

Standard Chartered became the largest foreign bank in India with
over 56 branches and more than 36% share in the credit card
market. It also leveraged the infrastructure of ANZ Grindlays to
service its overseas clients.

For ANZ, the deal, at a premium of US $700 million over book
value, funded its share buy-back in Australia (a defence against
possible hostile takeover). The merger also greatly reduced the
risk profile of ANZ by reducing its exposure to default prone
markets.

The post merger organisational restructuring evoked widespread
criticism due to unfair treatment of former Grindlays employees.
There were also rumours of the resulting organisation becoming
too large an entity to manage efficiently, especially in the fast
changing financial sector.

According to the RBI, South Gujarat Local Area Bank had
suffered net losses in consecutive years and witnessed a
significant decline in its capital and reserves. To tackle this, RBI
first passed a moratorium under Section 45 of the Banking
Regulation Act 1949 and then, after extending the moratorium
for the maximum permissible limit of six months, decided that all
seven branches of SGLAB function as branches of Bank of
Baroda. The final decision about the merger was of the
Government of India in consultation with the RBI. Bank of
Baroda was against the merger, and protested against the forced
deal.

The clients of SGLAB were effectively transferred to Bank of
Baroda, deriving the advantage of dealing with a more secure and
bigger bank. SGLAB did not benefit much, except that it was able
to merge with a bigger bank and able to retain its branches and
customers, albeit under a different name. Since BoB was a large
entity (total assets of Rs. 793.2 billion at the time of merger),
addition of a small liability did not affect it much.Albeit minor, it
obtained seven more branches and the existing customers of
SGLAB. This further strengthened its position in rural Gujarat.

There was no widespread criticism or any apparent drawback of
the merger since the financials involved were not very high.

For Oriental Bank of Commerce there was an apparent synergy
post merger as the weakness of Global Trust Bank had been bad
assets and the strength of OBC lay in recovery.10 In addition,
GTB being a south-based bank would give OBC the much-
needed edge in the region apart from tax relief because of the
merger. GTB had no choice as the merger was forced on it, by an
RBI ruling, following its bankruptcy.

OBC gained from the 104 branches and 276 ATMs of GTB, a
workforce of 1400 employees and one million customers. Both
banks also had a common IT platform. The merger also filled up
OBC's lacunae - computerisation and high-end technology.
OBC's presence in southern states increased along with the
modern infrastructure of GTB.

Drawbacks

The merger resulted in a low CAR for OBC, which was
detrimental to solvency. The bank also had a lower business
growth (5% vis-à-vis 15% of peers). A capital adequacy ratio of
less than 11 per cent could also constrain dividend declaration,
given the applicable RBI regulations.

Benefits

Drawbacks

The retail portfolio of the merged entity now has more by way
of unsecured and two-wheeler loans, which have come under
pressure recently.

Standard Chartered Acquires ANZ Grindlays Bank
(November '00)

Benefits

Drawbacks

Bank of Baroda Acquires South Gujarat Local Area Bank
Ltd (June '04)

Benefits

Drawbacks

Oriental Bank of CommerceAcquires Global Trust Bank Ltd
(August '04)

Benefits
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MERGER OF STATE BANK OF INDIA AND STATE
BANK OFSAURASHTRA

PROCEDURE FOR AMALGAMATION OF BANKING
COMPANIES

RESTRUCTURING OF BANKS AND SOME RELEVANT
COMMITTEES

Narasimham Committee

Khan Group

Verma Group

SBS was the smallest of the seven associates. The other
associates are State Bank of Travancore, State Bank of Mysore,
State Bank of Bikaner and Jaipur, State Bank of Hyderabad, State
Bank of Indore and State Bank of Patiala.

SBS had 460 branches and the merger would help eliminate
duplication of branches in the same area. Its net profit rose 45 per
cent to Rs 87.4 crore in 2006-07. The bank had paid-up equity
capital of Rs 314 crore. The total deposits stood at Rs 15,804
crore while total advances were at Rs 11,081 crore.

The merger would help SBI consolidate its position as the
country's biggest bank and widen the gap with nearest rival ICICI
Bank. With 9,579 branches, SBI has total assets of Rs 5, 66, 565
crore and posted a net profit of Rs 4,541 crore as on March 31,
2007. ICICI Bank had assets of Rs 3, 44,658 crore and posted a
net profit of Rs 3,110 crore in 2006-07.

The merger came at time when the bank has decided to go in for
big expansion. The bank is also looking at freeing up capital by
setting up a holding company for its life insurance and asset
management businesses. SBI's move to merge its arms could
pave the way for further consolidation in the industry, which
faces imminent competition from foreign banks from 2010,
possibly.

Merger of State Bank of Saurashtra with SBI enables it to up-
scale in terms of footprint, manpower and other resources. It also
enables it to face competition arising from globalization of the
economy, apart from augmenting efficiency and enabling better
management of risk. State Bank of Saurashtra was the smallest of
its associate banks and operates in regions where SBI did not
have a large presence.

But drawbacks of the merger was the unwilling employees of
State Bank of Saurashtra who are unlikely to give their best to the
merged entity unless their mindset changes.

Sec. 44A of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, deals with the
procedure for amalgamation of banking companies. This
procedure is discussed hereunder:

1. No banking company shall be amalgamated with another
banking company, unless the shareholders of both the banking
companies approve merger scheme in a meeting called for the
purpose by a majority in number representing two-thirds in value
of the shareholders of each of the said company.

2. The approved scheme of amalgamation shall be sent to RBI for
its approval.

3. Any shareholder who has voted against the scheme of merger
or has given notice in writing at or prior to the meeting shall be
entitled to claim from banking company the value of the shares
held by him as determined by the RBI while approving the
scheme.

4. Once the scheme of amalgamation is sanctioned by the RBI,
the property and the liabilities of the amalgamated company shall
become the property and the liabilities of the acquiring company.

5. After sanctioning the scheme of amalgamation by the RBI, the
RBI may further order the closure of acquired bank and the
acquired bank stands dissolved from such a data as may be
specified.

The reports of three committees appointed by the RBI are
relevant in relation to the restructuring of Banks.

The Narasimham Committee on Banking Sector Reform was set
up in December, 1997. The Committee submitted its report on 23
April, 1998 with the following suggestions:

Merger with strong banks, but not with the weak.

Rehabilitate weak banks with the introduction of narrow
banking

Confine small, local banks to States or a cluster of Districts.

Review the RBI Act, the Banking Regulation Act, the
NationalisationAct and the State Bank of IndiaAct.

Speed up computerisation of public sector banks.

Review the recruitment procedures, and the training and
remuneration policies of PSU banks.

Depoliticisation of appointments of the bank CEOs and
professionalization of the bank Boards.

Strengthen the legal framework to accelerate credit
recovery.

Increase capital adequacy to match the enhanced banking
risk.

Budgetary support non-viable for recapitalisation.

No alternative to the asset reconstruction fund.

The Group was set up by the RBI in December, 1997, under the
Chairmanship of Shri S.H. Khan, the then Chairman of IDBI.
Some of the recommendations of this Group are given below:

A progressive move towards universal banking and the
development of an enabling regulatory framework for the
purpose.

Management and shareholders of banks and DFIs should be
permitted to explore and enter into gainful mergers.

The RBI/Government should provide an appropriate level of
financial support in case DFIs are required to assume any
developmental obligations

The Reserve Bank of India set up a Working Group on
Restructuring Weak Public Sector Banks, under the
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Chairmanship of Shri M.S. Verma, former Chairman, State Bank
of India, to suggest the measures for revival of weak Public
Sector Banks. He came up with Future restructuring strategies for
weak banks which must incorporate the following core
principles:

Bank of Madura (BOM) was a profitable, well-capitalized,
Indian private sector commercial bank operating for over 57
years. The bank had an extensive network of 263 branches, with a
significant presence in the southern states of India. In early 2000,
ICICI Bank was scouting for private banks for merger, with a
view to expand its assets and client base and geographical
coverage. ICICI Bank had then announced a merger with the 57
year old BOM, with 263 branches, out of which 82 of them were
in rural areas, with most of them in southern India. The swap ratio
was approved in the ratio of 1:2- two shares of ICICI Bank for
normal every one share of BOM. The deal with BOM was diluted
the current equity capital by around 2%. And the merger brought
about 20% gains in EPS of ICICI Bank and a decline in the bank's
comfortable Capital Adequacy Ratio from 19.64% 17.6%. The
merger helped ICICI Bank to have stronger financial and
operational structure along with increase in the customer base.
Through the merger they were able to enter to the rural areas
where most the branches of Bank of Madura were located.

The merger between ICICI Bank and ICICI Ltd. pioneered the
concept of Universal Banking in India. Taking the reverse merger
route ICICI Ltd. Merged with its erstwhile subsidiary, ICICI
Bank. The swap ratio was decided at 2:1 that is 1 share of ICICI
Bank for every 2 shares held in ICICI Ltd. ICICI merged with its
banking subsidiary to obtain cheaper funds for lending, and to
increase its appeal to investors so that it can raise capital needed
to write off bad loans. Cheap Cash was another reason for merger.
This merger was basically a survival; more for ICICI, as its core
business didn't look too good and they needed some kind of a
bank because only a bank has access to low-cost funds.
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Manageable Cost

Least Possible Burden on the Public Exchequer

All Concerned must Share Losses

Changes for Strong Internal Governance

Effective Monitoring and Timely Course Corrections

Ease of Implementation

ICICI BANK'S PAST MERGERS AND ITS AFTER
EFFECT:

ICICI Bank and Bank of Madura Merger

ICICI Ltd. and ICICI Bank Merger

ICICI Bank and Sangli Bank Merger

ICICI Bank's merger with Bank of Rajasthan:

Bank of Rajasthan Ltd. Abrief profile

FACTSHEET
Swap ratio was fixed at 100 shares of ICICI Bank for 925 shares

of Sangli Bank. The proposed amalgamation benefited to the
shareholders of both entities. ICICI Bank leveraged on Sangli
Bank's network of over 190 branches and existing customer and
employee base across urban and rural centres in the rollout of its

rural and small enterprise banking operations, which were key
focus areas for the Bank. The amalgamation supplemented ICICI
Bank's urban distribution network. The amalgamation enabled
shareholders of Sangli Bank to participate in the growth of ICICI
Bank's strong domestic and international franchise. The
amalgamation also provided new opportunities to Sangli Bank's
employees, and gave its customers access to ICICI Bank's multi-
channel network and wide range of products and services

Bank of Rajasthan is an old private sector bank
headquartered in Jaipur. Founded in 1943, the bank has a
customer base of over 2m.

The Tayal group is the dominant shareholder of the bank
with a declared stake of ~28% (as of Mar-10). However as
per SEBI, Tayals held 55% stake in the bank as of December
2009. Mr Tayal is the representative of the dominant
shareholder group on BoR's board of directors. The board
also includes 13 non-executive independent directors out of
which 4 directors have been appointed by Reserve Bank of
India.

BoR had a network of 463 branches, 29 offsite ATMs and 82
onsite ATMs covering 22 states and 2 Union territories
across the country. Most of BoR branches are located in
northern and western India and the bank had a strong hold in
the state of Rajasthan with a network of 294 branches (~63
% of total branches).

The Bank was among the first banks to take banking at the
door step of customers by introducing the concept of mobile
branches, when it opened its first mobile branch in Jaipur on
5thAugust, 1960.

The Bank was among the first banks in the private sector to
have been assigned Lead Bank responsibility which it
shared with an associate of State Bank of Bikaner & Jaipur in
Udaipur District.

The Bank became one of the earliest banks in private sector
sponsoring any rural (Gramin) bank, when it established the
Mewar Anchlik Gramin Bank in Udaipur District in
Rajasthan on 26th January, 1983.

BoR had an asset base of Rs172.2bn with a loan book size of
Rs77.8bn. Retail loans constitute ~10.8% of the total loan
book. The bank had delivered net profit of Rs1.18bn in FY09
and booked a loss of Rs100m for 9mFY10. The bank has
total deposits base of Rs151.9bn with a CASA ratio of
27.4%.

With 463 online branches nationwide the Bank is the largest
private sector bank in North India.

�
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Table 2: Growth over Five Decades (Rs .in Millions)

Table 3: Bank of Rajasthan branch network

Table 4: BoR - Brief Snapshot

Figure 2: Deposit

Bank of Rajasthan RECENT REGULATORYISSUES

ICICI Bank Abrief profile

Source: Bank of Rajasthan Ltd. Website

Source: Bank of Rajasthan Ltd. Website

Source: Bank of Rajasthan website

From the table it is quite clear that the overall growth of the bank
is sluggish. The figure suggests that the bank is not able to cope
up with the intense competition in the banking sector. It is evident
from the fact that the bank is still trying to establish in the market
though it is present for the last 50 years. This reflects the
management inefficiency and lack of vision for the long term
benefit of the bank as well as its employee.

The data given above suggests that the bank had better reach to
the customers in the tier-2 and tier-3 cities. The banks reach in the
rural sector suggests that it was committed to the growth of the
rural people. This aspect of the bank is definitely going to boost
ICICI banks reach in the rural sector which has almost negligible
presence in the neglected sector. The figure suggests banks
inability in providing the ancillary services. The number of
ATMs as compared to their total number of branches is quite less
which is again a major issue in the present scenario. The banks
presence in the North region of India will help ICICI bank to
cement its position.

In Dec-09, declared stake of the Tayals stood at 28%, while
as per SEBI Tayals' stake stood at 55%. Consequently, BoR
had recently run into regulatory trouble as SEBI had banned
the promoters and other entities of the controlling Tayal
family from dealing in the securities market on account of
incorrect disclosure of promoter's holding in the bank.

RBI had also levied a fine of Rs2.5mn on the bank for
alleged violation of various norms pertaining to transactions
and misrepresentations of various documents. The regulator
had then appointed Deloitte Haskins & Sells to conduct a
special audit of the bank which has submitted its interim
report.

ICICI Bank started as a wholly owned subsidiary of ICICI
Limited, an Indian financial institution, in 1994. Four years later,
when the company offered ICICI Bank's shares to the public,
ICICI's shareholding was reduced to 46%. In the year 2000,
ICICI Bank made an equity offering in the form of ADRs on the
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), thereby becoming the first
Indian company and the first bank or financial institution from
non-Japan Asia to be listed on the NYSE. In the next year, it
acquired the Bank of Madura Limited in an all-stock
amalgamation. Later in the year and the next fiscal year, the bank
made secondary market sales to institutional investors.

It is India's second-largest bank with total assets of Rs. 3,634.00
billion (US$ 81 billion) as on March 31, 2010 and a PAT of Rs.
40.25 billion (US$ 896 million) for the year ended March 31,
2010.

Today, ICICI Bank has a network of 2,033 branches and 5,219
ATMs in India and has a presence in 18 countries of the world. It
offers a wide range of banking products and financial services to
corporate and retail customers through a variety of delivery
channels and through its specialized subsidiaries in the areas of
investment banking, life and non-life insurance, venture capital
and asset management.

The Bank currently has subsidiaries in the United Kingdom,
Russia and Canada, branches in United States, Singapore,
Bahrain, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, Qatar and Dubai International
Finance Centre and representative offices in United Arab

�

�

Dec. 60 Dec. 70 Dec. 80 Mar. 90 Mar.

2000

Mar. 2009

Deposits 53.63 196.05 1256.48 7204.39 32421.02 151871.46

Advances 26.33 115.44 720.06 3642.31 17284.41 7780

Capital 0.92 2.00 3.00 17.50 627.621 1613.50

Reserves .80 2.31 8.42 82.55 1936.13 8842.41

Number

of

Branches

36 70 210 274 306 463

Branches Off-site ATM Onsite ATM
Category 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009
Metropolitan 129 129 6 6 24 30
Urban 142 142 19 19 25 29
Semi-Urban 90 90 2 2 16 20
Rural 102 102 2 2 2 3
Total 463 463 29 29 67 82

Mar-09
Advances (Rs m) 77,807
Deposits (Rs m) 151,871
CASA (%) 27.4
Branches (nos) 463
Total Assets (Rs m) 172,350
Networth (Rs m) 10,456
Calculated NIMs (%) 2.23
RoE(%) 11.80%
RoA(%) 0.71
Overal CAR(%) 11.5
Tier-I CAR(%) 6.19
Gross NPA(%) 2.04
Net NPA(%) 0.73
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Emirates, China, South Africa, Bangladesh, Thailand, Malaysia
and Indonesia. Their UK subsidiary has established branches in
Belgium and Germany as well.

The ratio imputes a BoR's
valuation at ~Rs30.4bn 4.8x estimated book value as of Dec-10.
Although there is no material impact on asset profile of ICICI
Bank, BoR's branch network at 463 branches stands at ~25% of
ICICI Bank's current network. Access to this large, underutilized
branch network with concentration in the CASA-rich northern
region is a key positive for ICICI Bank. There is an opportunity
for significant value creation as ICICI Bank leverages BoR's
branch network by improving productivity levels (cost to income
ratio at 62% for 9mFY10 against 37.6% for ICICI Bank for
FY10).

The merger of ICICI Bank and BoR will augment the
network of the combined entity to ~2,463 (~25% increase in
ICICI Bank's present branch network) further consolidating
its position as largest private sector bank by branches.

The access to such a large and wide branch network augurs
well for ICICI Bank as it enters a growth phase in FY11.

While BoR has pan-India presence, its network is
significantly stronger in the northern states like Rajasthan,
Punjab, Haryana and Delhi (~73% of total branches in these
states). We expect the merger to strengthen ICICI Bank's
presence in these areas.

BoR's balance sheet is significantly small with respect to
ICICI Bank (~5% of total assets).

Consequently, we see insignificant impact of this merger on
overall advances profile of ICICI Bank.

BoR has 463 branches, which is significant for the present
balance sheet size of the bank. However, there is significant
scope for improvement in utilization of the branch network,
as branch/ employee productivity is still way below that for
the peer group. We see huge opportunity for productivity
improvement for BoR, which would be a medium term
positive for ICICI Bank.

Additionally, ICICI Bank and BoR have implemented the
same software platforms, which we believe would enable
smoother integration with limited investments in
infrastructure.

BoR's asset quality has remained relatively healthy over
9mFY10 with Gross NPAs increasing by ~Rs714m in
absolute terms (~0.9% of advances). We believe that this
increase is a reflection of the phenomenon witnessed across
the industry in the aftermath of the downturn and not
specifically a reflection of bank's credit quality.

Going forward, with revival in the economic environment,
asset quality concerns are likely to recede.

May 23, 2010 was the date when ICIC Bank Ltd. came out with a
conference call on amalgamation of Bank Of Rajasthan with
itself.

In this conference call, Chanda Kochhar, MD and CEO of ICIC
Bank broadly outlined the proposed merger, the way the
valuation was done and how she intends it to proceed forward.

An Extra-Ordinary General Meeting (EGM) of shareholders was
declared to be on June 21, 2010 after the approval and assent of
the board of directors of both ICICI Bank Ltd. and Bank Of

Table 5: ICICI Bank: Important Financial Parameters

Merger with Bank of Rajasthan

Table 6: ICICI Bank & BOR: Key Numbers

HISTORYOFTHE MERGER PROCESS

Source: ICICI Bank website

Access to a large branch network - ~25% of the present

Merger strengthens presence in northern region

Limited impact on asset profile

Immense scope for productivity improvement with limited
investments

BoR's asset quality
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The Board of Directors of ICICI Bank granted its in-principle
approval for the amalgamation of Bank of Rajasthan (BoR) with
ICICI Bank, which was subsequently approved by the Reserve
Bank of India on 12 August, 2010 for effecting the merger from
13 August, 2010. The swap ratio was fixed at 25:118 (25 shares
of ICICI Bank for 118 shares of BoR).

th

th

*As Reported on 31st Dec, 2009 for BoR

Mar-09
Advances (Rs crore) 218,310.85
Deposits (Rs crore) 218,347.82

CASA (%) 27.6
Branches (nos) 2016
Total Assets (Rs crore) 379,300.96
Networth (Rs crore) 49,883.02
Calculated NIMs (%) 2.8
RoE(%) 11.80%
RoA(%) 1.4
Overal CAR(%) 15.53
Tier-I CAR(%) 11
Gross NPA(%) 4.3
Net NPA(%) 1.6

(Rs. cr)
FY2010

ICICI Bank
FY2009

BOR
As % of ICICI

Bank
Branch Network
(No.)

2,000 463 23.2

Total Assets 3,75,839 17,235 4.6
Advances 1,81,206 7,781 4.3
Deposits 2,02,017 15,187 7.5
CASA Ratio (%) 41.7 27.4
Capital Adequacy
Ratio (%)

19.4 11.5

Gross NPA Ratio
(%)*

5.1 2.8

Gross NPAs* 9,481 232 2.5
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Rajasthan towards the amalgamation process. As per the
valuation report by Haribhakti and Company, the joint valuers for
this deal, a swap ratio of 25 shares of ICICI Bank for 118 shares of
Bank of Rajasthan was approved. This translated into 4.72 shares
of Bank of Rajasthan translating into 1 share of ICICI Bank.
ICICI Bank also outlined why they wanted this amalgamation by
highlighting that their focus would be on branch centric and
customer centric model and 463 branches of Bank Of Rajasthan
would add on to almost 25% increase in the combined branch
network for ICICI Bank.

The time-to-market advantage that this amalgamation process
has for ICICI Bank is also around 3-4 years that too if ICICI Bank
went all guns blazing to add to its branch network and replicate
deposit book.

The due diligence of the books of Bank Of Rajasthan was told
had been conducted with Deloitte.Also, the CASA improvement
by Bank Of Rajasthan from sub 27% to over 30% was also
appreciated by ICICI Bank.

On June 21, 2010, the day of the EGM, with total votes cast in
favour of the proposed merger were 7,513 and votes cast against
the merger process were 27 thus translating into 99.64 percent
wanting the amalgamation process to go on.

Finally Reserve Bank of India gave clearance to the merger on
12 August 2010 making the erstwhile Bank of Rajasthan a part
of ICICI Bank from 13 August 2010.

Keeping aside the risk of further book value erosion from fresh
NPA accretion post-acquisition, even the existing capital
adequacy of BOR is on the lower side. Moreover, on a higher
level of business per branch (from Rs37cr assets / branch at
present to about 50cr), the normalized Net worth per branch
would have to be at least Rs2.5-3.5cr, while BOR's existing Net
worth per branch is Rs1.3cr. If we add this additional capital
requirement to the acquisition price, then per branch acquisition
price would be about Rs8.8cr (assuming NW / branch of
Rs3.5cr). At this level, BOR's implied P/BV would work out to
about 2.5x, not taking into account the 2-3 years it may take to
scale up the productivity of these branches.

Even on this basis, the acquisition looks expensive relative to
peers.

Moody's Investors Service says that the merger of ICICI Bank
with Bank of Rajasthan (BoR) will not have an impact on ICICI
Bank's C- bank financial strength rating (BFSR) nor its Baa2
global local currency deposit rating and foreign currency senior
unsecured debt rating. Over the longer term, Moody's expects
ICICI Bank's franchise value to benefit from this merger but with
no immediate positive impact on its ratings.

The integration of BoR into ICICI Bank's system and
infrastructure should be a relatively easy task given that they both
operate on the same core banking platform. Looking ahead,
Moody's expects ICICI Bank's franchise value to benefit from
this merger but with no immediate positive impact on its ratings.
Any upward rating pressure could develop once the bank
leverages the increased branch network, resulting in an improved
funding profile through a higher proportion of low cost retail
deposits. This would in turn translate into higher net interest
margins which -- when combined with a stronger asset quality
and lower provisioning costs -- would mean a stronger, more
solid and sustainable profitability base for the bank.
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Table 7: Valuations of Old private Banks

Table 8: Per BranchAnalysis - Old Private Banks

EVALUATINGBRANCH POTENTIAL

EXPERT'S COMMENT: MOODY'S INVESTORS
SERVICE

*As on March 31, 2009

*CBOPnos. as on 3QFY2008, #FY2009 PAT

Looking at it from a market cap per branch basis, the
acquisition looks less expensive. As per our calculations, old
private banks are trading at an average MCap/branch of Rs5.4cr
at current prices. Based on the swap ratio announced, the
MCap/Branch paid for BoR works out to Rs6.6cr, which
indicates a premium of 21% to the peer average. If we compare
the HDFC Bank and CBoPdeal in FY2008, HDFC Bank had paid
a consideration of Rs24.1cr per branch for CBoP.

Bank Market
Capitalisation

(Rs cr)

Branches
(No.)

MCap/Branch
(Rs cr)

Bank of Rajasthan 3,039 463 6.6
City Union Bank* 1,326 202 6.6
Dhanalaksh.Bank 944 265 3.6
Federal Bank 5,256 672 7.8
Karnataka Bank 2,033 458 4.4
Karur Vysya
Bank*

2,770 320 8.7

Lak. Vilas Bank 775 270 2.8
South Ind.Bank 1,645 580 2.8
Average 5.4

(Rs cr)
Dena
Bank

Federal
Bank

South Ind
Bank

CBoP* BOR

Branches (Nos) 1,223 672 580 394 463
Networth 2,434 4,758 1,466 2,080 601
Networth/Branch 2.0 7.1 2.5 5.3 1.3
Mkt Cap 2,646 5,256 1,645 9,510 3014
Mkt Cap /
Branch

2.2 7.8 2.8 24.1 6.6

Deposits 51,344 36,706 18,090 20,700 15,200
Deposits/Branch 42 55 31 53 33
CASA 18,320 8,993 5,339 5,072 4,550
CASA/Branch 15.0 13.4 9.2 12.9 9.9
PAT 511 541 234 103 118#
PAT/branch 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.3#
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SWOT Analysis of the merger of ICICI Bank with Bank of
Rajasthan

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Impact of Banks' Mergers & Acquisitions on their Staff
Employment & Effectiveness
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Merger of ICICI bank and BoR will lead to 25% increase in
ICICI bank's present branch network, further consolidating
its position.

Merger will strengthen the bank's overall position in the
northern state like Punjab, Haryana and Delhi. It will have a
better reach to the rural market where more than 100
branches of the BoR branches are located.

Asset quality of the bank will marginally improve because
of lower NPAlevel of BoR.

Huge pool of the experienced employee of BoR will
contribute to the overall development of the bank.

Employee productivity of BoR is way below that for the peer
group which may hamper the growth of post merger ICICI
Bank for medium term.

Market capitalisation per branch will be affected in the short
run.

Clash of interest between the actual employee of ICICI Bank
and that of BoR employee may hamper the overall progress
of the proposed merger.

The bottom profit may get hit due to the overpriced value of
the BoR which ICICI bank is paying to acquire it.

Merger will provide ICICI Bank a lucrative opportunity to
seek productive gains and create value over the medium
term.

ICICI Bank can leverage upon BoR's underutilised network
of 463 branches in the northern and western region.

Merger will provide ICICI Bank a unique opportunity to
compete better with its near rival HDFC Bank.

The path to achieve the common aim of the banking sector
i.e. “Financial Inclusion” will become comparatively easier
because of better presence of BoR in the rural area.

Intense competition in the banking sector is the biggest
threat.

The recent controversies surrounding the merger may have
hit the overall image of the ICICI Bank which may hinder its
growth in the short run.

Human resources management within an M&A environment is
problematic due to changes in the general procedures and in the
practices followed by the acquired companies to carry out
various tasks, and also due to the growing competition between
the employees of the merged parties. Most employees regard
M&A as a threat to their jobs, since shareholders often demand
limitations in the number of employed staff.

The effectiveness of the staff employed in banking services is a
matter of significant importance. Staff effectiveness is usually
measured based on the revenues that correspond to this staff and
derive from the bank's operational activity. The “Operating
revenue per employee”, “Personnel expenses per employee” and
“Pre-tax profits to personnel expenses” constitutes the most well-
known indicators for the evaluation of staff efficiency in
banking.

It is expected that, through M&A, ICICI bank will be able to
better utilise their total human and operational resources, aiming
at maintaining and, most of all, expanding their market share,
efficiently promoting new products, achieving better customer
service, improving their staff operations and achieving capital
reforming and raising. It can easily utilise new information
collection, management and dissemination technologies, which
favour and make restructuring, integration and networking
necessary within an international environment. Furthermore, by
growing their size, ICICI banks will benefit from utilizing those
synergies that are necessary to develop within modern
institutions, thus eliminating all disadvantages and bureaucratic
barriers of large business establishments (either operational or
financial).

Employee and IT integration are the key aspects to the merger. In
case of ICICI Bank-BoR, the common technology platform
provides a smoother way for integration. Further, employee
integration is expected to remain swift due to already existing
provisioning. With customer-centric approach and branch
centric approach, the bank has now articulated for branch-based
banking model. The integration in our view is expected to enable
ICICI Bank to a) increase reach, particular in north and west
India, b) Cross selling of new products on asset side mortgage
and auto loans, c) Cross selling of investment products
Insurance, MF and d) provide a path towards financial inclusion.
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�
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The client base of ICICI Bank, after merger will increase
adding to its huge customer base.

The enhanced branch network will enable the bank to focus
on micro finance activities through self-help groups, in its
priority sector initiatives.

The BOR has built up its client base over a long time, in a
hard way, on the basis of personalized services. In order to
deal with the BOR's clientele, the ICICI Bank needs to
redefine its strategies to suit to the new clientele. If the
sentiments or a relationship of small and medium borrowers
is hurt; it may be difficult for them to re-establish the
relationship, which could also hamper the image of the bank.

It is yet to be seen as whether the bank should have gone for
expansionary plan or the consolidation plan in the coming
time. The impact of the merger will surely be reflected in the
profitability of the proposed merger.
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CONCLUSION
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Introduction:

Focus:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Service quality dimensions:

Car sales in India is increasing at steady speed, in February 2009,
monthly sales of passenger cars in India exceeded 100000 units,
which has crossed more 125000 unit sales in February 2010
(Automobile industry in India Wikipedia.org, Ciam). Increase in
sales is a reflection of increased income of Indians Also buying a
car is not only matter of having passenger vehicle at home, but it
includes many things to the car users. Although competition has
pushed car manufacture on back foot and forced them to put
attractive offers to consumer, like price off, gift, free music
player and accessory, 3 years service free and extended warrantee
etc. On one hand free offers attracts consumer to buy a car. But
management of after sales services and consumer satisfaction is
also become important issue in passenger car segment.

Because proper servicing of car is a good sing of its maintenance
as well it is sign of consumer satisfaction. Because service
quality has received extensive attention in the of many researcher
in the literature, mostly studies being carried out in a wide variety
of industries such as the hospitals(Medical), hospitality industry
and tourism (Babakus and Mangold, 1992; Soliman, 1992, Saleh
and Ryan, 1992; Fick and Ritchie, 1991), where quality service is
highly required.

Service quality has been defined as the degree and direction
between customer service expectations and perceptions
(Newman, 2001). Perceived service quality is defined as the
evaluation of the service across the episodes when compared to
some explicit or implicit standard (Storbacka et al., 1994).
Further, it can be seen as how well a service satisfies the

expectations of customers (Bouman and van der Wiele, 1992). A
study on Service quality as an effect on customer satisfaction
(Arasli et al., 2005; Zeithaml and Bitner, 2003; Kandampully,
1998). Using the confirmation model, satisfaction will be
experienced by the customer, should the perceptions (of the
actual experience) exceed the expectations of customers.
Service quality has an effect on customer loyalty (Heskett, 2002;
Kandampully, 1998). Loyalty is experienced by the organisation
when the perceived service quality experienced by the customers
exceeds that which is offered by the competitors. The delivering
of service quality to customers is required in the long term if the
organization is to experience the benefits of customer loyalty
(Kandampully, 1998). Service quality creates competitive
advantage for organisations and is associated with successful
organizations (Kandampully, 1998). It has been said that many
organisations sell a similar product of similar quality, and that the
differentiator between them is the service quality that is offered
to the customer (Arasli et al., 2005). Service quality affects
relationships and relationship marketing, as customers are
willing to build relationships with organisations that provide
service quality (Zeithamland Bitner, 2003). Service quality
has an effect on profitability and costs (Buttle, 1996). As service
quality impacts on customer satisfaction, this also impacts on
customer retention, reduction reduction of costs and increased
profitability (Zeithaml et al , 2006).

Service quality dimensions is a personal understanding of an
individual developed on their own expectations and experiences
regarding qualitative outcomes of their own outlook. There are

A Study on Service Quality Understanding among
Car Consumers

Dr. Hitesh D. Vyas*

*Head, Department of Business Management, M. J. College of Commerce, Bhavnagar University, Gujarat.

ABSTRACT:

Car sale in India is increasing at steady speed; it has crossed more 125000 unit sales in February 2010. It also has raises issues of
good maintenance of car, which is sign of consumer satisfaction in this area. The objective of the study is to examine the
understanding of passenger car consumers regarding the factors affecting car service quality (responsiveness, reliability,
assurance, tangibles and empathy). This is an exploratory study using close ended structured questionnaire used by (Adele Berndt,
2009) modified as per the regional requirements as a tool for the study. A convenient sampling has done for the collection of 100
responses as primary data. Results of the study describes that the consumers are differently thinking in relation to these aspects of
car service quality. It is because consumer may not have sufficient know-how about the mechanism of car and its repair or
maintenance. Although, as “quality” it self have relative meanings may imply to the understanding of the car consumers in the
area under the study.

Keywords: Consumer perception/understanding, Service quality, Car servicing, Expectation and Satisfaction.
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various views on the dimensions of service quality has been
identified in different studies. A study of Buttle (1996) has
identified the Grönroos views of process orientation of service
quality identifies other components to service quality, namely
technical quality, functional quality and reputational quality.
These and other dimensions of service quality have been studied
in Johnson et al.,(1995) research proposed by Sasser et al. namely
materials, facilities and personnel (Johnson et al., 1995).
Lehtinen and Lehtinen have identified equipment, image and
interaction as key factors in delivering service (Johnson et al.,
1995).These aspects of service quality have not received much
attention and empirical testing. While, SERVQUAL of
Parasuraman et al. (1988) has influenced many researchers to
measured the service quality. Parasuraman et al. (1988)'s five
dimensions include reliability, assurance, tangibles, empathy and
responsiveness (Zeithaml et al., 2006; Parasuraman et al., 1988).

The SERVQUAL has been criticized by many researcher and
they have developed their own scale to measure the service
quality. As Cronin and Taylor (1992) have highlighted their
critics on the measurement of the expectations and perceptions in
the servqual instrument, because it based on the gaps model
approach to service quality, which does not have an empirical
basis (Teas, 1994; Cronin and Taylor, 1992). While, Newman,
(2001) criticized about the interpretation and implementation of
the instrument (Buttle, 1996). Svensson, (2004) has remarked
about uncertainty of its universal applicability. But the focus of
servqual is on the service-delivery process, rather than the
service-encounter outcomes (Kang, 2006), that is why, it is been
largely studied by researche across the globe.

Very few studies have been done on the service quality in motor
industry world wide results of most of them has been mentioned
here:

An investigation of Bouman and van der Wiele, (1992) of Service
quality research into the motor industry used a questionnaire that
utilises the dimensions identified by Parasuraman et al. (1988).
The sample was 226 coustomers of motor servicing outlets.
Factor analysis indicated three factors, but these are not clearly
linked with the original dimensions (Bouman and van der Wiele,
1992). Result of the three identified factors and their associated

were found as Fac to r 1 - Cus tomer k indnes s
(Empathy/Assurance, Reliability/Responsiveness) Cronbach
alphas 0.920, while as Factor 2 - Tangibles (Tangible) Cronbach
alphas 0.800 and as Factor 3 Faith (Reliability/Assurance)
Cronbach alphas 0.760. The study found higher positive
relationship between fulfilling promises and sympathetic
behaviour of the dealers' staff.

A study of Berndt and Herbst, (2006) on service quality into
motor industry in South Africa: An exploratory study was
conducted on the nature of service quality in the motor industry in
South Africa. In this study, the research of Bouman and van der
Wiele (1992) was adapted to the local environment and a factor
analysis was done. This factor analysis identified four factors that
could be used to evaluate service quality. These factors were
identified as employee/commitment quality (Empathy
/Assurance), tangible quality (Tangible), promise/delivery
quality (Reliability/ Responsiveness) and communication/
interaction quality (Empathy). Result of the link between these
dimensions with the initial dimensions and the reliability of these
dimensions as CronbachAlpha were found as 0.939, 0.877, 0.853
and 0.813 respectively.

A study of Adele Berndt on Investigating service quality
dimensions in South African motor vehicle servicing (2009) was
conducted using a convenience sample of 761 respondents who
were owners of various brands of motor vehicles. The
questionnaire was a self-completion questionnaire which
consisted of three sections. Factor analysis of the research
indicated that five service quality factors could be identified.
Result of the study was found as Factor 1 - Customer-focused
quality 0.886 as Cronbach Alpha, Factor 2 - Tangibles 0.876 as
Cronbach Alpha, Factor 3 - Delivery quality 0.908 as Cronbach
Alpha, Factor 4 - Communication quality 0.833 as Cronbach
Alpha and Factor 5 - Customer care quality 0.773 as Cronbach
Alpha.Apart from the tangible factor, the factors identified differ
from the dimensions of service quality proposed by Parasuraman
et al. (1988). The dimensions identified also were differed from
other studies conducted into service quality dimensions in this
context, highlighting the variable nature of service quality in this
context. The implications of this study are that the customer
perceives the way in which the service is delivered as critical in
evaluating service quality.

The objective of the study is to examine the understanding of
passenger car consumers regarding the factors affecting car
service quality (responsiveness, reliability, assurance, tangibles
and empathy).

The hypothesis of the study is; “There is no significant difference
of the understanding of passenger car consumers regarding the
factors affecting car service quality (responsiveness, reliability,
assurance, tangibles and empathy).

This is an exploratory study using close ended structured
questionnaire used by (Adele Berndt, 2009) modified as per the
regional requirements as a tool for the study. A convenient

Table 1 Indicates Different Studies on SERVQUAL

Studies on service quality in motor industry:

Research methodology:

Sr. Dimensions Study

1 Reliability ONeill and Palmer, 2003; Buttle, 1996, Chowdhary and

Prakash, 2007; Zeithaml et al., 2006, Adele Berndt, 2009

2 Assurance Zeithaml et al., 2006; ONeill and Palmer, 2003; Buttle,

1996, Adele Berndt, 2009

3 Tangibles Zeithaml et al., 2006;ONeill and Palmer, 2003, Adele

Berndt, 2009

4 Empathy Zeithaml et al.,2006; ONeill and Palmer, 2003, Adele

Berndt, 2009

5 Responsiveness Zeithaml et al., 2006; ONeill and Palmer,2003 , Adele

Berndt, 2009
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sampling has done for the collection of 100 responses as primary
data. The secondary data has been collected through different
print, electronics and close interactions of the respondents. The
primary data were collected in personal by utilizing needful
personal resources at the different cities of the saurashtra region.
The collected data were tabulated, cross tabulated and statistical
technique like factor analysis done through SPSS.

Perception or understanding on service quality of an individual is
developed differently but such personal/demographic factors
have impact on the process of developing understanding
regarding service quality. Based on this understanding as a
researcher, test of Univariate analysis of variances have done
differently on variables viz. Gender of the respondents,
Experience, Educational qualifications, Income, Post and Type
of Banks of the respondents.

Table 3 shows results of significance level about the
understanding of passenger car consumers regarding the factors
affecting car service quality. Where, variables viz. Age of the
respondents found significant at 0.594, Education of the
respondents found significant at 0.099, Income found significant
at 0.031 and Occupation found significant at 0.011. These results
indicate that the different factors do not have similar impact on
the understanding of passenger car consumers regarding the
factors affecting car service quality.

Data of table 4 indicates that 39 respondents expresses moderate
intensity towards understanding of car consumers regarding the
factors affecting car service quality with mean score >6, while,
34 respondents have shown their likeness (with >8 and >7 mean
score), and 27 respondents have dislike-ness with >4 and >3
mean score. It means that the understanding of car consumers of
regarding the factors affecting car service quality for is mixed.

Result reveals that the reliability of dealer's team found as
superior factor about understanding of car consumers and car
service quality is followed by empathy, assurance, tangibles, and
responsiveness. These results describes that the consumers are
differently thinking more about these aspects of car service

Respondents profile:

Table 2 Demographic Profile of the Respondents'

Analysis and interpretation of the data:

Table 3 Understanding of passenger car consumers
regarding car service quality

Table 4 Intensity towards understanding of car consumers
regarding the factors affecting car service quality (at 95%
confidence level)

Table 5 Performance quadrant of factors affecting car
service quality and understanding of car consumers

Here Respondents profile indicates that majority of them are
male, most of them are fall in 26-45 year of age group, higher
proportion of salaried and business group people, with up to Rs. 5
lacks annual income and most of them are holds graduation and
more degree.

Source Type iii Sum
of Squares

df Mean
Square

F Significance/
Non Significance

Age 10.635 2 5.317 0.523 0.594 (S)

Occupation 88.808 2 44.404 4.747 0.011 (S)

Income 68.634 2 34.317 3.589 0.031 (S)

Education 46.483 2 23.242 2.374 0.099 (S)

Sr. Level of affinity Sample Mean score Std. Error Confidence

interval

1 Strongly agree 15 8.4 0.283 8.936 – 7.814

2 Agree 19 7.2 0.274 7.728 – 6.672

3 Neutral 39 6.1 0.244 6.568 – 5.632

4 Disagree 18 4.3 0.234 4.748 – 3.852

5 Strongly disagree 09 3.2 0.225 3.638 – 2.762

Sr. performance of

factors

Mean score Std. Err. C.E. (95%) Ranking

1 Reliability 8.5 0.312 9.112 – 7.798 3

2 Assurance 7.4 0.233 7.859 – 7.932 2

3 Tangibles 6.5 0.197 6.987 – 6.224 4

4 Empathy 7.7 0.182 8.159 – 7.432 1

5 Responsiveness 5.6 0.204 6.118 – 5.225 5
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quality. It is because consumer may not have sufficient know-
how about the mechanism of car and its repair or maintenance.
Therefore, we accept the alternate hypothesis that “There is
significant difference of the understanding of passenger car
consumers regarding the factors affecting car service quality
(responsiveness, reliability, assurance, tangibles and empathy).

Results of study found that the different factors do not have
similar impact on the understanding of passenger car consumers
regarding the factors affecting car service quality. Moreover
understanding of consumer's about the factors affecting to car
service quality is found mixed. It means that the understanding
on service quality of an individual is developed differently by
their own personal/demographic factors influencing the process
of developing understanding regarding service quality. These
results describes that the consumers are differently thinking in
relation to these aspects of car service quality. It is because
consumer may not have sufficient know-how about the
mechanism of car and its repair or maintenance. Although, as
“quality” it self have relative meanings may imply to the
understanding of the car consumers in the area under the study.
On the basis of these findings of the study it is clearly becomes a
marketing implication that the car manufacturer in India can
utilized service quality as an important marketing tool in coming
days.
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INTRODUCTION

INLAND CONTAINER DEPOTS (ICDs)

ROLE AND FUNCTIONS OF INLAND CONTAINER
DEPOT (ICD)

ICD provides the following services:

Logistics is an important activity that links suppliers with
customers and this integrates functional entities across a
company. With the ever-growing today's competitive market, it
becomes necessary for a firm to use it's resources to focus on
strategic opportunities. This includes several internal factors like
management style, culture, human resources, facilities and
several external factors like technology, globalization and
competition. This is where the concept of logistics plays a major
role and which helps to leverage certain trade advantages to the
firm. The logistics management takes into consideration and
each facility has an impact on cost. It plays an important role in
making the product conform to customer requirements. This also
involves an efficient integration of suppliers, manufacturers,
warehouses and stores that encompasses the firm's activities at
many levels from the strategic level through the tactical
operational level.

Inland Container Depots otherwise known as ICDs or dry ports
that are equipped for handling and temporary storage of
containerized cargo as well as empties. This means that
hinterland customers can receive port services more
conveniently closer to their premises. Inland Container Depots
are rail linked and therefore allow containers to be sent by rail
directly to a satellite terminal. Shippers and consignees also
responded to the opportunities and benefits in containerisation.
The buyers of Indian goods abroad stipulated in their letters of
credit that the goods should be containerised. Hence, despite the

need for heavy investments and numerous problems in smooth
flow of goods, India was forced into containerization to stay with
the dominant trend in the world economy

The full benefits of containerisation can be obtained
only if the containers are permitted to move to the locations of the
original cargo generation points. Shipping formalities can be
completed in ICDs for containerised cargoes instead of at the exit
gateway port. Inland Container Depots are interfaces between
connecting modes of transportation. An Inland Container Depot
is an organisation offering a total package of activities to handle
and control containers and general cargo flows between road, rail
and waterways and resulting in maximum service for inland
transportation at minimum costs.

(a) Handling of containers from road, rail and barges to a
temporary storage area at container yard.

(b) ICD permits an intermediate storage between the various
transportation modes. Special containers and or cargo may
require additional provisions such as refrigeration services
and special areas for dangerous cargo.

(c) Receipt and delivery of containers and general cargo. This
may include activities such as weighing, inspection of seals
and damages, sticker and safety plate control and container
information control. Stuffed containers may be received
from the satellite Container Freight Stations (CFS) in ready

An Analysis of Transport Logistics Cost on
Shipment of Cargo from Coimbatore ICDs to Ports
of Tamil Nadu and Kerala
M. Ravichandran*
Dr. G. Jayabal**

*Assistant Professor, Department of Management Studies, Anna University, Trichy, Tamil Nadu.
**Professor of Bank Management, School of Management, Alagappa University, Karaikudi .

ABSTRACT:

The importance of transportation should also be seen by looking at the impact of transportation on a country's economy. Studies
reveal that in India the total logistics costs constitute nearly 10 percent of the GNP out of which nearly 40 percent is because of
transportation alone. In the U.S., the estimates show that the cost is around 6 percent of the GNP. the major infrastructure
required for moving goods from one place to another in India involve the active roles of Roads, Road Freight Industry, Railways,
Ports and Shipping, and Pipelines, all of which are either managed or regulated by the government. The present study is focused
mainly on transport logistics cost on the shipment of cargo at ICDs Situated in Coimbatore to the ports of depature in the states of
Tamilnadu and Kerala. The ultimate objective of this study is to identify the least cost of transport logistics from ICDs of
Coimbatore to above stated ports.
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condition to be transported to the exit port. Shippers may
also directly bring Less than Container Load (LCL) cargoes
for the purpose of consolidation and despatch.

(d) The main Function of ICD is not only the storage of stuffed
containers but also the empty containers that are needed for
temporary storages.

(e) Other facilities include container cleaning services, pretrip
trials of reefer containers to check the function of
refrigeration equipment, maintenance and repair services for
containers, container handling equipment, refrigeration
equipment, road chassis, etc. In this respect ICD should
make itself a self-sufficient unit.

(f) Customs clearance activities at Inland terminals could help
to decrease the dwell- time of containers in deep-sea ports.
These activities include checking of LCL cargo prior to
stuffing or after stripping, checking container seals,
assessment and valuation of cargoes, perusal of container
manifests and so on. The transport of containers under bond
to ICDs from deep sea ports is a necessary feature of well-
developed multi modal transport systems because this has
proved to be a time and cost saving function.

(g) Physical distribution services can be provided economically
at or close to the ICDs. Garments can be ironed and packed,
prices tagged on consumer goods and liquids in bulk can be
bottled. In short, a variety of cargo-related services to
finished goods can be placed near the ICD itself. For
agricultural products, ICDs may provide refrigeration plants
and warehousing facilities to prepare meat, fish and
vegetables for export.

Indian ICDs perform many of the possible functions outlined
above. These include stuffing, destuffing, locking, sealing;
providing trailers chassis, railway flats, repairs, handling
equipment, storage, facilities for reefer, customs examination,
processing of customs documents and issuance of combined
transport documents by carriers etc.,

ICD is a declared as Customs Area for the purpose of import and
export but only limited facilities of noting of shipping bills,
valuation and examination of export cargo are afforded at lCD.
Exports however, are deemed to be effected from the Gateway
Port only. Within 24 hours of landing, the containers consigned to
the ICDs are dispatched by rail. At the ports, ICD containers and
transshipment containers are moved on priority basis. Similarly,
stuffed containers on completion of customs formalities at the
ICD are dispatched to the terminal port within 24 hours. The
railways provide the transport link between the ICDs and the
gateway ports.

The little fishing village called Chennai Patnam, which was
founded in 1639, became prominent during the early part of the
18 Century when the East India Company was active on the East
Coast. In the absence of the Harbour, the Company ships were
anchored about quarter mile offshore and the cargo to and from

the ships were transported through small lighters called Masula
boats. As the loss of cargo while transporting through Masula
boats was high, it was proposed to build a pier to berth larger
crafts and an Iron screw pile pier was built in 1861 to a length of
1,100 ft., perpendicular to the shore during November 1881, due
to violent cyclone over half a mile of breakwater was breached
and equipments and human lives lost. Though there was a
demand for relocating the entrance, the restoration was resumed
in 1885. Port of Chennai (Madras then!) until the year 1875, was
simply an open roadstead on open sandy coast swept by storms
and occasional monsoons. The official inauguration of the wet
dock was done on 6th November 1964 by Shri. Lal Bahadur
Shastri, then the Prime Minister of India. The dock was
christened Jawahar Dock in memory of Shri. Jawaharlal Nehru,
India's first Prime Minister.In 1970s, the Madras Port Trust
started handling containers in Inner Harbour and as the container
traffic was increasing, a Container Terminal of 380 Mt. length
was constructed at Bharathi Dock during the year 1983 as a first
full-fledged Container Hub of the Country with Container
Storage Yard of 51,000 sq.m and a Container Freight Station of
6000 sq.m. Area. The terminal was provided with two shore
cranes and other shore facilities required for Container Terminal.
Consequent to the renaming of the city of Madras as Chennai
with effect from 30.9.1996, the Madras Port Trust has been
renamed as Chennai Port Trust.With the number of car
manufacturing companies located around Chennai, potential
exists for large-scale car exports through pure car carriers (PCC)
shipment. In fact shippers have already started from July, 2000
onwards.

The modern port of Cochin was developed during the period
1920 to 1940. Sir. Rober Bristo was the visionary Harbour
engineering chief, responsible for the modernization of Cochin
port. He was responsible for the daring engineering feet of
cutting across the rock like barriers of sand and silt at the mount
of Harbour to open up the present port at the Willingdon Island.
The Cochin port was declared as major port on the First ofAugust
1936. The Harbour administration was taken over by the
Government of India and Sir. Robert Bristo was appointed as the
first administrative officer of the port. Cochin Port was declared
as major port under Major Port Trust Act in Feb 1964.The
administration is now vested with the board of trustees appointed
by Government of India.

Tuticorin has been a centre for maritime trade and pearl fishery
for more than a century. The natural Harbour with a rich
hinterland, activated the development of the Port initially with
wooden piers and iron screw pile pier and connections to the
railways. Tuticorin was declared as a Minor Anchorage Port in
1868. Since then there have been various developments over the
years. Tuticorin became the citadel of the freedom struggle in the
early 20 century. In 1906, one of the greatest freedom fighters of
India, Mr. V.O. Chidambaram Pillai, launched the first swadeshi
ship "S.S. Gaelia" in British India. After Independence, the
Minor Port of Tuticorin witnessed a flourishing trade and

PORTS IN TAMILNADUAND KERALA- ATAGLANCE

CHENNAI PORT (TN)

COCHIN PORT (KERALA)

TUTICORIN PORT (TN):

th

th
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handled a variety of cargo meant for the neighboring countries of
Sri Lanka, Maldives etc. and the coastal regions of India. To cope
with the increasing trade through Tuticorin, the Government of
India sanctioned the construction of an all-weather Port at
Tuticorin. On July 11,1974, the newly constructed Tuticorin Port
was declared as the 10th major port. On 1st April 1979, the
erstwhile Tuticorin Minor Port and the newly constructed
Tuticorin Major Port were merged and the Tuticorin Port Trust
was constituted under the Major Port TrustsAct, 1963.

Cost Analysis is the process whereby
companies use cost accounting to report or control the various
costs of doing business.The term cost management is widely
used in business today. Unfortunately cost management has no
uniform definition. Cost management generally describes the
approaches and activities of managers in short run and long run
planning and control decisions that increase value for customer
and lower costs of products and services. For example, managers
make decision regarding the amount and kind of material being
used, changes of plant processes, and changes in product designs.
Information from accounting systems helps managers make such
decisions.

The Cost Control can be done by Comparing Costs incurred in
different seasons and at different volume level. Cost effective
measures can be developed to bring down the overall capital and
revenue expenditure involved in logistics as well as ICD
Processes. The most beneficial aspect of the human resource is
cost effectiveness. As effective programme of logistics or ICDs,
waste management can have distinct economic benefits such as
cost savings linked to waste reduction and improved purchasing
power. In the logistics model, the cost of transportation and sales
is different for local and for export units. Some of the costs
depend on quantity sold and some are based on the sales value.

Ocean and surface transport
costs are excessive and create a major barrier to foreign market.
Transport infrastructure, such as ports, ICDs, CFSs, etc., plays an
essential role in facilitation of international trade, constituting as
they do the main interface between ocean transport and surface
transport. The level of infrastructure development and the
quality of services are major factors in the cost of logistics.

The major component of export transport logistics cost are :

i. Labour charges for handling, stowing etc.,

ii. Road transport charges

iii. ICD charges

iv. Port Terminal Handling charges

v. Clearing charges

vi. Consolidation charges

vii. Liner freight

These are guidelines to work out export transport logistics costs
associated with export of cotianerized shipment. An export
logistics cost estimate do not include the following :

i. On carriage charges payable at destinations port

ii. Transport insurance

iii. Duties and taxes

iv. Storage and demurrage charges

Transportation charges otherwise
known as freight and which is determined based on supply and
demand for the ship in the market. In contrast, liner shipping
provides schedule service to advertised ports on different
selected trade routes in the world. Liner shipping carries
containerized shipment and non-containersied shipment (break
bulk or general cargo). Liner shipping carries small shipment
received from N-number of exporter in various ports and deliver
to N-number of importer located in various ports. Liner
shipping receives the shipment irrespective of characteristics,
volume, weight and quantity of cargo. Freight rates are fixed
and made known to traders in advance, this enables them to quote
prices on CIF basis or as per Incoterm. Containersied shipment is
further divided into Less than Container Load (LCL) and Full
Container Load (CFL).

The movement of
containerized shipment through ICD is more cost effective.
Containers are moved by rail from ICD to gateway port, serves
the advantages like no traffic congestion, i.e., quick transit, rail
freight cheaper than road transport and ICD containers
exempted from octroi formalities etc.,

Road transportation charges are more than rail
transportation charges. Cost of fuel accounts for more than 50
percent of the running cost of truck, heavy labour charges
engaged for unloading , road traffic congestion because of bad
road conditions, toll collection at various points and detention at
toll points may lead loss of time and money that contributes to
higher transportation charges. However, road transport
continuous to be the preferred choice because unlike the
Railways, road transport provides door-to-door service.

Road freight (Without container): Rate / Tonne

Road freight (with container) : Rate / TEU

Rail transport is a more convenient mode of
transport for cargo movement from the hinterland to port. It is
not only cheap but also eliminates traffic congestion and
detention at Octroi, Railways and initiated the process of
containerized cargo transportation way back in 1966. In order to
promote and manage effectively the growth of containerized
cargo traffic in India, the Container Corporation of India
(CONCOR), a sister concern of Indian Railways, was
incorporated in 1988. Apart from transportation of containers by
rail, CONCOR also operates a huge net work of ICDs and CFSs
all over India. By injecting the competition in container rail
transport segment, the monopoly status of CONCOR in
container rail transport came to a standstill. It is envisaged that
competition in container rail transport will reduce the cost of
transport.

COST ANALYSIS :

Major costs involved in logistics :

Containerised Shipment :

Movement of containerized shipment :

Road Transport :

Rail Transport:
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Rail Freight Rate

Customs clearance charges :

1. Agency Expenses :

2. Documentation charges

3. “N” Form charges

4. Measurement charges

5. Examination Charges

6. GSPcharges & expenses

7. Postage, Courier charges

8. Bill of Lading charges

9. Consolidation charges

ICDs IN COIMBATORE DISTRICT :

Inland Container Depot (ICD) Irugur,

2) Central Warehousing Corporation (CWC) Singanallur,
and

3) Chettinad Logistics Pvt. Ltd., (CLPL), Thudiyalur

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

For Empty container : Rate / TEU

For Loaded container : Rate / TEU

T h e m a i n j o b a n d
responsibility of Custom HouseAgent (CHA) is to study the laws
governing the export and import and interpreting the levies
payable and incentives receivable by clients. They also assist
their clients in preparation of document according to expectation
of customs authorities. These Custom House Agents are known
by different names in different countries such as Customs
Clearing Agent, Freight Forwarding Agent, Customs Broker and
Shipping and Forwarding Agent. But one aspect of their
activities, which is common to all of them, whatever name they
use, is that they all sell their services only. On behalf of the
shipper, CHA does all procedural and documentation formalities
that are involved in the Customs and port clearance. Today, CHA
or Freight Forwarding Agent does except everything expect
manufacturing the goods and they are a real third party logistics
providers.

Following are the charges payable to CHA for their rendered
services:

There is no fixed yardstick for charging
agency expenses. Some charge 0.75% of invoice amount if
the invoice amount is more than Rs.10 Lakh. Some of them
charges 1% of invoice amount, if invoice amount is less
than Rs.10 Lakh. Some Agents may charge fixed rate per
TEU for FCL shipment and some fixed minimum charges
for LCLshipment.

. Rate / Shipping Bill

Charges varies according to type of Shipping Bill, i.e., free
drawback, DEEC, DEPB. etc.,

Rate / Invoice

Rate / Package or Carton

Rate / Shipping bill

Rate/Certificate

Rate/DOC Set

Rate / Bill of Lading

FixedAmount

In Coimbatore District, there are three ICDs as follows:

1)

.

Distribution logistics or physical distribution is the process
through which the firm organizes the physical flow of goods to

the right location and at the right time so as to achieve maximum
satisfaction for the middle men and the ultimate customers and
thus to achieve the firm's sales and profit objectives. Any firm
that involves in logistics should answer to the following
questions.

1. What are the modes of transport available for transporting
the goods from the point of manufacturing to the point of
purchase?

2. What is mode and which is optional from the standpoint of
total distribution costs? and

3. What is the shortest route that saves the transportation cost
and thereby to reach the organizational goal?

Therefore, it is essential to conduct a logistics cost analysis to
each firm that involves in distribution of their products at
overseas level.

The study has been made with the view to the followings:

1. To analyse the overall costs incurred on shipment of cargo
from ICDs of Coimbatore to the ports of Cochin, Chennai
and Tuticorin

2. To identify the best routes that involves least cost in the
shipment of Cargo at Coimbatore ICDs and transportation of
Cargo to the above stated Ports of departure and

3. To offer suggestions to improve the service quality of the
shipping companies for movement of cargo to the port of
Cochin, Chennai and Tuticorin.

The wide Scope for Routing Logistics is an innovative vehicle
routing optimization solution. Considering a set of invoices, a
fleet of vehicles and its capacities the software determines the
routing sequence for each vehicle while minimizing the number
of vehicles required to distribute all invoices through the
customers. At the same time it minimizes the distances travelled
and its associated costs. The main benefits are minimization of
the required fleet dimension, minimization of the travelled
distances and minimization of the vehicles usage costs. The
system adoption enables automated route planning and
scheduling, improved warehouse operations and logistics
efficiency, increased customer satisfaction for knowing their
delivery data accurately, monitored deliveries and routes status at
all times, budget control and analysis using Key Performance
Indicators (KPI). This study is limited to Coimbatore district and
researchers in future can further analyse by collecting
information around south India or throughout the country.

SECONDARY DATA: In this study, the secondary data were
collected from three ICDs situated in Coimbatore District. The
cost of shipments were collected from the tariff leafs of ICDs.

STATISTICAL TOOL: The data collected from the ICDs were
analyzed through the method Measures of central tendency. It
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tells the point about which items have a tendency to cluster. Mean
also known as arithmetic average and is the most common
measure of central tendency. This may be defined as the value
obtained by dividing the total of the values of various given
items in a series by the total number of items.

MEAN = Xi = X1 + X2 + …………….. + Xn

n n

where, Mean can be found out by

Symbol of summation

X = Value of ith item x, i = 1,2……..n

N = Total number of items

(Source: Data collected from the above 3 ICDs through their
tariff leaf)

MEAN (AVERAGE COST) = Rs.31,652/-

(Source : Data collected from the above three ICDs through
their tariff leaf)

MEAN (AVERAGE COST) = Rs. 51,859.

(Source : Data collected from the above three ICDs through
their tariff leaf)
MEAN (AVERAGE COST) = Rs. 28,240

:

(Source : Data collected from the above three ICDs through
their tariff leaf)

MEAN (AVERAGE COST) = Rs. 46,243

(Source : Data collected from the above three ICDs through
their tariff leaf)

MEAN (AVERAGE COST) = Rs. 32,738

(Source : Data collected from the above three ICDs through
their tariff leaf)

MEAN (AVERAGE COST) = Rs. 36,878.

(Source : Data collected from the above three ICDs through
their tariff leaf)

MEAN (AVERAGE COST) = Rs. 14,305

�

� =

DATA ANALYSIS

Table No. 1 Showing road transportation cost from ICDs
to Chennai port for 20 feet loaded containers

Table No. 2 Showing the road transportation cost from
ICDs to cochin port for 20 feet containers:

Table No. 3 Showing road transportation cost from ICDs to
Tuticorin port for 20 feet containers

Table No. 4 Showing the road transportation cost from
ICDs to chennai port for 40 feet containers

Table No. 5 Showing the road transportation cost from
ICDs to cochin port for 40 feet containers:

Table No. 6 Showing the road transportation cost from
ICDs to Tuticotin port for 40 feet containers:

Table No. 7 Showing the road transportation cost from
ICDs to all ports for empty 20 Feet Containers

Sl.No. Name of the ICD 1st SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

2nd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

3rd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

1. Irugur 9,720 10,980 13,225
2. Singanallur 8,800 9,950 10,750

3. Thudiyalur 9,250 10,430 11,950

TOTAL 27,770 31,360 35,925

Sl.
No.

Name of the ICD
1st SLAB

(Value in Rs. )
2nd SLAB

(Value in Rs.)
3rd SLAB

(Value in Rs.)
1. Irugur 6,900 8,168 8,773
2. Singanallur 6,700 7,350 8,200

3. Thudiyalur 6,500 7,700 8,650

Total 20,100 23,215 25,623

Sl.
No.

Name of ICD 1st SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

2nd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

3rd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

1. Irugur 8,913 9,488 10,710

2. Singanallur 8,250 9,000 10,100

3. Thudiyalur 8,520 9,230 10,420

Total 25,683 27,718 31,320

Sl.
No.

Name of the ICD 1st SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

2nd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

3rd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

1. Irugur 15,525 16,675 17,825

2. Singanallur 12,700 13,750 15,150

3. Thudiyalur 14,560 15,670 16,890

Total 42,785 46,095 49,865

Sl.
No.

Name of the
ICD

1st SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

2nd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

3rd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

1. Irugur 9,775 11,270 15,525

2. Singanallur 9,000 9,900 10,750
3. Thudiyalur 9,425 10,225 12,345

Total 28,200 31,395 38,620

Sl.
No.

Name of the ICD 1st SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

2nd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

3rd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

1. Irugur 11,270 12,938 13,513
2. Singanallur 11,500 12,500 13,350

3. Thudiyalur 11,170 11,945 12,450

Total 33,940 37,383 39,313

Sl.
No.

Name of the ICD 1st SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

2nd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

3rd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

1. Irugur 2,975 5,175 6,785
2. Singanallur 3,100 4,300 6,000
3. Thudiyalur 3,150 4,650 6,781

Total 9,225 14,125 19,566
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Table No.8 Showing the road transportation cost from
ICDs to all ports for empty 40 feet containers:

Interpretation

FINDINGS OFTHE STUDY

SUGGESTIONS

CONCLUSION

REFERENCES

(Source : Data collected from the above three ICDs through
their tariff leaf)

MEAN (AVERAGE COST) = Rs. 24,939

: The Slab is fixed on the basis of Total Weight of
the container, whereas, the first slab is up to 15 tons. The Second
Slab is 16 to 21 tons and the third Slab is 21 tons and above.
The above is the cost of transporting the loaded container by
trailer from ICD's to port for 20 FEET standard containers.

1) The average transportation cost from Coimbatore ICDs to
Chennai port for all slabs and 20 feet container is Rs. 71,105.
Whereas, the average transportation cost from Coimbatore
ICDs to Chennai port for all slabs and 40 feet container is Rs.
46,243.

2) The average transportation cost from Coimbatore ICDs to
Cohin port for all slabs and 20 feet container is Rs. 51,859.
Whereas, the average transportation cost from Coimbatore
ICDs to Cochin port for all slabs and 40 feet container is Rs.
32,738.

3) The average transportation cost from Coimbatore ICDs to
Tuticorin port for all slabs and 20 feet container is Rs.
28,240. Whereas, the average transportation cost from
Coimbatore ICDs to Tuticorin port for all slabs and 40 feet
container is Rs. 36,878.

4) The mean of transportation cost from all ICDs at
Coimbatore to all ports for empty 20 feet container is Rs.
14,305. Whereas, the mean of transportation cost from
Coimbatore ICDs to all ports for 40 feet empty containers is
Rs.24,939

5) The least cost of transportation for all type of slabs and 20
feet container is Singanallur except the 1st slab i.e.,
transportation cost between Singanallur ICD and Cochin
ports for 20 feet container. Because, the cost of
transportation between Thudiyalur and Cochin port is less
for 1st slab that too for 20 feet containers.

6) The least cost of transportation between Coimbatore ICDs
and Cochin, Chennai and Tuticorin ports for all slabs and for
40 feet container is Singanallur ICD.

7) The least cost involvement in the road transportation of 20
feet empty container from Coimbatore ICDs to Cochin,
Chennai and Tuticorin port is Singanallur ICD to Cochin
port. Whereas, the lowest cost involvement of road
transportation of 40 feet empty container from Coimbatore
ICDs to Cochin Chennai and Tuticorin ports is Thudiayalur
ICD and the shortest route is Coimbatore ICDs to Cochin
port.

1) If the shipping companies use the services of any of these ICDs
regularly, there may be a chance to get customized services
from the ICD based on the volume of cargo handled by them.

2) Result from the above analysis shows that cochin port is most
viable one for Coimbatore exporters.

The shippers can choose the Singanallur ICD for shipment of
cargo to all ports for 20 feet and 40 feet containers.

Chennai port provides easy access for shipment to Far East
China, Australian and USA west coast sectors. Similarly the
Tuticorin port provides easy access for shipment to European,
UK and USA. This port offers regular weekly services to Europe
on every Tuesday, US on every Friday , China every Wednesday,
Redsea Ports on every Thursday besides 26 services per month to
Colombo every month. Cochin port provides easy access for
shipment on Middle East and East African sectors. This factor is
based on the regular availability of vessel services to each port.

We can reduce logistical cost on shipment of cargo by posting the
shipments through Singanallur ICD based on the cost analysis.
By considering the factors of facility available for the movement
of the empty and loaded containers and other services provided
by these three ICDs around Coimbatore.

1. Narayan Rangaraj, G.Raghuram and Mandyam M.Srinivasan
(2009) - “Supply Chain Managemetn for Competitive
Advantage-Concepts and cases”, Tata Mc Graw Hill
Publishing Company Limited, New Delhi.

2. Vinod V.Sople (2004) “Logistic Management The Supply
chain Imperative”, Pearson Education, Delhi.

www.conchinport.gov.in
www.chennaiport.gov.in
www.tuticorinport.gov.in
www.seaports.org
www.containerdepots.org

Sl.
No.

Name of the
ICD

1st SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

2nd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

3rd SLAB
(Value in Rs.)

1. Irugur 5,445 8,700 10,710
2. Singanallur 5,500 8,600 11,500
3. Thudiyalur 5,235 8,450 10,679

Total 16,180 25,750 32,889
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1. Introduction

The children who belong to the well-off sections of society are
facing a different kind of problem either due to lack of adequate
care or attention from their working parents or due to heavy
expectation from them by their parents in a fiercely competitive
modern world full of uncertainties in life. In cases of working
mothers, children are placed in an entirely different situation. The
demands of city life are such that both wife and husband tend to
remain outside their home for work even at the cost of interests of
their children. Working couples are unable to give proper care
and affection to their children. As “two-career couples” become
the norm rather than an aberration, marriages and families really
are not quite what they used to be. A new survey conducted by
staffing company Team Lease Services reveals that with both
spouses working, family time has come under strain. Many
people feel that they have slumped into the role of “weekend
Parents”. There are many people who meet their children only on
week-ends because, by the time they get home, their kids are in
the bed. Many people don't meet their children even on week-
ends because of overseas appointments.

Because of inherent intricacies of having a child many couples
have become a part of the increasing brigade of DINKs, as they
are called or in simple parlance “Double Income No Kids”
couples.

For many housewives living in a nuclear family, life is a daily
grind. With their husbands busy earning money, the task of
raising kids without any support from elders is taking toll on
young mothers. Many working couples have to leave their kids in
baby sitter for day care or to day care centers while both of them
are at work.

Gone are the days when employees used to work from 9 AM to 5
PM. The new corporate working culture demands extended
working hours which ranges from 10 to 14 hours a day, six days a
week. For those who reside at a distance from the office, the
working hour extends even beyond 14 hours a day which
includes travelling time.

Due to higher qualifications and the desire to achieve success in
life and more importantly, to lead a comfortable life many
families are today found to have both of its parents as working.

In the today's competitive scenario it is seen that the employees
are more frequently changing their employers because of better
job prospects and better pay package. While doing so, they even
shift between cities and more importantly, at times it is seen that
both the parents work at different cities to oblige their
professional commitments.

There are parents whose profession demands them to travel more
often for which, they have to remain away from home. Some of

Impact of Corporate Working Schedule on Growth
of Children

*Assistant Professor, Shri Jaysukhlal Vadhar Institute of Management Studies, Jamnagar.

Dr. Prasanta Chatterjee Biswas*

ABSTRACT:

The rise in the number of dual-earner couples in India may have led to an increase in the standard of living but it has also given rise
to issues like how to balance home and work and how to devote enough time to children. There are parents whose profession
demands them to stay away from home for a couple of days in a month but, there are many who are away from home for more 20
days a month. Due to the concept of “Nuclear Family” the elders of a family are not together who otherwise could have extend their
support in bringing up of the child in the absence of working parents.

In the above context, the main sufferers are the children who do not get the optimal environment for growth. The working parents
are not able to devote time to their children. The touch of parenthood is lacking in the process of child development. Consciously or
otherwise, the environment in which the child of corporate working parents is growing up does not provide the kind the emotional
support which is required. The key to resolving work-life balance challenges, in fact, is flexibility. The way people negotiate
working and parenting is an ongoing process and evolves continually. Today's fast-changing world needs the anchor of values and
virtues that families can provide. Strong families instill responsibility and character in our children and teach them the ideals that
make us a great nation. The present study is therefore an effort to enlist various contributing factors and existing interrelationships
which may be responsible for overall development of children. The study also aims to make parents aware of the importance of
parental attention in the overall development of children.

Keywords : Factor Analysis, Principal Component Analysis.
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them travel for a couple of days in a month but, there are many
more who have to travel 15 to 20 days a month.

In the above context, the main sufferers are the children who do
not get the required attention from their parents which they
should have got. The working parents are not able to devote time
to their kids. Be it childcare or education, the working parents are
dependent on others virtually for everything for the growth of
their children. The touch of parenthood is lacking in the process
of child development. Consciously or otherwise, the
environment in which the child is grown up does not provide the
kind the emotional support which it requires. The family values
and the basic ethics are not being transmitted to the children
which would go a long way in shaping the children as responsible
citizens of tomorrow.

The objective of the study is to:

i) Understand the various impacts of corporate working
schedule on the overall growth of children.

ii) Make the parents aware of the importance of parental
attention in the overall development of children.

In this research work our target area is the city of Jamnagar, has
the world largest Petrochemical hub of Reliance and Essar and
the construction arm of L& T along with the multinational banks.
The aim is to analyze the working pattern of working parents
those who are employed in the corporate sector and to bring out
the impact of such working culture on the overall growth of their
children.

To do this convenient sampling scheme has been adopted as we
need to have data from various corporate sector employees, age
group, profession, and sex. This data need to be collected taking
into consideration about the factors like working schedule of
parents, time spent by parents with child, educational
background of parents, family concept, impact of stress at work,
effects of living in a city, performance of children of such
employees and various such other factors. To get this exhaustive
and correct information the following methods are used which
seems to be very much relevant .

Total no. of Questionnaires 230

i) Directly distributed Questionnaires 100

ii) E-mail Questionnaires 80

iii) Total number of people interviewed 50

As the study is purely based on the responses of public every
care has been taken to ensure that most of the respondents
provide correct information.

The analytical process is based on a matrix of correlations
between all the variables. Valuable insights can be gained from
an examination of this matrix. For the factor analysis to be
appropriate, the variables must be correlated. In practice, this is
usually the case. If the correlations between all the variables are

small, factor analysis may not be appropriate. We would also
expect that variables that are highly correlated with each other
would also highly correlate with the same factor or factors.

Formal statistics are available for testing the appropriateness of
the factor model. Bartlett's test of sphericity can be used to test
the null hypothesis that the variables are uncorrelated in the
population. The test statistic for sphericity is based on a chi-
square transformation of the determinant of the correlation
matrix.Alarge value of the test statistic will favor the rejection of
the null hypothesis. If this hypothesis cannot be rejected, then the
appropriateness of factor analysis should be questioned. Another
useful statistic is the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of
sampling adequacy. This index compares the magnitudes of the
observed correlation coefficients to the magnitudes of the partial
correlation coefficients. Small values of the KMO statistic
indicate that the correlation between pairs of the variables cannot
be explained by other variables and that factor analysis may not
be appropriate.

The null hypothesis, that the population correlation matrix is an
identity matrix, is rejected by the Bartlett's test of sphericity. The
approximate chi-square statistic is 314.5426 with 153 degrees of
freedom which is significant at the 3.09 level. The value of the
KMO statistic (0.635369) is also large, (p>0.5),(Table
No.2,Appendix-II). Thus factor analysis may be considered an
appropriate technique for analyzing the correlation matrix of
Table No.1 (Appendix-II).

The steps involved in conducting factor analysis consist of
formulation of factor analysis problem and identification of the
variables to be factor analyzed, construction of a correlation
matrix of these variables, selection of a method of factor analysis,
determination of the number of factors to be extracted and
method of rotation, interpretation of factors. Then depending on
the objectives, the factor scores may be calculated, or surrogate
variables selected, to represent the factors in subsequent
multivariate analysis. Finally, the fit factor analysis model is
determined.

The total variance accounted for by all the eighteen factors is 18,
which is equal to the number of variables. Factor 1 accounts for a
variance of 3.5689, which is ( 3.5689/18) or 19.8273 percent of
the total variance. Likewise, the second factor accounts for
(2.0178/18) or 11.2099 percent of the total variance, and the first
two factors combined account for 31.0371 percent of the total
variance. Several considerations are involved in determining the
number of factors that should be used in the analysis (Table
No.3,Appendix-II).

In Table No.3, we see that the eigenvalue greater than 1.0 (default
option) results in six factors being extracted. The scree plot
associated with this analysis is given in Figure 1. From the scree
plot, a distinct break occurs at six factors. From the cumulative
percentage of variance accounted for, we see that first six factors

2. Research Methodology

3. Formulate the Problem

4. Hypothesis

5. Data Interpretation &Analysis
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account for 60.4571 percent of the variance, and that the gain
achieved in going to more factors is marginal. Thus, six factors
appear to be reasonable in this situation.

In Table No-5(Appendix-II), by comparing the varimax rotated
factor matrix with unrotated matrix (entitled factor matrix), we
can see how rotation achieves simplicity and enhances
interpretability. Whereas twelve variables correlated with factor
1 in the unrotated matrix, only variables V , V and V correlate
with factor 1 after rotation. Similarly variables V , V and V
correlate with factor 2, variables V , V , V correlate with factor
3, variables V , V , V , V correlate with factor 4, variables V , V
correlate with factor 5 and V , V , V correlate with factor 6.
Furthermore, no variable correlates highly with both the factors.

i) Factor 1 has high coefficients for variables V (dedicating
time to educate children on ethics and moral values), V
(dedicating time to educate children on Indian traditions and
customs), and V (dedicating time to educate children on
social responsibility) . Therefore this factor may be labeled
as “ Time For Character Building Factor”.

ii) Factor 2 has high coefficients for variables V ( spending
time with children), V ( parents to be educated) and V11
(dedicating time to educate children on family values).
Therefore this factor may be labeled as “Educated Parents
Factor”.

iii) Factor 3 has high coefficients for variables V ( stress at
work), V ( frequent change over of jobs by parents) and V (
attending child's school activities by parents ). Therefore,
this factor may be labeled as “ Stress due to work factor”.

iv) Factor 4 has high coefficients for variables V ( better
understanding amongst parents), V ( regular vacations with
family ), V ( attending social functions ) and V ( being
away from home for official commitments ). Therefore, this
factor may be labeled as “ Time for family vacations factor”.
It may be noted here that negative coefficient of V16
substantiate the result that one should not spend holiday at
office rather send on family vacations for overall growth of
children.

v) Factor 5 has high coefficients for variables V (parents
staying together) and V (spending Sunday with family).
Therefore this factor may be labeled as “Parents Staying
Together Factor”.

vi) Factor 6 has high coefficients for V ( living in a joint family
),V ( having a small family) and V ( living in a city with
better education facility ). Therefore this factor may be
labeled as “Family Factor”.

So, one could summarize the data by stating that parents consider
6 major factors responsible for overall development of children.

Each communality in the complete six factor loading represents
the proportion of variance in the corresponding variable and is
accounted for by the six factors A, B, C, D, E and F. For instance,
61% of the variance in variable one is accounted for by the six
factors A, B, C, D, E and F and the remaining 39% of the total
variance in variable one is thought of as being made up of two
parts: a factor specific to the attribute represented by variable
one, and a portion due to errors of measurement involved in the
assessment of variable one.

Thus the total value 18 is partitioned into 3.568 as eigenvalue for
factor A and 2.017 as eigenvalue for factor B and the total 10.879
as the sum of eigenvalues for these 6 factors. The corresponding
proportions of the total variance 18 are shown in the next row;
there we can notice 60% of the total variance is related to these
six factors. Approximately 60% of the total variance is common
variance where as remaining 40% of it made up of portions
unique to individual variables and the techniques used to
measure them. The last row shows that of the common variance
approximately 33% is accounted for by factor one and the other
67.3 % by factor B, C, D, E, F. This can be concluded that the six
factors together explain the common variance.

Some of the conclusions are as follows;

i. Factors like “Time For Character Building Factor”, "Educated
Parents Factor”, “Time for family vacations factor” “Stress due
to work factor”, “Parents Staying Together Factor”, “Family
Factor” etc are the main factors on which parents need to pay
attention to, for inclusive growth of their children.

ii. 69% of those interviewed are found to be working for more
than 10 hrs a day and 4% of them even work for mare than 14hrs a
day, which by itself is an indicator of unhealthy trend in the
corporate sector. (Refer Figure No. 2 )

iii. It is further revealed from the study that 76% of those
interviewed have been spending less than 4 hrs a day with their
children of whom a whopping 31% are found to be spending only
0-2hrs a day and only a meager 24% of them have been able to
spend more than 4hrs a day. (Refer Figure No. 3 )

iv. 26% of those interviewed have revealed that in the absence
working parent the performance of their children has been only
fair, where as 47% are average and only a meager 1% are found to
be outstanding.( Refer Figure No. 4 )
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6. Conclusion

TitleFactor

1 Time For Character Building Factor

2 Educated Parents Factor

3 Stress due to work fac tor

4 Time for family vacations factor

5 Parents Staying Together Factor

6 Family Factor
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v. It has also been found from the study that 87% of non-working
mothers have been able to spend more quality time with their
children as compared to working mothers, which by itself is a
major factor in the process of child development. (Refer Figure
No. 5)

vi. 48% of the mothers those who were interviewed believe that
the less presence of their husbands due to professional
commitments leads to unhealthy growth of their children. (Refer
Figure No. 6)
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7. References

1 How much is it important to spend time with family ?

2 How much is it important for both the parents to be
educated ?

3 How much is it important for both husband and wife to
stay at one place ?

4 How much is it important to have better communication &
contact amongst family members ?

5 How much is it important to live in a joint family for
healthy family relationship & growth of children ?

7 How much is it important to have regular vacations with
family for devoting good time with family members ?

8 How much do you think ,fatigueness due to overstress at
work leads to bitterness in family relationship ?

9 How much important to spend Sundays/Holidays with
family rather than in office job, for good family
relationship ?

10 How much important to dedicate time to attend social
functions with family for socialization ?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6 How much is it important to have small family so as to
give better and enough attention towards each member of
family ?

11 How much is it important to dedicate time to educate
children on ethic, moral & family values ?

12 How much important to dedicate time to appreciate
feelings & problems of spouse ?

13 How much is it important to dedicate some time to listen
your counterpart regarding her/his day's activities ?

14 How much is it important for you to be in touch with your
family through mobile,e-mail etc. when you are away ?

15 How much is it important to live in a big/metro city with
better job opportunities ?

16 How much is it important to be away from home for
Official/Professional commitments ?

17 How much is it important that both husbands & wives
should do job for better living conditions ?

18 How much is it important for children to live with their
grand parents ?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Strongly Disagree , 2. Disagree, 3. Somewhat Disagree,

4. Neither Agree Nor Disagree, 5. Somewhat Agree ,

6. Agree , 7. Strongly Agree

Appendix-I



PROFILE OF WORKING HUSBAND/WIFE)

Male Female

1 2 3 4 >4

Self Both

(Please mention the age group )

(i) Male : 0-5 5-10 10-15 15 & Above

(ii) Female: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15 & Above

Parents Relatives Hostel

ALL ALL ALL

ONE ONE ONE

TWO TWO TWO

THREE THREE THREE

Transferable Non-Transferable

( Including Travelling )

8-10 Hrs 10-12 Hrs 12-14 Hrs >14 Hrs

0-2 Hrs 2-4 Hrs >4 Hrs

(Select one from both side)

CLASS PERFORMANCE

Nursery to Class-II Poor

Class-III to Class-VII Fair

Class VIII to Class XII Average

Graduation Above Average

Post Graduation Outstanding

0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 >20

1 Name:

2

3 No. of Dependents:

4 Working Member :

5 No. of children :

6 No. of kids living with :

7 Nature of job :

8 Working Schedule

9 Time spent with family per day

10 Performance of children in your absence

11 Average number of days stay away from home per
month

Sex:

( EXCLUSIVE FOR WIVES )

Under Graduate

Graduate

Post-Graduate

Doctorate

Less than 2 hrs.

2-4 hrs

>4 hrs

Yes No

Increase in Frustration

Frequent misunderstanding among family
members

Children are not respecting the family members

Lack of sympathetic bond among family
members

If any other then specify

(______________________________________)

1 Name :

2 Qualification :

3 Time spent with husband per day :

4 Is the Husband's absence affecting the family
relationship adversely ?

5 If Yes (above),then select (one or more) from below,
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Correlation Matrix
VARI

ABLES V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10 V11 V12 V13 V14 V15 V16 V17 V18
V1 1.000 0.327 0.205 0.000 -0.051 0.176 0.107 0.182 0.235 0.167 0.420 0.188 0.211 0.088 0.081 0.025 0.164 0.212

V2 0.327 1.000 0.134 -0.058 0.052 0.218 0.012 0.288 0.052 0.278 0.438 0.134 0.051 -0.026 0.062 0.068 0.176 0.238

V3 0.205 0.134 1.000 0.051 0.041 -0.110 0.060 -0.019 0.323 -0.003 0.105 0.172 0.101 0.264 0.125 -0.213 0.054 0.046

V4 0.000 -0.058 0.051 1.000 -0.037 -0.039 0.162 0.114 0.098 -0.119 0.104 0.185 0.084 0.115 0.110 -0.129 0.033 0.060

V5 -0.051 0.052 0.041 -0.037 1.000 -0.221 0.028 -0.027 -0.079 0.233 -0.047 0.116 -0.153 -0.061 0.143 0.226 0.034 0.064

V6 0.176 0.218 -0.110 -0.039 -0.221 1.000 0.020 0.253 0.080 0.045 0.237 -0.094 -0.022 -0.102 -0.202 0.183 0.059 -0.013

V7 0.107 0.012 0.060 0.162 0.028 0.020 1.000 0.257 0.158 -0.050 0.307 0.336 0.389 0.119 0.141 -0.314 0.162 0.279

V8 0.182 0.288 -0.019 0.114 -0.027 0.253 0.257 1.000 0.213 0.146 0.272 0.136 0.133 0.139 0.055 -0.052 0.285 0.208

V9 0.235 0.052 0.323 0.098 -0.079 0.080 0.158 0.213 1.000 0.029 0.050 0.073 0.303 0.186 0.139 -0.167 0.119 0.367

V10 0.167 0.278 -0.003 -0.119 0.233 0.045 -0.050 0.146 0.029 1.000 0.317 0.293 0.179 0.156 0.099 0.227 0.022 0.061

V11 0.420 0.438 0.105 0.104 -0.047 0.237 0.307 0.272 0.050 0.317 1.000 0.506 0.456 0.166 0.078 -0.065 0.125 0.137

V12 0.188 0.134 0.172 0.185 0.116 -0.094 0.336 0.136 0.073 0.293 0.506 1.000 0.513 0.472 0.065 -0.092 0.008 0.236

V13 0.211 0.051 0.101 0.084 -0.153 -0.022 0.389 0.133 0.303 0.179 0.456 0.513 1.000 0.484 0.124 -0.136 0.022 0.299

V14 0.088 -0.026 0.264 0.115 -0.061 -0.102 0.119 0.139 0.186 0.156 0.166 0.472 0.484 1.000 0.107 -0.189 0.086 0.159

V15 0.081 0.062 0.125 0.110 0.143 -0.202 0.141 0.055 0.139 0.099 0.078 0.065 0.124 0.107 1.000 -0.106 0.168 0.100

V16 0.025 0.068 -0.213 -0.129 0.226 0.183 -0.314 -0.052 -0.167 0.227 -0.065 -0.092 -0.136 -0.189 -0.106 1.000 0.166 -0.175

V17 0.164 0.176 0.054 0.033 0.034 0.059 0.162 0.285 0.119 0.022 0.125 0.008 0.022 0.086 0.168 0.166 1.000 0.189

V18 0.212 0.238 0.046 0.060 0.064 -0.013 0.279 0.208 0.367 0.061 0.137 0.236 0.299 0.159 0.100 -0.175 0.189 1.000

V
ariables

Appendix-II
Table-1

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. 0.635369
Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square 314.5426
df 153
Sig. 3.09E-13

Table-2

Component

Initial Eigenvalues
Extraction Sums of Squared

Loadings
Rotation Sums of Squared

Loadings

Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

%
Eigen
values

% of
Variance

Cumulative
% Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

1 3.5689 19.8273 19.827313 3.56892 19.82731 19.8273131 2.35988 13.11046 13.11046
2 2.0178 11.2099 31.037181 2.01778 11.20987 31.0371806 2.13666 11.87033 24.980792
3 1.5978 8.87677 39.913953 1.59782 8.876772 39.9139525 1.74903 9.716807 34.697599
4 1.4269 7.9271 47.841052 1.42688 7.9271 47.8410521 1.60855 8.936409 43.634008
5 1.2399 6.8881 54.729152 1.23986 6.8881 54.7291518 1.52193 8.455188 52.089195
6 1.031 5.72798 60.457133 1.03104 5.727981 60.4571332 1.50623 8.367938 60.457133
7 0.9934 5.5189 65.976037
8 0.877 4.87215 70.848188
9 0.8205 4.55814 75.406326

10 0.8097 4.49809 79.904412
11 0.744 4.13308 84.037496
12 0.5891 3.27282 87.310313
13 0.5288 2.93772 90.248035
14 0.4749 2.63807 92.886109
15 0.3779 2.09953 94.985639
16 0.3687 2.04858 97.034219
17 0.3174 1.76329 98.797512

Table-3
Total Variance Explained
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Component Matrix

Vari-
ables

Factors
1 2 3 4 5 6

V1 0.508672 0.32539 -0.12901 0.06911 -0.33103 -0.18846
V2 0.414731 0.569968 -0.03063 0.127249 -0.15103 -0.3214
V3 0.328707 -0.24925 0.046933 0.270869 -0.61332 -0.25455
V4 0.212864 -0.29043 -0.12263 0.012453 0.349632 -0.29417
V5 -0.01709 0.136598 0.634261 0.41699 0.201532 -0.06028
V6 0.103524 0.541061 -0.50494 -0.26687 -0.01998 0.079742
V7 0.529952 -0.2549 -0.16524 -0.00205 0.471123 -0.12665
V8 0.466358 0.285473 -0.31439 0.140244 0.305145 0.099286
V9 0.451978 -0.18384 -0.31243 0.350117 -0.34117 0.326559

V10 0.335446 0.432044 0.536157 -0.08109 -0.08976 0.140812
V11 0.693424 0.309799 0.047852 -0.32536 0.051124 -0.32782
V12 0.671858 -0.13385 0.397032 -0.3213 0.107925 -0.01662
V13 0.694795 -0.23467 0.082627 -0.32438 0.003998 0.271221
V14 0.524438 -0.34845 0.219346 -0.17798 -0.16178 0.340215
V15 0.260088 -0.17092 0.224732 0.50182 0.105556 -0.21792
V16 -0.2349 0.611897 0.296504 0.037708 0.0601 0.339053
V17 0.280627 0.252952 -0.14753 0.493525 0.256492 0.212593
V18 0.516787 -0.06503 -0.13953 0.309266 0.086768 0.271739

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a. 6 components extracted.

Rotated Component Matrix
Vari-
ables

Factors
1 2 3 4 5 6

V1 0.095138 0.616923 0.173168 -0.04858 0.319606 -0.0837
V2 -0.07534 0.766908 0.170464 -0.08017 0.080831 0.065301
V3 0.092985 0.200136 -0.08628 0.042249 0.776108 0.162559
V4 0.052132 0.013017 0.053409 0.581383 -0.05246 0.084458
V5 -0.01916 0.041009 0.055425 -0.17668 -0.15844 0.760216
V6 -0.12641 0.40134 0.217506 -0.13258 -0.19592 -0.59673
V7 0.301181 0.095229 0.320187 0.629594 -0.1033 0.042132
V8 0.074361 0.317583 0.591507 0.167059 -0.14659 -0.12165
V9 0.195794 -0.04084 0.518816 -0.02986 0.592453 -0.1423

V10 0.396321 0.406104 0.022878 -0.43600 -0.15465 0.290828
V11 0.409303 0.752051 0.012152 0.224067 -0.09123 -0.05699
V12 0.767455 0.275988 -0.04428 0.192352 -0.05792 0.186103
V13 0.800486 0.089234 0.165208 0.150372 0.087928 -0.13063
V14 0.735277 -0.09808 0.084472 -0.00403 0.246322 0.00918
V15 -0.00592 0.066567 0.206227 0.237184 0.219451 0.553541
V16 -0.10068 0.098907 0.113618 -0.64718 -0.41421 0.119449
V17 -0.09049 0.115892 0.683798 -0.02079 -0.04787 0.164708
V18 0.263654 0.037994 0.589621 0.10263 0.188389 0.056107

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 8 iterations.

Table-4

Table-5
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Component Score Coefficient Matrix

Variable
Factors

1 2 3 4 5 6
V1 -0.0696 0.310171 -0.02115 -0.04882 0.230977 -0.05146
V2 -0.16576 0.417626 -0.02464 -0.00237 0.082849 0.065298
V3 -0.06577 0.148837 -0.16062 -0.02729 0.550118 0.10314
V4 -0.06538 0.038186 -0.01854 0.409528 -0.10298 0.082286
V5 -0.0256 0.018996 0.052788 -0.07189 -0.10535 0.507297
V6 -0.06349 0.174402 0.107777 -0.07132 -0.11114 -0.38773
V7 0.041878 -0.00228 0.134843 0.391307 -0.18273 0.041568
V8 -0.0413 0.064797 0.334007 0.087758 -0.15817 -0.07161
V9 0.044779 -0.14038 0.312624 -0.16591 0.370311 -0.1213

V10 0.208996 0.135671 -0.0312 -0.30859 -0.097 0.163414
V11 0.079074 0.380547 -0.16677 0.163827 -0.10182 -0.03025
V12 0.331933 0.068102 -0.13299 0.061448 -0.12146 0.095358
V13 0.381312 -0.09222 0.03873 -0.03728 -0.03343 -0.1307
V14 0.379276 -0.17828 0.024317 -0.15355 0.098727 -0.04668
V15 -0.11419 0.042685 0.086712 0.161104 0.114772 0.382582
V16 0.054724 -0.01165 0.150607 -0.39964 -0.22912 0.062463
V17 -0.10085 -0.04714 0.450704 -0.04121 -0.0704 0.114827
V18 0.070137 -0.11451 0.357696 -0.03343 0.058618 0.020955

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

Table-6

Figure-1 Figure-2
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Figure-5 Figure-6

Figure-3 Figure-4
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I- INTRODUCTION

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is the continuing
commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to
economic development while improving the quality of life of the
workforce and their families as well as of the local community
and society at large.'

It basically says that the company should consider the impact of
its action on society on social, economic and environmental
parameters.

Thus the companies should channel resources toward improving
the quality of life of one or more segments of society other than
the firm's own stockholders. It encompasses:

- Commitment to society's growth in terms of economic and
environment.

- Protect society from negative impact of company's
operations, product and services.

- Sharing benefits with the share holders and society at large.

According to Carroll's Four Part Definition; CSR encompasses
the economic, legal, ethical and discretionary (philanthropic)
expectations that society has of organizations at a given point in
time.

Carroll's Four Part model divides social responsibility in four
components.

The first two components i.e. economic and legal are something
which co has anyway to undertake. The real issue is what is the
extent of corporate's responsiveness on ethical and philanthropic
issues.

CSR mandates that the corporation has not only economic and
legal obligations, but also certain responsibilities to society that
extend beyond these obligations.

Recent corporate scandals (Satyam) have attracted public
attention and highlighted once more the importance of business
ethics and corporate social responsibility.

Corporate social responsibility and business ethics has been the
subject of considerable writing and debate for many years among
researchers and practitioners. While corporations put the profit
motive above all others, the public in today's world demands that
corporations play a more energetic role in the overall welfare of
society. Profit maximization is only one of a litany of goals
managers are called upon to fulfill. Thus, businesses' economic
activities and their social impact have attracted increased public
scrutiny and criticism. Interest groups seek and succeed in

Are Indian Companies Good Corporate Citizens?
Dr. Puja Bhardwaj*
Divya Y. Lakhani**

*Assistant Professor, Dr. Vikhe Patil Foundation's Pravara Centre for Management research and Development, Pune.
** Lecturer, Dr. Vikhe Patil Foundation's Pravara Centre for Management research and Development, Pune.

ABSTRACT:

Not long ago, the prime concern of a business was to make money. A growing understanding of the intricate connections between
business and the social structure and how they influence each other has led to the concept of the social responsibilities of a
business.

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a deliberate inclusion of public interest into corporate decision making and honoring of
triple bottom line i.e. profit, people and planet.

Practice of CSR is subject to much debate and discussion. Key issue of criticism being: Is being socially responsible sufficient or
the focus should now be shifted towards measuring actual contribution to the society. In today's scenario, CSR does not only
include the obligation and accountability to society but also emphasizes on action/activities undertaken by the companies and its
outcome and results. This emerging concept which includes all the facets of corporate responsibility i.e. social initiatives, social
responsiveness and social performance is known as corporate citizenship.

This research paper examines the CSR activities undertaken by Indian companies and determines the extent which true character
of corporate citizenship has been adhered to.

Keywords: Corporate Citizenship, Corporate Social Responsibility.

Type of Responsibility Societal
Expectation Examples

Philanthropic

Ethical

Legal

Economic

DESIRED of
business by
society

EXPECTED of
business by society

REQUIRED of
business by society

REQUIRED of
business by society

Corporate contributions.
Programs supporting, community/education.
Community involvement/improvement;
volunteerism
Avoid questionable practices.
Respond to “spirit” of laws.
Assume law is a floor behavior; operate
above minimum required by law.
Assert ethical leadership.

Obey all laws; adhere to regulations.
Environmental laws., Consumer laws.
Laws affecting all employees.
Obey Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.
Fulfil all contractual obligations.

Be profitable.
Maximise sales revenue.
Minimize costs (administrative, production,
marketing, distribution).
Make wise strategic decisions.
Be attentive to dividend policySource: Carroll (1979))
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influencing, to various degrees, major business decisions.

Moreover, government is responding to social demands for
greater corporate responsibility and accountability by increasing
the breadth and depth of legislation.

Given the recent scandals within corporations and the increasing
pressure for organizations to become more socially and ethically
responsible, this research paper examines the social
responsibility orientation / action of Indian corporate houses.

Concept of corporate citizenship includes all dimensions of
corporate social responsibility.

Corporate social responsibility emphasizes obligation and
accountability to society.

Corporate social responsiveness emphasizes action, activity.

Corporate social performance emphasizes outcomes, results.

Social environment and company's goals create the base for
social responsibility of the company. Rise in education level and
exposure of public at large has lead to increase awareness about
the additional responsibility of the companies. Corporates are
therefore forced to work on triple bottom line concept thereby
focusing on profit, people and planet. Once the objectives of CSR
are defined, the initiatives are worked on and lastly the
performance is measured. This comprehensive concept which
covers all the aspects of social responsibility is called as
corporate citizenship.

To study extent of the social contribution by the companies.

To examine the type of social activities undertaken by the
companies.

To determine the extent of corporate citizenship of Indian
companies.

The research study analyzing the CSR activities of Indian
corporate houses.

The sectors which have registered high growth rate in last year
have been chosen for research purpose. 109 companies
representative of these sectors have been considered.

1) Automobiles 2) Pharmaceuticals
3) Infrastructure 4) Information technology
5) Banking 6) FMCG
7) Alcohol and Tobacco 8) Chemicals
9) Cement 10) Fertilizers
11) Oil and Refining

The data is collected from:

Annual reports of companies
Books and magazines
Internet

The analysis of the various activities is considered under 3 major
heads i.e.
1) Community initiatives
2) Educational initiatives
3) Environmental initiatives

Each of the above initiatives has been further categorized as
follows:

1) Vocational Training(VT)
2) Healthcare(H)
3) Water and Sanitation(WS)
4) Women Empowerment(WE)
5) Infrastructure Development(I)
6) Disaster Relief(DR)
7) Renovation of Temple, Mosque, etc( R)
8) Donations(D)
9) SportsActivities(S)
10) E-initiatives(E)
11) Others(OC)

1) Scholarship(S)
2) Provision of School facility(SC)
3) Research(R)
4) Adult Literacy (A)
5) Aid in Cash/Kind (AID)
6) Provision of Library Facility(L)
7) Infrastructure Development of School(I-S)
8) Training to Teachers(TT)
9) Others(OED)

1) Rain Water Harvesting(RW)
2) Reduce, reuse, recycle(RRR)
3) Afforestation(AF)
4) Soil Erosion(SE)
5) Energy Conservation(EC)

CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP

II- RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

OBJECTIVES OFSTUDY:

MOTIVATION OFSTUDY:

SCOPE OFSTUDY:

COLLECTION OFDATA

DataAnalysis:

Community Initiatives:

Educational Initiatives:

Environmental Initiatives:

�

�

�

�

�

�

Social Response Cycle
Factors in the Societal Environment

Criticism of Business

Increased concern
For the Social Environment

A Changed
Social Contract

Business Assumption of Corporate Social Responsibility

Social Responsiveness, Social Performance, Corporate Citizenship

A More Satisfied Society

Fewer Factors Leading
To Business Criticism

Increased Expectations Leading
To More Criticism
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6) Promotion of Non-conventional Sources of Energy(NC)

7) Carbon Credit/Global Warming/Pollution Control
Measures(CC)

The scope of the analysis is restricted to key companies which
have pan India presence. The unorganized sector and small scale
companies are not considered for the research purpose. Some
activities are overlapping across the initiatives and might have
affected the findings. The points are given on the basis of no. of
initiatives not on expenditure incurred on that activity.

First part of the study introduces the topic and sets the base for the
research. Research Methodology is described in part two. Third
section throws light on detailed analysis of CSR activities . Last
section is devoted to findings and conclusion.

Of the 11 companies considered in this sector, 3 companies i.e.
Maruti Suzuki India Ltd, HMT Machine Tools Ltd and Swaraj
Mazda Ltd did not have any CSR initiatives as per the
information available from published sources.

Details of CSR activities are given in Table No.1. (Refer
Appendix)

It has been undertaken by 7
companies. Hero Honda Motors Ltd has shown the highest
number of activities, followed by Ashok Leyland and TVS
Motors Co Ltd. Almost all the companies have taken steps to
provide healthcare facilities like HIV/AIDS awareness, medical
check-up camps, establishment of hospitals, etc. Vocational
training, water and sanitation are provided by 4 companies. One
or two companies are involved in infrastructure development,
women empowerment, disaster relief and donation to charitable
organizations for various community activities.

: In this also Hero Honda Motors Ltd.
leads the pack followed by Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd. Besides
these two, only three other companies are involved in this
activity. School establishment/sponsorship of children education
is the most popular initiative. Scholarship to children is provided
by Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd and Bajaj Auto Ltd. Adult
literacy is provided only by Hero Honda Motors Ltd.

Automobile sector places less
importance on this as compared to the above two initiatives. Only
4 companies are involved in Afforestation programme like tree
plantation, distribution of saplings etc. Hero Honda Motors Ltd
and Tata Motors Ltd promote the non-conventional sources of
energy like bio-gas plants.

Fig 1: CSRActivity ofAutomobile Sector

Of the thirteen companies selected for the study only Sun
Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd did not report any CSR activity.

Details of CSR activities are given in Table No. 2.

Being part of the pharmaceutical
industry almost all the companies have contributed to healthcare
benefits for the community at large. Dr Reddy's Laboratories Ltd
provides vocational training to disadvantaged rural youth, skill
training to urban poor and established a training centre to cater to
the demand for skilled workforce in telecom sector. Aventis
Pharma Ltd helped in establishing a Fun Center recreational area
for children who are admitted to hospital for long duration, a 24
hour helpline service for children in distress and Samaritan help
Mission (SHM) to help poor and illiterate inhabitants of slum
area. Only a few companies are involved in water and sanitation,
women empowerment, disaster relief.

A little over 50% of the companies
are engaged in providing school facility, 23% in research activity
only 15% provide scholarship to deserving students.

: Three companies each are
involved in rain water harvesting, reuse/recycle and tree
plantation programme and only one company is engaged in
energy conservation measures.

Fig 2: CSRActivity of Pharmaceutical Sector

LIMITATION OFSTUDY

ORGANIZATION OFSTUDY

III- CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP

1)Automobile Sector:

a) Community Initiatives:

b) Educational Initiatives

c) Environmental Initiative:

2) Pharmaceutical Sector:

a) Community Initiatives:

b) Educational Initiatives:

c) Environmental Initiatives

*

(Refer
Appendix)

CSR activity of Automobile Sector
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* Tables showing initiatives undertaken by various sectors are
given in appendix
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3) Information Technology Sector:

a) Community Initiatives:

b) Educational Initiatives:

c) Environmental Initiatives:

4) FMCG:

a) Community Initiatives:

b) Educational Initiatives:

c) Environmental Initiatives:

5) Banking Sector:

a) Community Initiatives

b) Educational Initiatives:

c) Environmental Initiatives:

All the nine companies are involved in some form of CSR
programme with Infosys Technologies Ltd showing the highest
number of activities across all the areas considered for the study.

Details of CSR activities are given in Table No. 3.

Out of the 11 identified activities, the
companies in this sector are engaged in all except water and
sanitation, renovation of temples and sports activities.
Healthcare as usual is the most prominent amongst all the
activities followed by vocational training and women
empowerment. E-initiatives like development of assistive
technologies to support differently abled people to interact better
with their environment are undertaken by Mindtree Ltd and
Techmahindra IT Services and Telecom Solutions.

Nearly 50% of the companies have
undertaken to spread computer awareness amongst the school
children and other sections of society. Two companies each are
engaged in teacher training programme, providing scholarship
and instituting award for teachers. Promotion of research through
fellowship in premier institutions and MOU are undertaken by
three companies.

Tata Consultancy Services Ltd is
at the forefront by promoting reduce/reuse/recycle, promotion of
non-conventional energy sources, rain water harvesting, tree
plantation, energy conservation and Birds habitat improvement
program.

Fig 3: CSRActivity of Information Technology Sector

Out of 11 companies selected for the study only Godrej
Consumer Products Ltd did not report any CSR activity.

Details of CSR activities are given in Table No. 4.

Colgate Palmolive India Ltd actively
promotes the importance of oral health through education and
prevention. It has partnered with Indian Dental Association and
dental profession to reach school children across India through
this program. Other companies propagating healthcare programs
are Emami Ltd, HUL and Nestle India Ltd. Thus, only 50% of
the companies are into community initiatives.

A little about 40% are engaged in
promotion of school related activity and only one company each
is engaged in providing scholarship, research and library facility

Dabur India Ltd leads by
promoting rainwater harvesting, improvement in water treatment
plant through introduction of RO system, reduce/reuse/recycle. It
has also initiated a carbon foot print study at the unit level with an
aim to become a carbon positive company in years to come.

Fig 4: CSRActivity of FMCG Sector

10 Banks have been selected for the study of which 7 are public
sector banks and 3 in the private sector.

Details of CSR activities are given in Table No. 5.

: 50% of the Banks, all in the public
sector, provide vocational training in the form of establishment
of Swarozgar Vikas Sansthan, training to farmers on various
subjects in agriculture, e.g. dairy, goat rearing, application of
fertilizers, etc. only three banks provide health care benefits and
disaster relief package to victims of Tsunami, earthquake, floods
etc.

Only 30% of the banks, all in the
private sector, are engaged in education programs for
underprivileged children specially girls. None of the public
sector banks are involved in this initiative.

No bank undertakes any activity
for protecting the environment and taking steps to reduce the
global warming.

Fig 5: CSRActivity of Banking Sector
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6) Infrastructure Sector:

a) Community Initiatives:

b) Educational Initiatives:

c) Environmental Initiatives:

7)Alcohol and Tobacco:

a) Community Initiatives:

b) Educational Initiatives:

c) Environmental Initiatives:

8) Chemical Sector:

a) Community Initiatives:

b) Educational Initiatives:

c) Environmental Initiatives:

7 companies have been selected for the study of which a majority
71% is not engaged in any CSR activity. Thus, only two
companies undertake projects which are socially relevant.

Details of CSR activities are given in Table No. 6.

Only GTL Infrastructure Ltd
contributes to community development projects for which they
contribute part of profits to GTLFoundation.

Ansal Properties and Infrastructure
Ltd have established a school. Other companies did not report
anything on this front.

Rain water harvesting and tree
plantation program was undertaken only by Ansal Properties and
Infrastructure Ltd.

Fig 6: CSRActivity of Infrastructure Sector

Ten companies have been considered and only two of them did
not show any projects undertaken on CSR front.

Details of CSR activities are given in Table No. 7.

Tilaknagar Industries Ltd has
initiated a high number of community initiatives. This includes
free dispensary, support to ashrams, Gaushalas the milk
produced at these gaushalas is distributed free of cost to children
of the neighbouring villages and schools. 50% of the companies
are engaged in providing basic healthcare facilities and
infrastructure development in and around their facilities. ITC Ltd
has established E-choupal, rural digital physical infrastructure,
that enables even small and marginal farmers in rural market,
who are de-linked from the formal market, to access relevant
knowledge, market prices, weather information and quality
inputs to enhance farm productivity, quality and command better
prices.

40% of the companies have
established schools in villages. Radico Khaitan Ltd and
Tilaknagar Industries Ltd provide scholarship to deserving
students. Other educational activities are not undertaken by any
company.

Four companies have undertaken
tree plantation programme, 3 are using reuse/recycling concept
at their plants and only 2 are adopting rain water harvesting
technique and promoting non-conventional sources of energy.

Fig 7: CSRActivity ofAlcohol & Tobacco Sector

Three out of the ten companies did not promote any CSR activity.

Details of CSR activities are given in Table No. 8.

Half of the companies selected for
the study have undertaken community development work. Of
these, Philips Carbon Black Ltd and Pidilite Industries Ltd are at
the forefront with a major chunk being through health care
activity. This includes amongst others free distribution of
medicines, free eye check up camps, HIV/AIDS awareness,
guiding rural people to avail of various benefits under Govt.
welfare schemes etc.

As compared to other companies,
Pidilite Industries Ltd had more number of initiatives like
establishment of libraries at primary schools of rural areas,
organizing annual Gujarat Science Olympiad, energy
conservation essay writing competition etc.

50% of the companies have taken
various initiatives with the most important being energy
conservation measures, usage of solar cookers , reduce/recycle
and water management.

Fig 8: CSRActivity of Chemicals Sector
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9) Cement Sector:

a) Community Initiatives:

b) Educational Initiatives:

c) Environmental Initiatives:

10) Fertilizers Sector:

a) Community Initiatives:

b) Educational Initiatives:

c) Environmental Initiatives

11) Oil Sector:

Of the eleven companies chosen for research, one company i.e.
NCL Industries Ltd did not show any report of CSR activity in its
annual report for the year 2008-09.

Details of CSR activities are given in Table No. 9.

J K Cement Ltd reported the highest
number of community upliftment work. It included
infrastructure projects like construction of road in a village,
renovation of panchayat building, provision of street lights. It
also organized social events like Dussehra, Durga Pooja etc.

Around 70% of the companies organized blood donation camps,
medical check up camps, etc. for the benefit of the nearby
villages. 50% of the companies were also involved in
renovation/construction of temple. 30% of the companies
provided water facilities to the residents through construction of
tube wells, water tanks. Binani Cement Ltd instituted an annual
bravery award for children.

ACC Ltd provided construction related training to unemployed
youth that will help them in being gainfully employed as masons.
Ambuja Cement established entrepreneurship development
institutes to augment the income of farmers by engaging in
alternative livelihood.

Only three companies involved
themselves in education sector. J K Cement constructed a senior
secondary school for girls, provided free education to the wards
of Kargil war heroes, offered scholarship to deserving students,
aid to educational institutes and also arranged free bus service for
students studying in the school established by them. Others
provided educational material to nearby schools, vocational
training to students during their summer vacations.

Five companies undertook tree
plantation programme to develop the green belt around their
plants. Three companies adopted rain water harvesting technique
and waste management. Other initiatives included adoption of
drip irrigation system for plantation, water purification and
installation of de-fluoridation units etc.

Fig 9: CSRActivity of Cement Sector

Out of the thirteen companies selected for the study only one
company did not have any CSR project.

Details of CSR activities are given in Table No. 10.

Madras Fertilizers Ltd and Zuari
Industries Ltd showed the highest number of initiatives closely
followed by Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilizers Ltd. As
compared to other sectors, fertilizer sector had more
infrastructure projects than the healthcare. Prominent
infrastructure projects included construction of link road,
renovation of mid-day meal centers, eco-friendly self-contained
housing complex, renovation of children park, providing bus
shelters etc.

Other activities included Donation to CM's Relief Fund for
natural calamities, set up of rural BPO centres to provide
employment opportunities to non-urban population, supply of
traffic sign boards, sponsorship to various sports competitions,
renovation and restoration of archeological monuments, accident
insurance scheme for customers farmers etc.

Zuari Industries Ltd provides
scholarship to students from economically backward classes,
students in agriculture and engineering course and high school
students. Besides this, they have also renovated a school which
had become inhabitable due to floods and developed the
playground for a government school.

Other initiatives included adult literacy program, donation for
library, organizing sports camp etc.

: Three companies did not have
any project that would make them environment friendly.
Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilizers Ltd undertook tree
plantation in nearby localities, water conservation and pollution
control measures.

Other companies included minimizing air pollution, increase in
revenue from scrap sale due to better segregation, construction of
semi-permanent structures to control soil erosion etc.

Fig 10: CSRActivity of Fertilizers Sector

Four companies were considered for the study.

Details of CSR activities are given in Table No. 11.
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a) Community Initiatives:

b) Educational Initiatives:

c) Environmental Initiatives:

IV- FINDINGSAND CONCLUSION

SECTOR-WISE FINDINGS:

Automobile

Pharmaceutical

IT

FMCG

Banking

Infrastructure

Alcohol and
Tobacco

Chemical

Cement

Fertilizer

Oil

GENERALFINDINGS:

CSR Foundation:

All the companies have undertaken
initiatives to create HIV/AIDS awareness, increasing the health
index of children who have been displaced from slums. Other
activities included provision of vocational training, meals for
children, village adoption scheme etc.

Except for Shell all the companies
have set up schools and provided scholarship to students who
belong to economically backward classes. It also established
SAP training centre, Rajiv Gandhi Institute of petroleum
Technology.

All the companies are under rain
water harvesting projects. BPCL has also undertaken energy
conservation measures and promotion of non-conventional
sources of energy.

Fig 11: CSRActivity of Oil & Refining Sector

Findings have been divided in two parts: Sector-wise findings
and General findings.

Fig 12: Sector-wise bifurcation of CSR activities

sector is one of the growing sectors both in terms
of sales and profits. Initiatives in this industry are spread
across all three categories but efforts are more directed
towards community betterment and education.

Going with the nature of the industry,
companies are highly bent towards health care activities.
Focus is also there on community improvement and education
but on environmental front this sector scores very less.

Being the most cash rich sector, sector lives by the
reputation of socially aware section of the Indian industry.
Almost all the initiatives are attended to with special focus on
E-Education.

Against the expectations, industry is not deeply
involved with CSR activities, only area of consideration being
community development.

Little efforts are taken on CSR front as far as sector
goes. Only vocational training gets the prominence. It can be
inferred that CSR is adhered to more in words than in spirit.

sector is still in growth phase and most of the
companies are new with squeezed bottom-line. Therefore,
CSR activities are still not on the list of majority of companies.

Efforts in this sector are tilted in favor of community
improvement. Over all CSR penetration in

industry is low.

Despite being one of the most hazardous sectors, CSR
orientation of industry is negligible. Only areas
where initiatives are being taken are health care and energy
conservation.

industry is considered as major source of atmospheric
pollution, this sector takes considerable steps to nullify the
effects. The initiatives are evenly spread among all the
categories.

Though sector contributes hugely to environmental
pollution, the companies are taking ample steps in CSR area.
Focus of activities is more on infrastructure, health care and
environmental issues.

sector is dominated by few companies and the level of CSR
activity is reasonable. Majority of steps are initiated in the area
of Health care (HIV awareness) and school education.

As part of CSR initiatives, 15 companies
had set up a foundation that handles all their development
work. Five belong to the IT sector, two each in Banking,
Pharmaceutical and Oil and Refining sector, one each in
infrastructure, Cement and Automobiles. Since majority of
companies in IT industry have separate foundations to carry
out social work, it can be deduced that IT sectors has tried to
formalize the CSR initiatives.
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CSR Expenditure:

Sustainability Report:

Govt. Vs Pvt.:

Companies' Worth Special Mention:

CONCLUSION:

References:

Of the 109 companies considered for the
study only 8 companies have reported the amount they have
allocated/spent on CSR activity. Of these, three companies
have allocated 1% of their PAT annually, one company has
reserved 2% of Net Profit and the remaining four companies
have shown the total amounts spent on various activities
altogether.

The Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India (ICAI) gives out annual “Awards for
Excellence in Financial Reporting”, criteria being
environmental and social reporting. However, ICAI has not
yet taken the steps to make sustainability reporting mandatory.
Of the 109 companies, fifteen have made Sustainability
Report. The importance of this report for Indian Companies is
growing on account of the fact that for the purpose of getting
listed abroad, such report has become mandatory.

For this study 10 are public sector companies,
of which 3 are in the oil and refining sector and 7 are in the
banking sector. The funds available at the disposal of
government owned companies is comparatively large than the
private sector enterprises. However, this is not reflected in the
extent of CSR initiatives undertaken by them. They have
placed more importance on community initiatives. The oil and
refining sector has undertaken some efforts towards creating a
better environment for the society. As compared to this the
private sector has participated in a range of activities like
healthcare, women empowerment, education, research,
energy conservation, e-education, rain water harvesting,
reduce-reuse-recycle etc. No doubt the government is
engaged in providing various facilities like hospitals,
infrastructure, services etc. but this does not mean that public
sector companies cannot utilize a part of their profits for social
initiatives.

The study of the 109
companies brought forth certain companies which are way
ahead of their competitors in taking the CSR projects
seriously. They are Hero Honda Motors Ltd, Tilaknagar
Industries Ltd and Infosys Technologies Ltd. The range of
activities undertaken by them has made considerable impact
on the target audience. Such companies are looked up with
respect by the beneficiaries and the general public. This does
not however undermine the efforts of the other companies.
They have to take more efforts to reach their level.

CSR reporting is still not mandatory in India, so it is more of a self
motivated exercise for Indian companies. As for CSR
orientation, Indian companies have decent bent towards

philanthropic activities. Indian INC is taking sufficient
initiatives and activities but they have to go a long way on
measurement of results/outcome of those activities.Another area
of gap is CSR reporting. There is no consistency in measuring
and reporting the CSR activities undertaken by them. To
conclude it can be said that India Inc is extensively pursuing CSR
as it is a step towards self actualization of an organization and it
also helps in image building among the society at large. However
there is lot to be done so that these initiatives significantly
contribute to society's development and up gradation.
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AUTOMOBILES

PHARMACEUTICAL

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

FMCG

BANKING

INFRASTRUCTURE

ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO

CHEMICAL

CEMENT

FERTILIZERS

OIL AND REFINING SECTOR

TVS Motors Company Ltd
Hero Honda Motors Ltd
Ashok Leyland Limited
Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd
Bajaj Auto Ltd
Tata Motors
Eicher Motors Ltd
Maruti Suzuki India Limited
Hindustan Motors Ltd
HMT Machine Tools Ltd
Swaraj Mazda Ltd

Dr Reddy's Laboratories Ltd
Aventis Pharma Ltd
Apollo Hospital
Abbott India Ltd
Wockhardt Ltd
Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd
Piramal Healthcare Ltd
Panacea Biotec Ltd
Matrix Laboratories
Biocon Ltd
Cipla Ltd
Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd
Unichem Laboratories Ltd

Zensar Technologies Ltd
Persistent Systems Ltd
Mindtree Ltd
Infosys Technologies Ltd
Hexaware Technologies
Wipro
Techmahindra IT Services and Telecom
Solutions
IBM
Tata Consultancy Services Ltd

Britannia Industries Ltd
Colgate Palmolive India Ltd
Dabur India Ltd
Emami Ltd

Gillete India Ltd
Hindustan Unilever Ltd
Jyothy Laboratories Ltd
Nestle India Ltd
Nirma Ltd
Reckitt Benckiser
Godrej Consumer Products Ltd

State Bank of India
ICICI Bank
Bank of India
Bank of Baroda
Bank of Maharashtra
Axis Bank
HDFC Bank
IDBI Bank
Union Bank of India
Andhra Bank

Reliance Infra
GTL Infrastructure Ltd
GMR Infrastructure Ltd
Ansal Properties & Infrastructure Ltd
BSEL Infrastructure Realty Ltd
Era Infra Engineering Ltd
Gammon Infrastructure Projects Ltd

Kothari Brothers
VST Industries Ltd
Millennium Beer Industries Ltd
Radico Khaitan Ltd
Tilaknagar Industries Ltd
UB Group United Spirits Ltd
Shaw Wallace
Godfrey Phillips India Ltd
Associated Alcohol and Brew Ltd
ITC Limited

Castrol India Ltd
Philips Carbon Black Ltd
IOL Chemicals and Pharmaceutical Ltd

Clariant Chemicals (India) Ltd
IG Petrochemicals Ltd
Hindustan Organic Chemicals Ltd
Pidilite Industries Ltd
Goa Carbon Ltd
The Andhra Petrochemicals Ltd
Premier Explosives Ltd

OCL India Ltd
Madras Cements Ltd
Mangalam Cement Ltd
The KCP Ltd
J K Cement Ltd
Birla Corporation Ltd
ACC Ltd
Binani Cement Ltd
Ambuja Cements Ltd
NCL Industries Ltd
Ramco Industries Ltd

Madras Fertilizers Ltd
The Fertilizers And Chemicals
Travancore Ltd
Gujarat State Fertilizers and Chemicals
Ltd
Tata Chemicals Ltd
Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizers
Company Ltd
Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Company
Ltd
Zuari Industries Ltd
Nagarjuna Fertilizers and Chemicals
Ltd
Manglore Chemicals and Fertilizers
National Fertilizers Ltd
Chambal Fertilizers and Chemicals Ltd
Rama Phosphates Ltd
Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilizers Ltd

Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd
Indian Oil Corporation Ltd
Shell
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